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Dear Readers

We are pleased to release this second edition of Evolution One Fund’s Profit
with Purpose: Sustainable Value Creation Report 2015. As before, each existing
portfolio case study has been updated where appropriate and emphasises
the investee’s perspective on the decision to pursue private equity financing
and to partner with Inspired Evolution. In addition, a few new portfolio case
studies and renewable energy projects have been added. This compendium
now includes the full suite of Evolution One Fund’s portfolio since the expiry of
it’s commitment period in January 2014.
The case studies have been grouped into current and previous portfolio
investments (in some cases portfolio subsidiary investments), where the latter
represent those that have been divested by the fund. The case studies profile
a range of companies and projects operating across a variety of sectors in two
countries within the southern African growth markets. The same key themes as
adapted from what was previously identified by the Emerging Markets Private
Equity Association (EMPEA) and reported on by us, are highlighted again
below:
•

•

•

First, private equity’s critical role in closing the ‘finance gap’ and providing
capital to entrepreneurs, greenfield infrastructure projects and promising
growth businesses.
Secondly, the portfolio case studies demonstrate the suite of skills and
innovative financing mechanisms that private equity investors employ to
create value in portfolio companies.
Thirdly, each of the portfolio case studies highlights the positive externalities
or development impacts that the asset class can deliver to the local and
global communities in which investees operate. As such, these broader
impacts that are unique to the active investment management approach
adopted by private equity managers, can be a positive force for change.

This report re-emphasises the unique and catalytic role growth equity and
infrastructure-type investments can play in creating sustained value. At
Inspired Evolution we believe that concrete examples demonstrating private
equity’s ability to drive the sustainability agenda through responsible growth
and optimised development impacts will help key constituencies to better
understand the asset class on the basis of the factual, measured demonstration
of sustainable value creation with its suite of associated benefits.
As an integral part of our DNA and investment philosophy, Inspired Evolution
embraces an ESG-centred investment management approach as a key
strategic driver for enhancing shareholder value in its investment portfolio. The
3-to-7-year investment horizon for our portfolio investments is generally long
enough for Inspired Evolution to make considerable progress on sustainability
initiatives. At the very least, our active ESG approach allows for the entrenching
of the philosophy, policies, procedures and measurable actions in embedded
environment and social management systems (ESMS), championed by key
senior executive leadership. Simple operational and/or behavioural changes
can often deliver a payback in 2–3 years, although large sustainability projects
with heavy upfront investment sometimes appear challenging in terms of their
ability to achieve an acceptable return on investment (ROI) – and may need a
longer time horizon.

Inspired Evolution Investment Management Proprietary Limited

We emphasise that our Environmental and Social
Management System (ESMS) is a rigorous and
disciplined effort to identify, implement and
track the results of development impacts, and
it remains the responsibility of each portfolio
company to implement the most appropriate
framework for its particular type of business.
We focus on creating shared value through the
formation of partnerships between our various
portfolio companies and through strategies
designed to integrate sustainability into day-to-day operations. Our portfolio
centres on a number of investments in projects and companies offering lowcarbon greenhouse gas mitigation and resource efficient solutions to society’s
growing climate change challenges. These solutions include clean and
renewable energy, energy-efficiency and resource-efficiency measures across
the sectors and subsectors that span the food-energy-water nexus.
In summary, Inspired Evolution clearly understands that the leading
companies of the future will be those that grasp the climate change, energy
and resource scarcity challenges the world is facing and that demonstrate
leadership and commitment to integrating sustainability and responsible
investment strategies that enhance their competitive market position and
shareholder value. These market leaders are increasing productivity while
reducing the intensity of the ecological footprint of their businesses. They
are demonstrating measurable commitments to resource-efficiency targets
through the ongoing application of next-generation technologies combined
with positive disruptive business models and service innovation.
In this report, we offer some compelling insights into a variety of clean energy
infrastructure projects, energy-efficiency and resource-efficient growth
companies that, each in their own way, impart important contributions and
lessons learned. These lessons offer demonstrable investment examples of
sustainable value creation. As always, we remain committed to continually
improving our sustainable value creation investment approach and
performance in this regard.
We welcome any feedback you may have at info@inspiredevolution.co.za.
Yours sincerely,
Christopher Clarke

Lead: Sustainability Strategy and Reporting, Evolution One Fund
Managing Partner, Inspired Evolution Investment Management
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Glossary, Abbreviations and Currency

Glossary
Bankability

Refers to the eligibility of an investment proposition to meet customary banking standards and criteria for successful funding.

Direct employment

Total number of direct employees in the client company as of the end of the client company’s fiscal year. The unit of account is a permanent
full-time equivalent paid job. To be treated as permanent, the job should have a life expectancy of at least one year at the time of forecast.
Temporary jobs are equivalent jobs calculated as person-months for the purposes of the renewable energy projects under the South
African Renewable Energy Independent Power Producer Procurement Programme (REIPPPP). Seasonal jobs are incidental to the operation.
However, if the project relies heavily on seasonal jobs, as in the agribusiness sector, for example, they should be included on a pro rata basis,
a 3-month job becoming 0.25 of a full-time equivalent job (i.e. four jobs for three months equals one job on an annual basis).

Female employment

Total number of direct female employees in client company. Female employment should be calculated from the total direct employees, not
from the addition of new jobs. Definition for direct employees applies.

Financial close

Refers to the event when infrastructure projects have secured all required permits, authorisations and licences, and all conditions precedent
to all debt and/or equity financing agreements for that project have become unconditional.

Historically Disadvantaged
Persons (HDP)

The definition used to evaluate black empowerment in South Africa – the group having been the most economically disadvantaged by
apartheid policies.

Indirect employment

Employees hired by a third party with direct contractual relations to the client company. Third-party employment should only be counted
where at least 50% of a specific company’s sales are dependent on the Fund’s client, or where specific employees are directly associated
with the operations of the Fund’s client company. The definition for direct employment applies, with the third-party company being the
client company in this case.

Mezzanine finance

A hybrid of debt and equity financing that is typically used to finance the expansion of existing companies or a portion of the project
finance in infrastructure-type projects. Mezzanine financing is basically debt capital that gives the lender the rights to convert to an
ownership or equity interest in the company if the loan is not paid back in time and in full. It is generally subordinated to debt provided by
senior lenders such as banks and venture capital companies.

Offtake

Refers to the relevant legal contracts with third parties for the purchase of goods and/or services from a project or business on agreed terms
and conditions, and usually for a fixed term (in some cases, renewable).

Senior debt

Senior debt, frequently issued in the form of senior notes or referred to as senior loans, is debt that takes priority over other unsecured or
otherwise more ‘junior’ debt owed by the issuer. Senior debt has greater seniority in the issuer’s capital structure than subordinated debt. If
the issuer goes bankrupt, senior debt theoretically must be repaid before other creditors receive any payment. Senior debt is often secured
by collateral on which the lender has put in place a first lien. Usually this covers all the assets of a corporation or project, the latter most
often on a limited recourse basis against future cash flows. It is the debt that has priority for repayment in a liquidation.
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Abbreviations
a-Si
ACED
AET
AgriSETA
AMCU
BAR
B-BBEE
B-BBEE SPV
BEE
BCDA
BOP
DC
CDM
CER
CITES
COD
CPI
CSI
CSR
DAFF
DCF
DEA
DFI
DI
DOE
DRC
E&S
ED
EA
EBITDA
EHS
EIA
EIR
EME
EMB
EMP
EMPEA
EPC
ERPA
ESAP
ESG
ESIA
ESMS
EW2E
FAO
FAT
FY
GHG
GP
HACCP
HDP
HDSA
IDC
IDZ
IFC

Amorphous Silicon
African Clean Energy Developments      
Adult Education and Training
Agricultural Sector Education Training Authority
Association of Mine Workers and Construction Union
Basic Assesment Report
Broad-based Black Economic Empowerment, as defined in South
African legislation
Broad-based Black Economic Empowerment Special-purpose
Vehicle
Black Economic Empowerment, as defined in South African
legislation
Blue Crane Development Agency
Balance of Plant
Direct Current
Clean Development Mechanism
Certified Emission Reductions
Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild
Fauna and Flora
Commercial Operations Date
Consumer Price Index
Corporate Social Investment
Corporate Social Responsibility
Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, South Africa
Discounted Cashflow
Department of Environmental Affairs, South Africa
Development Finance Institution
Development Indicator
Department of Energy, South Africa
Democratic Republic of Congo
Environmental and Social
Enterprise Development
Environmental Authorisation
Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation and Amortization
Environmental Health & Safety
Environmental Impact Assessment
Environmental Impact Report
Exempt Micro Enterprise, as defined in South African BEE
legislation
EnviroServ Mineral Beneficiation
Environmental Management Plan
Emerging Markets Private Equity Association
Engineering, Procurement and Construction
Emission Reduction Purchase Agreement
Environmental and Social Action Plan
Environmental, Social and Governance
Environmental and Social Impact Assessment
Environmental and Social Management System
EnviroServ Waste-2-Energy
Food and Agricultural Organisation
Franco Afrique Technologies
Financial Year
Greenhouse Gas Emissions
General Partners
Hazard Analysis and Critical Control
Historically Disadvantaged Person
Historically Disadvantaged South African
Industrial Development Corporation
Industrial Development Zone
International Finance Corporation

IFDC
IFI
ILO
IFRS
IP
IPO
IPP
IRR
ISO
JSE
KWF
LBO
LED
MSL
NDP
NEMA
NERSA
NPK
NRCS
NRD
OTC
O&M
OECD
OMIGSA
PEF
POA
PPA
PR
PV
QSE
RE
REA
REIPPPP
ROI
S&E
S&I
SABS
SADC
SC
SCAF
SCDA
SED
SEDD
SHEQ
SME
SPPA
SPV
SQAS
Tanesco
TZS
UNEP
USD
VER
WEC
WTG
WULA
WWF
ZAR

International Fertiliser Development Center
International Finance Institution
International Labour Organisation
International Financial Reporting Standards
Intellectual Property
Initial Public Offering
Independent Power Producer
Internal Rate of Return
International Organisation for Standardisation
Johannesburg Stock Exchange
Kouga Wind Farm
Leveraged Buy-out
Local Economic Development
Mean Sea Level
National Development Plan, South Africa
National Environment Management Act, South Africa
National Energy Regulator of South Africa
Nitrogen, Phosphorus and Potassium
National Regulator for Company Specifications
Njombe Resource Development Company Limited
Over-the-Counter
Operations and Maintenance
Organisation of Economic Cooperation and Development
Old Mutual Investment Group of South Africa
Private Equity Fund
Programme of Application
Power Purchase Agreement
Performance Ratio
Photovoltaic
Qualifying Small Enterprise, as defined in South African BEE
legislation
Renewable Energy
Rural Energy Agency
Renewable Energy Independent Power Producer Procurement
Programme, South Africa
Return on Investment
Social and Environmental
Supply and Installation
South African Bureau of Standards
Southern African Development Community
Steering Committee
Seed Capital Assistance Facility
Solar Capital De Aar (Pty) Ltd
Socio-Economic Development
Social and Environmental Due Diligence
Safety, Health and Environmental Quality
Small and Medium Enterprise
Standardised Power Purchase Agreement
Special-purpose Vehicle
Safety and Quality Assessment System
Tanzania Electric Supply Company Limited
Tanzanian Shilling
United Nations Environment Programme
United States Dollar
Voluntary Emissions Reduction
Wave Energy Converter
Wind Turbine Generator
Water Use Licence Application
World Wide Fund for Nature
South African Rand

Currency
To simplify foreign currency comparisons for the reader, a foreign currency exchange rate of 1 USD = 10 ZAR has been used as the average for all South African rand
(ZAR) amounts invested by the Fund into portfolio companies and projects, as at the time of writing this report.
Please note however that actual USD amounts recorded at the time of individual investments were different due to the varying foreign exchange conversion rates
at those times.
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Inspired Evolution: Investment
Philosophy and ESG Management
Approach
Inspired Evolution is a specialised investment management and advisory business. The authorised
financial services provider is located principally in Cape Town, South Africa and London, U.K. Inspired
Evolution manages the Evolution One Fund (the Fund), its first clean energy and resource-efficiency fund
with approximately USD100 million dedicated to clean energy and resource-efficiency investments across
southern Africa.
Inspired Evolution’s investment philosophy centres on long-term equity and equity-related investing
based on rigorous sustainability research. Sustainability analysis therefore represents a core principle of
our pre- and post-investment cycle. The performance enhancement or long-run performance is measured
according to a suite of sustainability indicators defining Inspired Evolution’s differentiated investment
strategy and added value. Inspired Evolution is also raising a USD2 million successor fund, Evolution II.
Rapid global economic expansion and escalating population growth combined with finite natural resources
are leading to mounting environmental challenges and rising prices for materials and energy, all of which
calls for innovative technological solutions, efficient production processes and business model innovation.
This is the motivation for Inspired Evolution’s clean growth investment platform. The opportunity for
growth and expansion lies in the sectors and industry focus areas that offer technologies and related
business models which are low-carbon and improve the efficiency and responsible use of natural resources  
to reduce ecological impact.

‘Our legacy is to demonstrate
true value creation by generating
superior returns for our investors
from a portfolio of businesses
and projects which continually
improve their measured positive
development outcomes and
sustainable trajectories, beyond our
medium-term investment horizon.’
Christopher Clarke, Managing
Partner, Inspired Evolution
Investment Management

Our key investment criteria are commercially driven and applied to prioritise clean and sustainable
energy infrastructure-type projects and growth equity opportunities. The investments require limited
development capital for advanced project development, predominantly project equity and growth capital
for enterprise development and expansion. These criteria forge the specialised characteristics of Evolution
One Fund’s investment mandate. The nominal balance of the Fund’s mandate includes a limited appetite
for change in ownership, leveraged buy-out opportunities.
The principles of sustainability are central to Inspired Evolution’s investment decision making. Our
approach to sustainability centres on the notion of ‘beyond compliance’ (i.e. exceeding compliance criteria)
where compliance is the systematic application of criteria such as exclusion, relevant environmental health
and safety (EHS) legislation, and adoption of the IFC Performance Standards and the Equator Principles.
However, 'beyond compliance' also embraces our more active investment management approach to
unlocking value; building local businesses while offering a regional or global platform and technology
portal complete with specialised structuring skills; value enhancement, and risk management through full
integration with the relevant environmental, social and governance (ESG) issues.
The Evolution One Fund also provides finance to business segments and frontier regions that have been
insufficiently serviced by existing financial institutions because the clean energy and resource-efficiency  
or environmental market segment has often been categorised as unbankable without subsidies and longterm supply and product/service offtake agreements. State interventions to provide a credible, public
results-based incentive scheme such as the Renewable Energy Independent Power Producer Procurement
Programme (REIPPPP) in South Africa has provided a bankable case for investment advisers like Inspired
Evolution. Similarly, the nascent clean energy, and energy and resource-efficiency markets in many other
sub-Saharan African countries are experiencing rapid growth. Enabling conditions are maturing and
bankable public procurement programmes and viable private distributed  energy generation markets are
emerging.
The portfolio of investments outlined in this report provides the Evolution One Fund with an opportunity
to deliver superior investment returns with measurable impacts to mitigate climate change and resource
scarcity, while simultaneously providing benefits to previously disadvantaged members of society
by empowering local community groups who often live in underdeveloped regions. To ensure this,
investment agreements incorporate stringent compliance criteria as well as other impact-related aspects
of Inspired Evolution’s investment philosophy and strategy such as the principle of ‘limited economic
leakage’. In addition, the deployment of capital to best-in-class clean energy infrastructure simultaneously
generates a net ecological benefit through environmental remediation and the abatement of greenhouse
gases.
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Integrated Investment Process:
Environmental and Social
Management System (ESMS)
ESMS Reporting System
Inspired Evolution aims to avoid, reduce and/or mitigate environmental and social risks
within the operational processes, supply chains and waste streams of portfolio companies.
To achieve this, Inspired Evolution has developed a tailored Environmental and Social
Management System (ESMS) for application to all investments at all stages of the investment
cycle, from pre-investment due diligence through to portfolio management and divestment.
The objective of the ESMS is to ensure that the Fund’s investment focus remains the
development and deployment of appropriate and proven clean technology, underpinned
by innovation and responsible practices. The ESMS is managed and overseen by a dedicated
environmental coordinator, responsible for ensuring that investment decisions are informed
by appropriate ESMS due diligence, and ongoing environmental and social oversight once
the deal is concluded. Legal counsel ensures that appropriate environmental warranties
and covenants are incorporated into each investment agreement and, where necessary,
corrective action plans are annexed with dedicated resource commitments and timing.

The Fund reports to investment partners on
sustainability aspects of investments both
quarterly and on an on-demand basis. Reports
are individually tailored according to the
prescribed formats, indicators and priorities of
the Fund’s various investors.
Inspired Evolution ensures that systematic,
annual sustainability reporting occurs after
each year-end. This reporting includes a set of
development impact indicators. As a result, a
database of development impact indicators is
maintained for the Fund’s entire portfolio of
investments. Lastly, investee companies supply
annual letters that assure compliance with their
social and environmental covenants.

The Fund’s investments are located in South Africa and the Southern African Development
Community (SADC). Socio-economic challenges inherent within this region therefore need
to be considered, both from a corporate responsibility perspective and to sustain commercial
success of the investments. The promotion of local socio-economic development (SED) is
integral to Inspired Evolution’s investment practice, and the Fund actively assists in identifying
and realising social opportunities with investee companies. The focus is on generating local
employment opportunities and empowering communities, while addressing local needs
such as training, access to education and health, and economic diversification. Inspired
Evolution helps to develop black economic empowerment shareholding structures with
enhanced development impact multipliers, and also assists with environmental aspects such
as the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions and obtaining associated credit certification.

Deal intro and
assessment

STAGE 1

STAGE 2

STAGE 3

STAGE 4

STOP / GO

STOP / GO

STOP / GO

STOP / GO

Internal due diligence

External due diligence

Investment agreement

Portfolio management
and value-add

EXIT

ESMS OUTPUTS
Exclusion of projects with

Category A:

activities listed on Evolution

Determine EIA Scope or Audit

Contract EIA or Audit

One Fund’s exclusion list
Category B:

Undertake internal S&E due

Ensure compliance to

Verify legal compliance, resolve

diligence if required

national legislation and IFC

issues, and engage with third

Performance Standards

parties

Categorise projects:

Category C:

A – high impact*

Verify legal compliance

Include S&E clauses

Ensure S&E is on the board

Ensure S&E covenants,

agenda

agreements and corrective

Monitor annual S&E reports

action plans (where applicable)

and corrective action plans
(where applicable)

No specific actions

B – medium impact
C – low impact

INVESTMENT OUTPUTS
Initial report on value

Preliminary Investment

Financial and legal due

Final Investment Memorandum

proposition, investment

Memorandum with preliminary

diligence and probity checks

and Term Sheets

strategy and exit

Term Sheet

on aspects such as market and

Final investment

technology

committee decision

Active post-deal value creation

*Higher-impact activities are guided by an additional screening mechanism, whereby certain technical thresholds or additional guidelines must be adhered to (e.g. hydro-electric projects should
preferably be run-of-river and less than 30MW, and biofuel projects should comply with the criteria set out in Article 17 of Directive 2009/08/EC on the use of energy from renewable sources).
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Introduction to Investment Themes: Clean Energy
Infrastructure, Energy and Resource-efficiency

Clean and renewable energy
With a few notable exceptions like South Africa, most sub-Saharan African
countries’ low-carbon clean energy generation markets remain in their infancy,
coming off a near zero base in most cases. But growing evidence of progressive
low-carbon policies, least-cost generation, rapid build times and conditional
lender funding have all contributed to accelerating the clean energy and
energy-efficiency opportunity set in the region.
Most southern African countries suffer from unreliable distribution and an
overall shortage of electricity. In South Africa this manifested in power cuts
in 2008 when the South African government was forced to admit that the
growing energy crisis was a national emergency. Presently, the South African
energy utility Eskom’s fleet of coal plants, and the Koeberg nuclear plant near
Cape Town in the Western Cape, are experiencing high levels of unplanned
outages due to breakdowns or scheduled maintenance. Also, delays in the
commissioning of the new Medupi and Kusile coal-fired power stations in
Limpopo and Mpumalanga provinces respectively, and the Ingula pumped
storage scheme in KwaZulu-Natal, all three of which are currently under
construction, may result in further load shedding from 2015 through to 2019
due to generation capacity not being available on the national grid to meet
supply. South Africa is currently operating with a reserve margin as low as
0.73%. This situation will be exacerbated by future economic and population
growth. By 2030, demand for energy in South Africa is expected to reach
between 341 and 454TWh with peaks between 50 and 67.8GW.
The 2008 and 2014/15 shortages have had a negative effect on emergency
services, farming activities, businesses, domestic consumers, business and
citizen morale. It directly threaten the country’s economic growth prospects,
with a loss of an estimated ZAR50 billion (USD5 billion), bringing the powerhungry mining and industrial sectors to a halt and scaring off potential foreign
investment. General increases in electricity costs have broad implications,
including a lack of job security as businesses may be forced to retrench workers
to maintain profits. In addition, the predicted implementation of carbon taxes
in countries like South Africa from 2016 will have an effect on electricity costs
as Eskom is expected to initially pass on the costs to consumers.
By 2009 regulatory guidelines in South Africa had set the basic structure in
place to accommodate renewable energy feed-in to the national grid. The
regulatory framework has taken several years to finalise as tariff proposals
were revised from one determined by the energy regulator on a feed-in tariff
basis to a competitive bidding process or auction based on price and economic
development criteria. However, the objectives of the regulatory frameworks
have remained consistent: promoting the establishment of renewable energy
independent power producers (IPPs) to develop 42% of the approved new
capacity to be built totalling 17.8GW of renewable energy capacity over the
next 20-year period until 2030.
This, combined with the low-carbon policy commitments adopted by southern
African states – in particular South Africa, which committed to a 34% reduction
of greenhouse gas emissions by 2020 and 42% by 2025 – provide a compelling
investment case for the rapid roll-out of cleaner, lower-carbon renewable
energy generation projects across southern Africa.
In response, Inspired Evolution has advised and achieved the placement of
approximately ZAR300 million (c. USD30 million) of equity investments from
the Evolution One Fund directly and indirectly into 918MW of pre-permitted,
permitted and operational onshore wind and solar photovoltaic (PV)
renewable energy generation projects, holding a combination of significant
minority and controlling equity stakes. The companies and projects are
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predominantly located in South Africa and held via special purpose vehicles
(SPVs). In one instance, several South African projects and the developer are
held via an investment holding company domiciled in Mauritius. Another
project, comprising a 10MW pre-permitted hydropower facility, is located in
Tanzania but has become a prospective portfolio company for a successor
fund due to delays. In reaching financial close on   these renewable energy
projects, Inspired Evolution actively assisted with securing the total financing
requirement of c.ZAR12 billion (c. USD1.2 billion) from debt and equity
providers, contributing to a cleaner low-carbon future through annual savings
in aggregate of 2.4 million tCO2e of greenhouse gas emissions per annum over
their 20-year project terms.

The South African Renewable Energy Independent Power Producer
Procurement Programme (REIPPPP)
Under the South African Department of Energy’s flagship Renewable Energy
Independent Power Producer Procurement Programme (REIPPPP), 6 327MW
comprising 92 independent power producer projects have been approved
to date. These projects are all part of bid windows 1 to 4 of REIPPPP with an
additional allocation made in June 2015 of 1 084MW spread over 13 projects.
REIPPPP targets the procurement of an initial 3 625MW of power to be
generated from renewable energy independent power producers (IPPs) by
2015. An additional allocation of 6 300MW under REIPPPP has been announced
by the Department of Energy for ongoing procurement from 2015 onwards.
REIPPPP has been designed to contribute towards low-carbon, cleaner
power production with measurable socio- and local economic development
obligations embedded into the 20-year project agreements.

The role of private equity
Clean and renewable energy power generation infrastructure projects are a
central fit with Inspired Evolution’s investment advisory objectives. Portfolio
investments under this theme offer a compelling opportunity for the Fund to
earn attractive returns through securing early positions in renewable energy
project developments, while enjoying the right to place project equity finance
into permitted projects at financial close. Each transaction is augmented by
the skills and track record of the various pedigreed developers. The Fund
provides much sought-after greenfield infrastructure development capital
on a performance milestone basis to supplement development budgets,
thus enabling projects to obtain all the necessary permits and authorisations
required for eligibility under REIPPPP and other procurement regimes as
specified in certain other SADC member countries.
Through their association with Inspired Evolution, the renewable energy
companies are guided to follow a prescribed, transparent and competitive
procurement standard that reflects international best practice. Inspired
Evolution also ensures that baseline studies on social and environmental
issues are completed appropriately according to national legislation, the
IFC Performance Standards and the Equator Principles. Comprehensive
environmental impact assessments (EIAs) are conducted with relevant expert
inputs and the necessary relevant authorisations are sought, municipalities
are engaged, local labour and local skills are procured, and local ownership is
entrenched at the project level to ensure a flow-through of tangible benefits to
communities based in and around the project areas over the 20-year contracted
project life. Inspired Evolution is committed to this investment philosophy,
which it has successfully implemented as the principle of ‘limited economic
leakage’. The social and environmental benefits are therefore significant,
tangible and sustainable, and in aggregate over the Fund renewable energy
generation portfolio amount to over ZAR7 billion (c. USD700 million) in direct
cash flows from distributions earned and corporate social investment (CSI)
commitments – all ring-fenced for local communities.
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In conclusion, the renewable energy portfolio case studies that follow
demonstrate the deep commitment and the tangible development and climate
change mitigation outcomes facilitated by Inspired Evolution and its Evolution
One Fund. As a dedicated provider of infrastructure development capital and
project equity, Inspired Evolution is contributing to the acceleration of lowcarbon clean energy infrastructure roll-out across its investment territory in
sub-Saharan African.

Resource-efficiency¹

•

•

The spectre of resource insecurity has come back with a vengeance. Poorly
designed and short-sighted policies are also making things worse, not better.
Whether or not resources are actually running out, the outlook is one of supply
disruptions, volatile prices, accelerated environmental degradation and rising
political tensions over resource access.

•

Fears of resource scarcity are not new. On many occasions, higher rates of
investment and improved technology have temporarily resolved the problem
of the day, though often with additional environmental and social costs. With
the maturation of technologies to access non-conventional gas and oil, as well
as the global economic downturn, some analysts suggest that the resource
boom of the past decade is coming to an end – especially in the extractive
industries – and that resource-related tensions will ease.

•

The hard truth is that many of the fundamental conditions that gave rise to
the tight markets in the past ten years remain. In the case of food, the world
remains only one or two bad harvests away from another global crisis. Lower
prices in the meantime may simply trigger another resource binge, especially
in the large and growing developing countries.
The changing global resource landscape:
•

•

•

•

•

Mainstream projections suggest continued demand growth for major
resources – from fossil fuels to food, minerals, fertilisers and timber – until
at least 2030, notwithstanding the peril of forecasting. The scope and
size of resource consumption, and the associated environmental impact,  
could overwhelm the ability of states, markets and technology to adapt.
The emerging economies lie at the epicentre of the new and evolving
political economy of critical resources. The growth of Africa – as both
consumers, and more recently, producers – has affected multiple resource
markets. In the past decade, global use of coal, palm oil and iron ore has
been growing at 5–10% a year, while that of oil, copper, wheat and rice
has been growing at 2% a year.
Resource trade has grown nearly 50% from a decade ago in weight terms
owing to expanding trade in oil, iron and steel, coal, oilseeds and cereals
– all feedstocks for China, the factory of the world. Beyond the traditional
powers and emerging economies, a wave of developing countries in subSaharan Africa will become important resource consumers in the next
decade.
Large-scale resource extraction remains concentrated in a handful of
countries. Across 19 resources (crops, timber, fish and meat, metals, fossil
fuels and fertilisers) the three largest producers on average account for
56% of global production. The eight dominant players are China, the   
USA, Australia, the European Union, Brazil, Russia, India and Indonesia.
For resources with smaller production volumes in Africa, such as palm
oil or many specialty metals, concentration among producer countries is
even higher.
A new wave of increasingly important producers has emerged in
the wake of the resource boom, often fuelled by large-scale foreign
investment. Mozambique has become an important producer of coal

and gas, the DRC of timber, Zambia of copper, as has Angola of oil. Their
fast-expanding resource sectors are becoming a flashpoint for social and
political tensions.
Historically, African countries have been conspicuous by their absence
from lists of major resource producers. However in the ‘new scramble
for Africa’, many agricultural or resource-seeking investments have
accelerated even though that many have yet to commence production.
The dynamics of resource production and consumption are interlinked
through markets, trade and the global environment. Constraints on the
future production of particular resources lie not only in their availability
and price, but also in the accessibility and cost of the other resources used
to produce them.
Future availability of food, energy, timber and metal resources at
affordable costs will be determined by a combination of factors –
including accessible reserves, transportation routes, environmental
considerations, technology and input costs (such as water and energy).
Reserve figures are often imperfect guides. Also significant will be
investment conditions, shaped by the socio-political context in producer
and consumer countries.
Expanding the supply of many resources means a shift in production
to more challenging technical and operating environments: weaker
governance, poorer-quality soils, greater climate vulnerability, deeper
wells and lower ore grades. Even though the specific consequences will
differ among sectors and geographies, the overall shift to more marginal
and unconventional production will bring common challenges. These
include ecological impacts associated with land-use change; increasing
production in climate-sensitive areas; risks of technological failure; more
resource-intensive production; and accelerating innovation.

Within the changing global resource landscape illustrated above, it is imperative
that differentiated resource efficient growth and business practices need to be
supported, scaled and made commonplace in an attempt to turn the tide with
due urgency. Equally, the responsible deployment of capital to companies and
projects that are ‘doing more with less’ is a compelling private equity story.
These are the companies that, through positive disruptive technological,
business model and service platform innovation, are changing the tide that
may lead to transformational resource-efficiency business practices across
key sectors (the food-energy-water nexus in particular, and also transport and
supply chain logistics ).
Inspired Evolution adopted this second investment theme of ‘resourceefficiency’ across growth equity opportunities evaluated during the 5-year
investment period of the Evolution One Fund. Select case studies in this
report demonstrate specific outcomes where the Fund made investments
into companies offering technology improvements that are new-generation
industrial processing and production methods and/or related infrastructure,
products, services and business models that measurably promote resourceefficient solutions.
The sectors within which these select portfolio case studies are located traverse
agribusiness (mariculture and human waste sludge treatment conversion),
industrial and commercial waste management, and hot water energy-efficient
heating solutions. The Fund has invested and committed ZAR130 million
(c.USD 13 million) to these resource-efficiency growth equity investments.

¹Adapted from Resources Futures, A Chatham House Report, December 2012.
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Locations of Portfolio Investments

Red Cap (p44)
80MW Kouga Wind Farm
(Fully invested)

AFPOC Limited (p35)
138.6MW Renewables Cookhouse 1 Windfarm

SlimSun (p29)
22MW solar photovoltaic
farm (Fully invested)

(Sold at fully-permitted preferred-bidder stage)

RustMo1 Solar Farm (p26)
7MW solar photovoltaic farm

Abagold (p15)
Abalone aquaculture

(Fully invested)

(Fully invested)

SIRAC (p19)
Energy efficient water
heating solutions
(Fully invested)

EnviroServ (p22)
Head Office
Integrated waste management

AFPOC (p40)
Karusa:
140MW
onshore wind
farm

(Exited in 2013)

Demeter Organic Fertilisers (p24)
Organic urea fertiliser plant

(Sold at fullypermitted preferred
-bidder stage)

(Pre-permitted, pre-feasibility stage)

SIRAC (p19)
Energy efficient water
heating solutions

Pretoria

Fifth Season (p32)
Solar Capital De Aar:
85.26MW solar
photovoltaic farm

(Fully invested)

Johannesburg

(Fully invested)

Red Cap (p47)
Gibson Bay: 111MW wind farm

AFPOC (p42)
Soetwater Wind
Farm (RF) (Pty) Ltd

(Sold at fully-permitted preferred-bidder stage)

Bloemfontein

(Sold at fully-permitted
preferred-bidder stage)

Durban

South Africa

AFPOC (p38-39)
Nojoli: 88MW wind farm
Nxuba: 140MW onshore wind farm
(Sold at fully-permitted preferred-bidder stage)

East London
Cape Town

10
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Capital Market Development and
Financial Sector Indicators at Fund
Level
Mobilisation of local capital
Mobilisation of capital/investments by local investors
Across most of the Fund’s portfolio, equity and in many instances senior and
mezzanine debt were mobilised by virtue of the Fund’s capital commitments.
The Fund was instrumental in early-stage mobilisation of counterparty risk
capital to accelerate development and deployment of clean energy roll-out,
predominantly to greenfield and early-stage infrastructure projects. The Fund
mandate to ring-fence a ZAR50 million (c. USD5 million) development capital
envelope for use in early-stage, proven technology infrastructure deals was
transformational and contributed significantly towards performance under
this indicator. The SADC region still suffers from a severe shortage of earlystage risk capital and the lack of access to this type of capital by entrepreneurs
or developers inhibits the rate of new energy growth.

Mobilisation/organisation of other local private capital (e.g. debt
for an investee company)
On the renewable infrastructure investments such as the Red Cap Kouga
Wind Development Company (DEVCO) and its 80MW Kouga Wind Farm, the
5MW SlimSun Swartland Solar Park, the 7MW RustMo1 Solar Farm and the
c. 1 000MW pipeline developed by AFPOC Limited and its subsidiary African
Clean Energy Developments (ACED), approximately 10–20x mobilisation or
leverage has been achieved on the Fund’s equity commitments. This leverage
was from local and international equity investors and predominantly local debt
institutions. Debt-to-equity ratios achieved for the above portfolio investments
are in the range 70:30 to 80:20. ZAR450 million (c. USD45 million) has been
invested and committed to the Fund’s portfolio investments to date. This
capital has leveraged approximately ZAR15 billion (c. USD1.5 million) in total
investment (including project debt), confirming an approximate 36x leverage
on the Fund’s capital committed to date.

Diversification of the financial sector
The Fund contributes to the diversification of the financial sector in the country
of investment and the SADC region. This arises from an improvement of the
regulatory framework and acceleration of market drivers that collectively grow
the clean energy and environmental markets in the SADC region. While some
countries are still getting up to speed on public-private procurement regimes
and subsidies such as feed-in tariffs, South Africa has taken the lead in the
region on grid-connected projects. The flow of private funds from the Fund
and similar counterparties that take equity risk in these specialised sectors
and subsectors helps to deepen new types of instruments in local markets.
For example, the Fund is southern Africa’s first dedicated and specialised clean
energy and resource-efficiency fund that supports predominantly Small and
Medium Enterprises (SMEs) in these specialised investment areas. This has
brought innovation and diversity to the financial sector in these emerging
markets. Examples of this during the past year are:
•

Novel/innovative type of institution/financing instrument for the
country
In many respects, the Fund is a novel, flexible type of institution that, through
its early-stage and specialised clean energy and resource-efficiency mandate,
has been able to demonstrate investment advisory leadership in these
emerging market classes. While private equity per se is mature in South Africa,
the majority of private funds have focused and continue to focus on leveraged
buy-outs (LBOs) and growth capital investments with a neutral mandate. The
Fund has pioneered expansion or development capital across the nascent
clean energy and environmental markets, affording Inspired Evolution as
manager the opportunity to take first-mover advantage.
Innovation has also been demonstrated in the Fund’s ability to secure grant
capital and other patient lower-cost capital to complement its early-stage
mandate, allowing early access into deals at lower pricing and optimising
follow-on rights to underlying projects as they mature. This blended approach
has provided the Fund with higher-than-usual modelled equity return,
specifically in its clean energy infrastructure investments where returns are
often in the range of 15–20% nominal in ZAR. The Fund expects aggregate
blended returns on these projects of approximately 23–35% nominal in ZAR.
The Fund has also partnered with strategic investment institutions such as
the Industrial Development Corporation (IDC) to pioneer new financing
instruments offered to energy-efficiency industries. Options explored involved
positioning the Fund’s equity as first default on a blended structure with the
IDC or by using its equity as collateral on a limited recourse basis to provide a
revolving credit facility to an energy-efficiency operating lease business that
will in turn generate healthy annuity income.

Improvement of regulatory frameworks and/or other investment
activities
Iterative engagements with government policy makers and regulators,
relevant industry stakeholders, industry associations and active NGOs over
the past few years have resulted in a rapid shift in the regulatory framework in
South Africa specifically. Other countries in the sub-Saharan African region are
also following suit, such as Uganda, Kenya, Rwanda, Namibia and Mauritius (to
mention a few). This covers both regulatory reforms in the investment sectors
of the Fund and reforms in the pension fund threshold allocations to alternate
investment categories that include venture capital and private equity funds.
Examples of regulatory reforms in South Africa are the decisions by the cabinet
to allow up to 30% of new electricity generation to come from independent
power producers (IPPs) and the release of the IPP Procurement Programme
for renewable energy allocations with its various regulatory changes. The
relaxation of pension fund threshold allocations to alternate investments in
South Africa now enjoys a significant upward revision to previous thresholds.
Pension funds are now capped at 15% of their total investment portfolio for
alternate investments, with a 10% cap on private equity allocations.

blended capital approaches using grant and concessionary finance
for specific deals, e.g. the use of the United Nations Environmental
Programme (UNEPs) Seed Capital Assistance Facility (SCAF)
sector/industry-specific public and private financing mechanisms
involving cleaner-generation infrastructure funds, energy-efficiency
funds and shared savings models or operational lease revolving credit
facilities, technology incubators and mezzanine funds
specialised insurance products linked to financial instruments for energy
savings or greener transport.

•

•
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Diversification of equity allocation
The Fund provides finance to business segments and frontier regions that have been
insufficiently serviced by the existing financial institutions because the clean energy and
environmental market segment has often been categorised as unbankable without subsidies
and long-term supply and offtakes. State interventions to provide a credible public resultsbased incentive scheme such as the Renewable Energy Independent Power Producer
Procurement Programme (REIPPPP) in South Africa, has provided a bankable case for
investors like the Fund.
The various portfolio investments have also provided an opportunity for the Fund to
simultaneously address the empowerment of disadvantaged local community groups, often
in underdeveloped regions (the principle of ‘limited economic leakage’). This results in the
broadening of the financial sector and demonstrates the Fund’s investment philosophy and
strategy to deliver tangible benefits to previously disadvantaged members of society.
In addition, diversity is also demonstrated in the abatement of greenhouse gases from
the various portfolio investments to which the Fund has committed. This is an example of
environmental value-add where the deployment of capital to cleaner technology roll-out
simultaneously generates a net ecological benefit.
Further details of these examples of social and environmental added value can be reviewed
in the case studies in this report.

Institution building
Institution building happens in both the investee company and at Inspired Evolution at fund
manager level. At the investee level, the Fund has added significant value by developing and
building the structure of local companies (e.g. ‘added-value function’ by consultancy and
technical support for investee companies) to adopt best-practice governance, including the
integration in business activities of the IFC Performance Standards (social and environmental
guidelines). The following are some of the key areas where institution building has taken
place:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Consulting and technical support for company upgrading: Technical support for
clean development mechanism (CDM) project registration and Emission Reduction
Purchase Agreement (ERPA) negotiations; guidance on procurement systems to ensure
competitive, transparent procurement processes.
Improvement of company development (corporate governance, strategic guidance):
Board-level interventions to establish delegations of authority for senior executive
managers; creation of board subcommittees to handle specific issues such as audit
oversight; introduction of guidelines to procurement; and corporate governance policy
alignment.
Introduction of environmental, social and governance (ESG) standards, management
systems and monitoring at companies: Adoption of the IFC Performance Standards
by all investee companies; mandatory compliance with the Equator Principles for large
energy infrastructure projects.
Financing of expansion/modernisation investments (including technology transfer):
Often the Fund’s most value-added benefit for underlying businesses is its ability to act as
a clean technology portal. This is well demonstrated in the joint collaboration agreement
with EnviroServ where the Fund’s role was to effect and evaluate appropriate technology
transfers for application via the EnviroServ waste management business platform.
Risk financing for start-up companies: Because a portion of the Fund’s investment
mandate is allocated to early-stage infrastructure investments, it has the unique ability
to provide risk finance as well as assist companies to leverage additional risk capital. This
lowers the barrier to accessing early-stage capital for start-up SMEs.
Improvement of accounting and reporting: The Fund has introduced financial
administration/accounting and credit control systems and new financial controllers for
early-stage businesses in several of its portfolio investments.
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Capital Market Development and
Financial Sector Indicators at Fund
Level (continued)
(Direct) employment creation at Inspired Evolution
Number of jobs existing and sustained in Inspired Evolution as fund management company,
including job type
Level

S1

Comparative Position Titles

Number of Investment
Professional Employees

Non-executive Chairman (investment
committee)

1

Managing Directors and Partners

2

S3

Senior Deal Principal

1

S5

Financial Manager

1
5

The investment team, including managing partners, senior
deal principals and the financial manager

Wade de Jager

Christopher Clarke

Wayne Keast

Independent nonexecutive Chairman of
the investment committee

Managing Partner

Managing Partner

Steven Faure

Angela Antrobus

Senior Deal Principal

Financial Manager
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About the company
This successful abalone (Haliotis midae) aquaculture production
facility originated from research and experimentation by a local
Hermanus veterinarian, Dr Pierre Hugo (now a non-executive director
of the company) in the mid-1980s. A pilot project was initiated
to breed abalone in captivity at the Old Harbour in Hermanus.
Operations expanded incrementally and Hermanus Abalone (Pty) Ltd
commenced exporting live abalone to the Far East in 1999.
By 2003, facilities were relocated to industrial land adjacent to the
New Harbour and the first of 1 000 breeding tanks were constructed.
With expansion and rescaling, the company name was changed to
Abagold (Pty) Ltd. A world-class processing facility was commissioned
in 2006, producing canned and dried product for sale to the Far
East, in particular dried abalone to China. Farming operations entail
breeding abalone larvae from selected brood stock, nursing them
through infant development and rearing them, over a period of
about five years, to the marketable size of 300g.

Website:
Location of operations:
Sector:
Business focus:
Size (2014):
Job creation:
Investment stage:
Evolution One Fund
investment:

Status:

http://www.abagold.co.za
Hermanus, Western Cape, South Africa
Agribusiness: Aquaculture
Abalone cultivation for sale to East Asian
markets, primarily Hong Kong
Revenue: ZAR119 million (USD11.9 million
Employees: 388
Expansion or growth capital
The Fund invested ZAR52.5 million (USD5.25
million) on 29 June 2010, providing critical
expansion capital to the company. The Fund
owns 15% of Abagold Ltd indirectly through
its shares in a special-purpose vehicle (SPV)
called Afropulse 496 (Pty) Ltd. Wayne Keast
represents the Evolution One Fund on the
Abagold and Afropulse 496 boards
Fully invested. Expansion projects mostly
complete.

CURRENT PORTFOLIO COMPANIES: GROWTH EQUITY

Abagold: Afropulse 568
Proprietary Limited

Investment impact highlights
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•

Abagold’s turnover has increased to ZAR119 million (USD11.9 million), an increase of 67% from 2013.
The Fund’s investment enabled the expansion of the Sulamanzi farm, which has resulted in an increase in
abalone productive capacity from 275 tonnes prior to the investment in 2010 to 475 tonnes in 2016/17.
Inspired Evolution provided critical capital to expedite the expansion of Abagold. In addition to the activities
at Sulamanzi farm, the hatchery expanded in capacity from 4.3 million spats in 2013 to 5.9 million spats in this
financial year. This has enabled the sale of excess spats, boosting the total revenue of Abagold by an additional             
ZAR1.5 million (USD150 000).
The installation of the integrated aquaculture facility that uses new hybrid tanks to grow abalone and seaweed
(as feedstock for the abalone) back-to-back, along with upgrades to existing facilities resulted in improved
management of inputs such as energy, seaweed feedstock and sea water, as well as improved effluent quality
and an associated reduction in environmental footprint per production unit.
Due to the cumulative effects of these expansions, Abagold has recently entered into a joint venture agreement
to undertake feasibility studies and a pilot project for the development of an abalone farming business in Oman.
In 2014 Abagold re-entered the live abalone market for the first time in ten years, selling 40 tonnes into this
market.
The Fund’s investment facilitated the establishment of the Abagold Development Trust and the uptake of a
10% equity ownership in Abagold for previously disadvantaged members from the local community. The
Trust’s objectives include activities in the areas of education, development programmes and job creation in the
greater Hermanus area and in advancing community upliftment and development of poor and needy persons
in surrounding areas.
The expansion capital from the Fund has resulted in the creation of 154 additional jobs (195 target jobs), resulting
in a total of 388 permanent jobs at present. This makes Abagold one of the largest private sector employers in
Hermanus.
Since the Fund’s investment, Abagold’s strong track record in social and environmental management has
been further strengthened by the formal adoption of a human capital strategy and a range of technology
improvements. Recent highlights include attaining ISO 22000 accreditation at the processing facility in 2014
and the acquisition of a 43% shareholding (as at June 2014) in Mean Sea Level (Pty) Ltd (MSL) which will pursue
Abagold’s renewable energy initiatives through the construction of a wave energy plant and an effluent recovery
turbine.
In 2013, Abagold won the inaugural South African Premier Business Award for Exporter of the year, as well as the
Cape Chamber of Commerce Innovation Award and the SADC Annual Quality Award. Abagold was also awarded
the National Innovation Award in 2014.
Since the Fund’s investment, a formal board charter has been adopted, the audit committee was expanded
to include a risk committee and a nominations committee has been elected. In addition, a director induction
process is now in place. The level of detail in the annual report meets International Financial Reporting Standards
(IFRS) and the King III Code of Corporate Governance.
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CURRENT PORTFOLIO COMPANIES: GROWTH EQUITY

Abagold: Afropulse 568
Proprietary Limited
(continued)

About the company (continued)
In 2008 Abagold listed as an over-the-counter (OTC) public company. By
this stage, the staff complement had grown from 120 (in 2004) to 240
employees. To meet the growing demand in China, Abagold initiated
the raising of capital in 2010 through the issue of new shares. Capital
was utilised to purchase land adjoining the existing property, and for the
installation of additional hatcheries, growth tanks and production facilities.
Share issue and private equity investments placed in June 2010 by the
Fund (via an SPV named Afropulse 568 (Pty) Ltd) secured the venture.
Construction of the new hatchery and integrated aquaculture facility
(Sulamanzi farm) commenced in 2011. The first abalone were placed
on the farm in 2012 and by March 2013 more than 11 500 baskets were
housing 50 tonnes of abalone, with live weight sales reaching 207 tonnes
in 2013. In 2014 sales increased to 335 tonnes live weight equivalent. With
the completion of a variety of expansionary activities, turnover grew by
67% from 2013 to 2014, with further growth projected for the 2014/15 FY.
These expansionary activities included increased tonnage on all four farms
(an average of 4%), an increase in the size and capacity of the hatchery
and an increase in the average monthly production of formulated feeds.
The latter has allowed Abagold to record its first third-party sales of
feeds. In 2014 Specialised Aquatic Feeds (Pty) Ltd was positioned as a
wholly-owned subsidiary of Abagold to house the group’s growing feed
production business. Abagold has recently (late 2014) entered into a joint
venture agreement to undertake feasibility studies and a pilot project for
the development of an abalone farming business in Oman.
Abagold acquired ISO22000 accreditation for the abalone processing
facility in 2014. In addition, 11 section managers and specialists successfully
completed their Aquaculture Learnerships, a first in the aquaculture
industry in South Africa.

The company as an investment opportunity
The business case
Abagold is an established post-revenue, post-profit business with attractive
gross profit margins. The company’s expansion decisions have always been
underpinned by strong marketing and development of commercially
viable marketing and distribution chains. The product enjoys strong brand
support and market recognition in China, where more than 65% of the
product is distributed. Other markets include Singapore (15%), Malaysia
(10%), Taiwan (5%) and Japan (5%). Abagold’s containment of cost of sales
continues to perform well on the back of actual growth and tonnage on
farms. Abagold is the largest abalone producer in South Africa and the
only one to export its abalone under its own registered Chinese trademark.
It had recorded sales of 335 tonnes in 2014, equating to revenue of  
ZAR119 million (USD11.9 million). The expansion programme at Abagold
is ongoing and aims to ultimately double output (from 2010), with a
production target of 475 tonnes per annum by 2017.

in the Western Cape and demand from markets in the Far East. It is now
estimated, by the South African Department of Agriculture, Forestry and
Fisheries (DAFF), Fisheries Management, Fisheries Research, that up to
2.4 tonnes of Abalone are poached illegally from Western Cape waters every
year. This was based on an analysis of international trade data for imports
of H.midae into key importing countries from South Africa. In 2012, DAFF
announced that illegal poaching by syndicates had brought the species to
the brink of commercial extinction (to the point where commercial fishery
is no longer viable) in the waters of the Indian and Atlantic oceans around
the Cape coast. Furthermore, despite efforts by DAFF to reduce abalone
poaching by 15% per annum (net 55%), studies conducted by the South
African Abalone Scientific Working Group (Sustainable Management of
Abalone for the 2014/15 Season) show that poaching has ‘roughly trebled’
since 2009, revealing that, far from abating, abalone poaching in South
African waters is escalating.
By farming and distributing abalone sustainably, Abagold helps to meet the
demand for this endangered species by substituting the illegally harvested
wild supply. Also, Abagold produces and releases new abalone spores
back into the ocean to promote the resurgence in natural stocks. Through
aquaculture science and best-practice management standards Abagold
has demonstrated that it is able to contribute positively to protecting and
regenerating this increasingly fragile and endangered marine species.

Social impact
The company operates in an area where unemployment and poverty are
rife, exacerbated by poor education and the lack of a skilled labour pool.
The Fund’s investment in Abagold creates additional employment, helps
to develop the practical skills of employees and improves education in
the community. Abagold is one of the biggest private sector employers
in Hermanus and, in recognition of it being an employer of choice in
the region, an additional 42 learners have joined Abagold as part of the
government’s Workplace Skills Programme. Of these 26 will be indefinitely
placed at Abagold at the end of their six-month contract. Due to the
continued development and the live export requirements of the business,
Abagold has recorded a 12% year-on-year increase in employment
numbers.

A legal and sustainable source of Abalone
Abalone was once abundant on the Cape coastline, but this resource
has been increasingly over-harvested by recreational divers, commercial
harvesters and poachers. In spite of regulations, restricted quotas and the
ultimate banning of its wild harvest, wild abalone stocks continue to decline
to worrying levels. Poaching has turned into a full-scale industry, driven
by complex socio-economic issues, limited employment opportunities
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Results of the partnership

Helping to grow a company with sustainable development
principles at its core

Finance for expansion of operations and sustainable
business practices and taking aquaculture beyond best
practice

The purpose of the Fund’s investment was to enable Abagold to scale up
its operations, with concomitant job creation, and allow the development
of improved efficiencies and sustainable practices.

Promoting local ownership and development
The Fund’s investment facilitated the establishment of the Abagold
Development Trust, an employee trust with a 10% shareholding in
Abagold. The Trust focuses on education, development programmes and
job creation in the greater Hermanus area with the aims of community
upliftment and the development of poor and needy persons in informal
settlements in Hermanus. Once debt from its share purchase is repaid, the
Trust will enjoy annual dividends from Abagold. In the meantime, Abagold
is channelling its corporate social investment (CSI) spend through the
Trust to facilitate the continued strengthening of the Trust’s objectives in
the targeted communities. Through the Trust, donations were made to the
Waldorf School for the establishment of a vegetable garden, a rainwater
retention and reticulation system and the launch of the Positive Parenting
Programme, which has since been adopted by Abagold as well and rolled
out to a number of other schools in Hermanus. Donations were also made
to Whalecoast Conservation in support of the Eco Schools Programme in
Mount Pleasant and Zwelihle.

Sustainable energy
Over the past few years Abagold has delivered strong energy-efficiency
achievements in a number of areas such as power factor correction and
replacing inefficient equipment. With assistance from the Fund’s in-house
expertise and guidance on technology options, Abagold is currently in
the process of planning two separate renewable energy alternatives to
supplement its 2.5MW power capacity requirement. One is the installation
of a turbine to extract energy from the return flow of water to the sea. The
other is the design, building and operation of a wave energy converter
(WEC) to harness the energy in the waves and convert that to electrical
energy. All approvals, including Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)
and lease of sea space, were obtained during 2013, and a separate company
called Mean Sea Level (Pty) Ltd (MSL) was created to pursue the energy
interests of Abagold. With the recent acquisition of a 43% shareholding
in MSL as implementer of Abagold’s renewable energy initiatives, the
construction of the wave energy plant and an effluent recovery turbine
are planned to commence. The substitution of power supplied from the
Eskom grid with this alternative cleaner energy implies greater control over
future energy costs, a reduced risk of exposure to grid power outages and a
significantly reduced carbon footprint.
During the past year, all but one farm has been transferred to a new water
reticulation system which was commissioned in 2013 and a substantial
reduction on total energy consumption has been achieved. More water
is being distributed to the farms due to increased biomass, with energy
consumption being similar to that of 2013.

The Fund’s investment has facilitated the installation of an integrated
aquaculture facility, which allows the company to take responsibility
for the entire farming chain, including the cultivation of kelp in
hybrid tanks. The seaweed takes up nutrients released as effluent by
the abalone, thus enabling recirculation of sea water within the tanks.
It also reduces the sea water extracted for production and improves
the quality of water that is finally returned to the sea. Abagold pumps
8 million litres of sea water per hour through its various growing
facilities.
To maintain the highest standards of animal management
techniques and world-class food-processing standards, staff training
in occupational health and safety awareness is ongoing. The
processing facility adheres to a Hazard Analysis and Critical Control
Points (HACCP) system. Products are measured against the Food and
Agricultural Organisation’s (FAO) guidelines and tested and approved
by the National Regulator for Company Specifications (NRCS).

CURRENT PORTFOLIO COMPANIES: GROWTH EQUITY

The role played by Inspired Evolution’s private equity

Sustainable feedstock
Abalone is fed a combination of natural seaweeds and formulated
feeds. Since 2011, Abagold has produced its own formulated feed.
The fishmeal component was reduced and is sourced entirely from a
supplier who conforms to the World Wide Fund for Nature ‘fish-in-fishout’ sustainable standards. Both cultivated and wild kelp are used as a
feedstock. Wild kelp harvesting is monitored using satellite imagery
and the total allowable catch is adjusted to ensure sustainable
harvesting and the long-term health of the wild kelp beds.

Sustainable employee relationships
At present Abagold employs 388 people and it will always be a labourintensive operation. Employee relationships are therefore critical.
Much of Abagold’s employee development exceeds compliance
and aims to foster long-term sustainable relationships. The success
of employee engagement is reflected in the low employee turnover,
which is well below the national average.
Basic adult education forms a component of staff development. This
is a critical foundation for improved life skills and raised self-esteem,
and also lays the foundation for more complex training involving
aquaculture, technical and supervisory skills. As of 2014, a total of 278
Adult Education and Training (AET) certificates have been awarded.
One of the AET learners was shortlisted for the Best Performing AET
Learner award in Agriculture by the AgriSETA Annual Excellence
Awards in South Africa.

The business continues to look for new international and local
opportunities in the form of distribution, acquisition or new development
and has entered into a joint venture agreement to undertake feasibility
studies and a pilot project for the development of an abalone farming
business in Oman.

Inspired Evolution Investment Management Proprietary Limited
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Abagold: Afropulse 568
Proprietary Limited
(continued)

Sustainable employee relationships (continued)
In 2012 the human resource programme was expanded to include
an effective leadership development programme. The Abagold
employee programme goes beyond other programme, it is holistic,
addresses individual development and offers coaching in areas
such as communication, stress management, relationship skills,
positive parenting, self-esteem building and resisting peer pressure.
The occupational health programme covers health education and
treatment at the company clinic. In addition, the existing Workplace
Challenge Programme (Kaizen), initiated in partnership with
Productivity SA, has now been renamed ‘The Abagold Way’, as it is
no longer a programme but rather the way Abagold does business.
During September 2014 Abagold was announced the winner of the
Productivity SA Regional Awards (Western Cape).
During 2014 Abagold invested, on average, 729 hours per month in
training and development across all levels of employment and spent
3.5% of remuneration costs on training and development.

We knew that expansion in the midst of
a global recession would be challenging.
It would take a unique investor to take
exposure in a relatively new primary
aquaculture industry like abalone farming.
Inspired Evolution not only supplied the
capital funding but actively contributed to
decision making at board level. This resulted
in a renewed awareness of our corporate responsibility towards
sustainable and responsible development.
This focus fits elegantly with Abagold’s values of innovation
and responsibility, not only in our business operations but in the
interactions with the environment and society. Besides the envisaged
additional 200 direct jobs, social upliftment will be achieved through
the broad-based black economic empowerment structuring of their
investment. Part of this structure includes the Abagold Development
Trust, which owns 10% of Abagold and has the objective of social
upliftment among the previously disadvantaged communities of
Hermanus.
Johan Hugo, Financial Manager, Abagold
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About the company
SIRAC was the first company to enter the residential heat pump market
in 2008 when South Africa began experiencing rolling blackouts and
looming electricity price hikes. Today, SIRAC is a market leader in both
commercial and residential heat pump applications with a national
sales footprint. Their heat pumps are designed to provide maximum
efficiency and reliability in extreme climatic conditions.
SIRAC products have been designed to meet the specific southern
African market. As the sole distributor of SIRAC products in the
southern African region, SIRAC enjoys a close relationship with
the product manufacturer and participates in mutual product
development. For this reason, the company has a differentiated
advantage – it can not only support its products but also customise
solutions for its customers.

Website:
Location of operations:

Sector:
Business focus:

Size (2015):
Job creation:
Investment stage:
Evolution One Fund
investment:

The management team has been at the forefront of product
development with a number of technological innovations driving
continual product energy-efficiency gains. The company counts a
number of leading industrial, mining, leisure, property and parastatal
organisations as repeat clients.
SIRAC’s business has evolved over the years from a strong and wellestablished national air-conditioning and refrigeration company,
to its current position. Today it supplies products and services that
include new generation integrated heat exchangers, industrial
heating equipment, renewable energy solutions, swimming pool
heat exchangers, hot water centralised heating and distribution,
ventilation and cooling, consulting and design engineering services.
These products and services are largely distributed through a
network of satellite business around southern Africa.

Status:

The Fund invested ZAR17 million
(USD1.7 million) in expansion capital and
made available a further ZAR3 million
(USD300 000) trade finance facility to support
the Company’s growth. The funds were
deployed in October 2013 with a top-up in
March 2015, providing critical expansion
capital to the company. Steven Faure and
Wayne Keast represent the Fund on the
SIRAC board.  
Fully invested. Expansion projects mostly
complete.

Investment impact highlights
•

•
•
•

•

•
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http://www.sirac.co.za
The SIRAC Southern African offices are
located in Johannesburg and Cape Town,
South Africa
Energy-efficiency service sector
Sale and distribution of heat pumps,
integrated heat pumps, indirect hot water
heating tanks and the provision of energyefficient hot water heating solutions
Revenue projected: ZAR23 million
(USD2.3 million)
Employees: 14
Expansion or growth capital

CURRENT PORTFOLIO COMPANIES: GROWTH EQUITY

SIRAC Southern Africa
Proprietary Limited

Inspired Evolution provided essential insight into the development of a
new strategy for SIRAC Southern Africa, which has resulted in an increase
in sales since the Fund’s investment.
SIRAC acquired approval of the patent for the Thermocube™ tank, thanks
to the funding and legal assistance provided by the Fund.
The investment introduced the need to further increase the product
range, which stimulated additional growth for SIRAC Southern Africa.
The development of new products and the expansion of the offering
reinforces SIRAC’s position as a contributor to the energy-efficient
economy. All of SIRAC’s products lead to saving of conventional energy.  
The product developments opened up new opportunities and
markets including developers, hospitals, hotels, residences, retirement
communities and additional commercial and residential applications.
Since the Fund’s investment, the board and the executive financial and
reporting functions have been strengthened. Cost-cutting and sales
strategy measures have been implemented.

Profit with Purpose: Sustainable Value Creation Report 2015
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SIRAC Southern Africa
Proprietary Limited
(continued)

The company as an investment opportunity
The leading company in a sector with strong growth
opportunity

as exceptional insulation properties. In addition, the Thermocube™ tanks
run a low risk of scaling and sludge build-up as compared to traditional
bulk storage tanks, while allowing for connection to a drain back lowpressure solar system.

The investment into SIRAC was integrated with the Inspired Evolution
objective of facilitating expansion and growth capital to a company that
aligns with their focus on energy and resource-efficiency. SIRAC sought
to explore new markets of customer groups and the Fund deployed
expansion capital to assist with growing operations, making SIRAC an
attractive opportunity for investment.  

Currently, approximately 100 units of the Thermocube™ tanks are locally
manufactured every year and sold across southern Africa. SIRAC Southern
Africa intends growing its Thermocube™ offering to include a domestic
unit, as well as expanding distribution beyond local shores. With the patent
approved for the Thermocube™ tank offering, SIRAC is legally the sole
owner of the Thermocube™ tank.

The business

The PHINX integrated heat pump incorporates a SANS 151-316 litre
stainless steel geyser coupled to a high-efficiency R134a heat pump and
can be fitted to match any domestic installation. It is nearly three times
more energy-efficient than a regular electric geyser and is rated to 600kPa
working pressure. SIRAC’s PHINX integrated heat pumps have smart added
features where the client may set up a wireless link with the unit using a
downloadable smartphone app, allowing one to switch the pump geyser
on or off and set the temperature and timers remotely.  In addition, solar
panel connection ports are included for supplementary heating, if required.

SIRAC is an established post-revenue company with attractive gross profit
margins and growth prospects. The company’s expansion decisions have
always been underpinned by the development of strong and commercially
viable products and services. Their products enjoy strong brand support
and market recognition in China, where SIRAC’s technology originates
from, and in the additional 20 countries where the brand has a presence,
including South Africa. The key to SIRAC’s continued growth is a total
commitment to the highest standards of product quality and customer
satisfaction. These standards are achieved through strict adherence to
rigorous quality controls at every step; from engineering, machining,
manufacturing and assembly to delivery and after-sales support. SIRAC’s
participation in SABS certification programmes further demonstrates its
quality commitment.
SIRAC is projecting revenue of approximately ZAR23 million (USD2.3
million) in the current financial year ending 30 June 2015, up from ZAR11.5
million in the 2014 financial year. Expansion and diversification activities
are expected to increase revenue to approximately ZAR38 million (USD 3.8
million) for the year ahead.

Social impact
Unemployment-related issues constitute a portion of SIRAC’s local ESG
strategy and decision making in light of establishing a socially impactful
organisation. The company currently employs 14 people from the
surrounding communities with five of them being female. In order to
contribute to national skills development, 2% of the company’s total
payroll costs are utilised for employee development and training.  

A pioneering business
As mentioned, SIRAC was the first to enter the residential heat pump
market in 2008 when South Africa began experiencing rolling blackouts.
The company identified a niche in the market and have subsequently
become the market leader in both commercial and residential heat
pump applications with a national sales footprint. As a pioneer in its field,
it continues to service various markets successfully while maintaining
compliance with industry and environmental regulations.
In a strategic decision to maintain growth, SIRAC introduced the patented
Thermocube™ Tank to its product offering. The Thermocube™ tank and its
components are an indirect energy-efficient hot water heating system.
The tank retains water at atmospheric pressure, which is heated with an
external high-energy heat pump or solar system application. This heated
water never leaves the tank and sanitise mains water at regulated mains
pressure. It passes through purpose-made 316 litre stainless steel heat
exchangers, which are suspended into the hot water within the tank,
drawing heat therefrom. This heated sanitised water is then available
for distribution. The tank poses a number of benefits, including reduced
bacteria risk (legionella). As this is an indirect system, which has a low
volume of fresh water at a fast replacement rate, only sanitised municipal
water is fed into the hot water reticulation system. This has demonstrable
hygienic advantages such as quick insitu assembly where the tank retains
water at atmospheric pressure, suitability for outside installations, as well
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Results of the partnership

Helping to grow a company with product development

The Fund’s investment capital has facilitated the development of the
Thermocube™ tank for which SIRAC has since acquired the patent.
As the sole developer of the Thermocube™ tank, combined with
experience and their additional products, SIRAC can now profile
itself  as the leading provider of energy-efficient hot water heating
solutions. Furthermore, SIRAC has also been able to extend its
offering to integrated heat pumps, an exciting new proposition in
the new housing market.

The purpose of the Fund’s investment was to enable SIRAC to expand the
business into a leading technology and service company within the energy
and resource-efficiency-driven hot water industry. This will be achieved by
supplying the necessary funding to increase SIRAC’s product and service
offering. The Fund has contributed to the company being able to further
their product offering in the energy-efficiency arena, particularly with the
introduction of its integrated heat pump and Thermocube™ tank.

Business strategy and operations
In line with the Fund’s investment guidelines, Inspired Evolution plays an
active role in refining SIRAC’s strategies and business systems. Thus far
the fund has participated in introducing necessary controls to SIRAC’s
entrepreneurially managed business to speed up efficiency and ensure
that the best possible processes are in place for the growth and success of
the business. This has in turn secured additional work for the business with
optimal capacity to deal with the inflow of orders.  

CURRENT PORTFOLIO COMPANIES: GROWTH EQUITY

The role played by Inspired Evolution’s private equity

The capital investment into SIRAC provided
by Inspired Evolution has afforded the
company the opportunity to patent its
Thermocube™ tank and approach new
markets, including for the ‘smart’ integrated
heat pump. Strategic support has resulted
in increased sales and swift growth of the
business. In addition, our executive functions
in terms of board structure and oversight, as well as financial and
non-financial reporting have been strengthened as a result of the
Fund’s guidance and advice.
In line with our vision to be a leading provider of energy-efficient
water heating solutions, Inspired Evolution’s funding has enabled
business growth that will help us reach this goal quicker than
previously envisioned, thereby allowing the company to contribute
to South Africa’s energy-efficient economy and mitigate the current
national energy crisis.
Neil Hablutzel, Managing Director, SIRAC Southern Africa
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EnviroServ Waste Management
Proprietary Limited

About the company
EnviroServ is the premier private waste management company in
Africa. The company currently offers a range of specialist services,
including the analysis and classification of waste; collection,
transportation and disposal of general and hazardous waste;
emergency response services (i.e. clean-up of spillages); transfer
stations and recycling facilities; the operation and management of
landfill sites; incineration of health-care waste, and on-site waste;
management at industrial and commercial client premises. In 1996
the company listed as the first waste management company on the
Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE). In November 2008 a consortium
of investors, led by ABSA Capital Private Equity, acquired the entire
issued share capital of EnviroServ, resulting in EnviroServ delisting
from the JSE. This allowed 20% of EnviroServ’s shares to be available
for a B-BBEE ownership transaction, which was facilitated by the
Fund.

Website:
Location of operations:

Sector:
Business focus:
Size:
Job creation:
Investment stage:
Evolution One Fund
investment:

Status:

www.enviroserv.co.za
The company has facilities throughout
South Africa, business operations and
service provision in various SADC countries
including Angola, Botswana, Democratic
Republic of the Congo (DRC) and Lesotho,
amongst others. The EnviroServ head office
is located in Johannesburg, South Africa.  
Integrated waste management
Environmentally responsible waste
management across southern Africa
Revenue: ZAR1.63 billion (c. USD163 million)
(2012)
Employees: 3 539 (2010); 3 852 (2012)
Expansion or Growth Capital
The Fund was a debenture co-investor
with an investment of ZAR51.58 million
(c. USD5.158 million) and held 500
subordinated secured A Debentures. The
investment deal was concluded in June 2010
and the Fund exited in April 2013
Divested

Investment impact highlights
•

•

•

•

•
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The Fund’s investment was a growth equity contribution that assisted
in the financial restructuring of EnviroServ to, among other priorities,
facilitate 20% of EnviroServ’s shares to be available for a broad-based
black economic empowerment (B-BBEE) ownership transaction.
The Fund’s capital injection, alongside others, repositioned the business
for sustained growth of its waste management services into the SADC
region and resulted in the creation of 313 additional jobs between 2010
and 2012.
EnviroServ’s strong track record in social and environmental risk
management has been further strengthened since the Fund’s investment
by the formal adoption of a Social and Environmental (S&E) Corrective
Action Plan that was included in its Debenture Agreement. This ensured
that EnviroServ was obliged to implement corrective actions (identified
as a result of the comprehensive S&E due diligence conducted by Marsh
Environmental Services, as commissioned by Inspired Evolution) and
that these actions were adequately resourced and executed against
agreed timelines.
The simultaneous execution of a strategic Collaboration Agreement
between the Fund and EnviroServ optimised the potential for the Fund
to act as a ‘portal’ to bring best-of-breed clean technologies to market,
where EnviroServ provided the platform, client base and logistics to roll
out favourable waste technologies when and where appropriate.
The additional S&E compliance and corrective actions driven by Inspired
Evolution off the back of the IFC Performance Standards and guidelines
contributed to EnviroServ’s improved sustainability credentials and
annual reporting commitments.
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The company as an investment opportunity
The leading company in a sector with strong growth
opportunity
This investment was integrated with the Inspired Evolution
philosophy of facilitating expansion and growth capital to a company
that is a market leader and offers a high-growth platform for clean
technology deployment into the integrated waste management
sector. The investment decision also allowed associated strategic
objectives to be met through a collaboration agreement between
EnviroServ and the Fund. The decision to invest in the company
was undertaken after extensive independent due diligence
investigations. On the basis of these investigations, the Fund made
clear recommendations for improvements to and the strengthening
of systems in the health and safety area. In April 2013, the Fund
concluded a successful exit from EnviroServ, achieving 1.76x money
at the end of its three-year investment term.
EnviroServ Mineral Beneficiation (EMB) specialises in the recovery and
beneficiation of waste streams, from the metallurgical and smelting
industry. The EnviroServ Waste-2-Energy (EW2E) division addresses
the growing demand for green energy and the significant role
waste can play as an energy source. Changes in waste management
regulations limited the landfill of calorific waste streams, hence EW2E
was uniquely poised to take advantage of this. During 2013, EW2E
commissioned the Chloorkop Landfill Gas project in the Ekurhuleni
Metropolitan Area in Gauteng, which produced 3MW of electricity.
The sale of the electricity from this project was one of the first of its
kind in the country.

As a part of EnviroServ Waste Management’s
strategy to provide holistic waste solutions,
it was approached by a number of its
customers about waste tyres. The disposal of
waste tyres has historically been a challenge
to South African companies.
EnviroServ investigated numerous solutions
for the effective disposal of waste tyres and was considering the
acquisition of a tyre pyrolysis business as a method of treatment.
Inspired Evolution offered to analyse international research on the
success of the tyre pyrolysis methodology and its suitability to the
South African context. Within a short period of time Inspired Evolution
was able to conclude and advise EnviroServ that tyre pyrolysis had a
number of shortcomings. After considering the evidence, EnviroServ
chose not to use the pyrolysis method of treating waste tyres but
to pursue an alternative tyre treatment process as a solution to its
customers’ needs. The timely advice received from Inspired Evolution
helped EnviroServ to secure the correct waste tyre solution process.

PREVIOUS PORTFOLIO COMPANY: GROWTH EQUITY

EnviroServ Waste Management
Proprietary Limited

Des Gordon, CEO, EnviroServ

facilitating training and employing unskilled people from local communities
adjacent to operations. In addition, EnviroServ facilitated business development
and the employment of 250 people by providing facilities and capacity for an SME
recycling enterprise, Mama She’s, at Chloorkop.

EnviroServ holds certifications in several internationally recognised
management systems, including ISO 14001, OHSAS 18000, ISO 9001,
the Chemical and Allied Industries Association’s Responsible Care
system and their Safety and Quality Assessment System (SQAS)
Programme, as well as the International Solid Waste Association
systems. The SHEQ Integrated Management System has been
implemented for the major operations. The company is audited both
internally and externally to ensure that management systems bring
about compliance and effective results.

Results of the partnership
The investment contributed to holistic support for the entire
EnviroServ platform. The Fund’s capital injection, alongside
others, repositioned the business for sustained growth of its waste
management services into the SADC region. EnviroServ‘s strong
track record in social and environmental risk management was
further strengthened by the Fund’s investment by way of the formal
adoption of an S&E Corrective Action Plan, which was included in the
Fund’s legal agreements. This ensured that EnviroServ was obliged
to implement appropriate corrective actions, which were adequately
resourced and executed against agreed timelines. In addition,
the Fund’s investment was a positive contribution to the financial
restructuring of EnviroServ in order to facilitate 20% of its shares
to be available for a broad-based black economic empowerment
(B-BBEE) ownership transaction, while generating substantial indirect
employment through the company’s activities. The EnviroServ
corporate social investment (CSI) programme equally benefited
through the company's excellent track record of working with SMEs,
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Demeter Organic Fertilisers
Proprietary Limited

Demeter Organic
Fertilisers

(previously ‘Acapulco Trade and Invest 162
Proprietary Limited’)

About the company
Demeter Organic Fertilisers initially entered into a technology transfer
and exclusive licence agreement with Unity Fertiliser (South Africa)
for the construction of a 330 000 tonne capacity fertiliser plant in the
Richards Bay Industrial Development Zone (IDZ). The technology,
licensed by Unity Envirotech, uses human sludge to manufacture
organically enhanced nitrogen-based fertiliser. Demeter was to
establish the first Unity plant in Africa, with the intention to roll out
further plants in the SADC region. The technology agreement was
never concluded and Demeter subsequently developed a proprietary
technology to convert municipal waste-water sludge (‘biosolids’)
into a nutrient-enhanced organic fertiliser called DemeterOrganicsTM.
DemeterOrganicsTM is safe to handle and safe for use in any crop.
South Africa has over 900 waste-water treatment facilities around the
country.  One of their key challenges is to safely dispose of processed
biosolids without harming humans or the environment.   Demeter
provides a safe and sustainable means of disposing of biosolids in
a way that benefits the environment and people, by reducing the
impact of traditional fertiliser on groundwater and the environment,
and by contributing to food security.
South African consumes approximately 2 million tonnes of chemical
fertiliser per annum, but more than half of this is imported.  In addition,
there is a substantial market for organic fertiliser (approximately
150 000 tonnes of enhanced chicken and cow manure), but this
is limited by the available sources of organic material. Decades
of commercial farming with chemical nitrogen, phosphorus and
potassium (NPK) fertilisers without replenishing the other soil micronutrients that are used by plants, have left soils depleted.  Organic
fertilisers and in particular DemeterOrganicsTM are able to replenish
soils by re-introducing organic material, fibre, carbon and micronutrients such as zinc, copper, boron, iron, and calcium that are
known to enhance soil quality and plant yields. DemeterOrganicsTM
opens up a whole new source of nutrient-enhanced organic
material to agriculture and shows a significant yield increase over
conventional fertilisers.
The Demeter technology has been successfully demonstrated in a
laboratory environment and Demeter is in the process of building a
pilot plant at their testing facilities in Bronkhorstspruit. Demeter has
also secured a tender with eThewkini Municipality to remove their
biosolids over the next 15 years and process these at a rate of 150
tonnes per day. This facility will be built at eThekwini Southern works.

Website:
Location of operations:
Sector:
Business focus:

Size:
Job creation:
Development stage:

Evolution One Fund
investment:

Status:

•

•
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The Fund approved a ZAR10 million
(c. USD1 million) investment for Phase 1
to cover the acquisition of the technology
licence rights in southern Africa and
development of the permitting and design
of a 300 000 tonne per annum urea-waste
organic fertiliser plant in Richards Bay. The
Fund only disbursed ZAR3 million
(c. USD300 000) as milestones were not
met in order to release the second tranche
for Phase 1. The Fund holds 15% of the
company and Ms Bulelwa Ntshingwa sits
on the board as the Fund’s representative.
The Fund has rights to invest project equity
at financial close of the fertiliser plant.
Phase 1 – Early stage greenfield feasibility
development capital partially invested.
Project site relocated to eThekwini
Southern works in Kwazulu-Natal to
process its waste sludge effluent through
a feedstock agreement with a revised local
technology that is being piloted for use at a
smaller scale. Pre-permitted, pre-feasibility
stage.

Investment impact highlights

•
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None
Richards Bay, KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa
Fertiliser manufacturing
Production of fertiliser from human
sewerage (solid-waste recycling), for sale to
international markets
Pre-revenue, start-up company
Employees: At present 2 employees
Phase 1 – Greenfield feasibility
development; Phase 2 – Infrastructure
project finance

The Fund has had limited impact as the project was put on hold soon
after investment when milestones were missed. Notwithstanding this,
the Fund provided access to early-stage development capital that is
facilitating the potential roll-out of an improved resource efficient
technology solution for a urea-based organic fertiliser plant. This is a
substitute for conventional industry chemical by-product fertilisers and
will reduce ecological footprint.
A rigorous social and environmental (S&E) approach was taken to
facilitate the environmental impact assessment (EIA) scoping work
that was conducted on the initial Richards Bay site. The EIA screening
report will be used for the new site near the Durban solid waste facility.
Inspired Evolution facilitated this through the application of the IFC
Performance Standards and guidelines.
Inspired Evolution’s commitment to its ‘beyond compliance’ philosophy
will ensure that Demeter will adhere to best-practice ESG guidelines
and policies.
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(previously ‘Acapulco Trade and Invest 162
Proprietary Limited’)
(continued)
The company as an investment opportunity
Inspired Evolution sought to identify infrastructure-type investments
with select greenfield projects offering innovative technology
solutions that would contribute to resource-efficiency and
overcoming environmental challenges. In Demeter’s case, the
technology provides an environmentally friendly product and at
the same time mitigates the problems associated with human waste
sludge being dumped into landfill sites and/or pumped out to sea. This
also subsequently reduces local municipality spend on the disposal
of human sludge. Independent laboratory tests have proven that the
product is not combustible and that its physical properties match
or exceed industry standards. Acapulco will look to secure offtake
agreements with Ameropa (a privately owned Swiss international
grain and fertiliser trader, founded in 1948) as well as local offtakers
for the purchase of their product once manufacturing commences.
The Fund provided ZAR10 million (c. USD1 million) development
capital to secure the technology and cover feasibility and permitting
costs. Once the efficacy of the revised technology is proven by the
pilot project, Phase 2 will commence and allow the Fund rights to
invest directly in the project asset company for an investment of
up to c. ZAR125 million (c. USD12.5 million) for a 49% equity stake.
The conditions for this money to flow to the company were not met
initially and Inspired Evolution plans to include the Demeter project,
once fully permitted, as a prospective investment under its successor
fund, Evolution II.

When we first began our journey to develop
a full-scale organic enhanced fertiliser
plant, based on the information provided
by our technology partner, the Inspired
Evolution team believed in our vision of
transforming hazardous biological waste into
a sustainable, high-performance fertiliser.
Inspired Evolution’s early-stage capital made it possible to develop
a business model that was to attract funders willing to provide
mezzanine and senior debt finance into the project. During this
period, we appreciate Inspired Evolution’s assistance as we pursue
King III governance principles. Inspired Evolution’s inputs at strategic
level proved invaluable in crafting a successful business plan and
financial model that is both robust and resilient.
William H. Butler, Managing Director, Demeter

CURRENT PORTFOLIO COMPANIES: INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT

Demeter Organic Fertilisers
Proprietary Limited

Results of the partnership
Demeter will initiate a new EIA for the site at eThekwini Southern
works, and apply for a waste management licence and a water usage
licence. The S&E efforts made and lessons learned captured during
the first scoping exercise for the initial Richards Bay site will be used to
fast track this process. The delays in delivery of agreed targets by the
company in 2012 have resulted in a revised technology and business
case evaluation. Inspired Evolution determined that there were several
weaknesses in Demeter’s management team and approach. On this
basis, future funding tranches have been halted under the Fund. The
Fund is attempting to rebuild value from the new technology under
development. Demeter intends to implement the King III governance
principles and adhere to the IFRS for SMEs. Through the Fund’s
guidance, a corporate governance policy and code of business ethics
have been put in place.

Inspired Evolution Investment Management Proprietary Limited
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RustMo1 Solar Farm (RF)
Proprietary Limited

About the company
RustMo1 Solar Farm is a special-purpose private company dedicated to
the renewable energy sector. The company is focused on developing,
constructing and owning a 7MW solar PV energy generation project
based near Rustenburg in the North West Province, South Africa.
RustMo1 has used project equity finance to construct, commission
and operate the solar PV assets. Momentous Energy is the local South
African sponsor involved in developing the solar PV plant. The plant
has been constructed on a 19 ha farm adjacent to Marikana Platinum
Mine near Rustenburg, about two hours north-west of Johannesburg.
The plant is now in its 18th month of commercial operation and feeds
electricity into the national grid. A 150 metre power line links the
plant to the nearest Eskom substation.
Prior to selection, the site was assessed for solar irradiation yield,
grid proximity, local demand and plant feasibility. Benefits include
proximity to the substation, moderate temperatures, high local
demand for power (most mines in the area operate at 90% capacity
due to a shortage of electricity supply from Eskom), a stable
distribution grid, good access (via the N4 highway and tarred roads),
and the land around the mine being of low agricultural value.
Specialist assessments informed the final configuration of the solar
PV farm to ensure an optimal arrangement of arrays with response
to the social and biophysical attributes of the environment. Positive
Environmental Authorisation (EA) for the project was received
in April 2011 as a result of the EIA undertaken. A water licence for
the minimal amount of water required was also obtained from the
relevant authority.
The farm became operational on 9 November 2013 and has been
supplying power directly into the national grid, thereby contributing
both to South Africa’s low-carbon goals and to alleviating the current
energy shortages in the country. RustMo1 is contracted via a 20-year
inflation-linked power purchase agreement (PPA) with Eskom, which
in turn is underwritten by a sovereign guarantee. The operations
phase of the project has so far been successful and the plant is
currently outperforming its P50 energy production and revenue
targets. The company is following a strict Environmental and Social
Action Plan (ESAP) and currently employs 23 permanent workers,
including three females.

RustMo1
Solar Farm

Website:
Location of operations:
Sector:
Business focus:

Size:
Job creation:

Development stage:
Evolution One Fund
investment:

Status:

Inspired Evolution Investment Management Proprietary Limited

ZAR40.34 million (c. USD4.034 million)
invested by March 2013 with a 51% equity
interest. The Fund’s subscription premium
included a free carry equating to 9% of
total equity for Momentous Technologies
(the project sponsor). Christopher Clarke
represents the Evolution One Fund on the
board of RustMo1 Solar Farm.
Fully invested, 18 months post commercial
operations date (COD), which was
9 November 2013

Investment impact highlights
•

•

•

•
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www.momentousenergy.com
Rustenburg, South Africa
Renewable Energy: Solar Photovoltaic Power
Generation
7MW fixed-axis, ground-mounted, gridconnected renewable energy generation
facility
Revenue: ZAR42.4 million (c. USD4.24 million)
23 permanent; in total 83 temporary and
permanent jobs during the 12-month
construction period
Early-stage | Greenfields Infrastructure Project
Finance

With the Fund’s technical, contractual and financial support,     
Momentous Technologies, a small independent and local South African
developer, was able to ensure that the RustMo1 Solar Farm could
compete successfully under REIPPPP, as a small emerging IPP.
The RustMo1 Solar Farm generated approximately 12.4GWh of clean
energy for the period March 2014 to February 2015, thus mitigating
approximately 12 250 tCO2e of greenhouse gases each year by replacing
dirtier coal-powered generation alternatives.
The project comprises 41% black economic empowerment ownership,
of which 17% is owned by the local broad-based, previously
disadvantaged communities. Revenues of more than ZAR114 million                                             
(c. USD11.4 million) will flow directly from the project to these local
communities over the 20-year project life cycle.
RustMo1 Solar Farm complies with the IFC Performance Standards and
the Equator Principles. The project agreements include an Equator
Principle Action Plan that mitigates any potential negative social
and environmental (S&E) impacts. A full environmental and social
management system (ESMS) has been implemented for the project’s
operations phase.
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The company as an investment opportunity
RustMo1 Solar Farm is an opportunity to earn an attractive return
through investing in a renewable energy generation facility that
is located in an area with favourable solar irradiation levels and
supporting infrastructure and logistics. A 20-year PPA with Eskom is
in place.
The project is situated next to large mining facilities that could provide
a future exit opportunity for the Fund as they are high-energy users
and the clean energy project may provide a future carbon tax offset
option for them. The solar PV ceiling tariff announced under REIPPPP
Round 1 was ZAR2.85/kWh, the rate at which the Rustmo1 Solar Farm
was contracted. The engineering, procurement and construction
(EPC) and operating and maintenance (O&M) contractor is Juwi
Renewables, a world-leading German solar PV developer. The staticstate technology characteristic of solar PV provides for commercially
attractive low-risk, long-term robust cash flows to the Fund.

The role played by Inspired Evolution’s private equity
The Fund provided early approval and an irrevocable funding commitment
to finance the equity ‘funding gap’ for the project at financial close under
the REIPPPP auction process to ensure bid compliance. In addition, the
Inspired Evolution team played a crucial supporting role in the negotiation
of detailed EPC and O&M contracts through to bankability. With this
support, Momentous Energy, a small independent and local South African
developer, was able to compete successfully under REIPPPP as a small
emerging IPP to secure its first 7MW grid-connected solar PV project.
Based on a comprehensive EIA, all environmental authorisations were
received prior to the project being bid under REIPPPP in November 2011.
An Equator Principle Action Plan was compiled and is being adhered to,
as well as an ESAP, EHS policy, and HR and labour policies. The majority
of employees are members of the Association of Mine Workers and
Construction Union (AMCU).

A process is underway to register the project as a clean development
mechanism (CDM) project through a programme of application (POA)
specifically for solar PV projects. This includes a full assessment of the
greenhouse gas emissions savings associated with the generation of
electricity, estimated to be approximately 12 250 tCO2e per annum.

CURRENT PORTFOLIO COMPANIES: CLEAN ENERGY INFRASTRUCTURE

RustMo1 Solar Farm (RF)
Proprietary Limited (continued)

This project has so far directly generated 23 permanent jobs in
the operations phase and 83 temporary jobs in the construction
phase. The company committed to hire locally and has performed
well against this target. RustMo1 also made a commitment to
skills development and training via its revenues of more than
ZAR114 million (USD11.4 million), which will flow to local households
over the project’s lifespan.
Local black shareholders hold 41% of RustMo1 Solar Farm’s
ownership, which includes a local community broad-based
ownership component via a bespoke trust entitled the Momentous
Foundation Community Trust. This trust was funded by the Industrial
Development Corporation (IDC) through preference shares and owns
17% of the RustMo1 Solar Park project. The Tsakane and Lapologang
communities have elected representatives as trustees in the Trust.
The directors of Momentous Energy are experienced in the renewable
industry arena. Gareth Warner and Pravin Semnarayan, who had a
prior business relationship, set up Momentous Energy based on solar
PV development experience gained in the United Kingdom.
The equity shareholders collectively contributed 30% of the total
project capital at financial close. The balance of 70% of the total
project capital was provided in the form of senior debt by the lenders,
Nedbank and the IDC. The Fund played a disproportionate subscription
price to acquire the rights to fund a fully permitted project. A typical
limited recourse project finance structure for projects of this nature
was negotiated as set out in the project documents, with security for
the lenders by way of a pledge of shares from the equity subscribers.

Inspired Evolution Investment Management Proprietary Limited
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RustMo1 Solar Farm (RF)
Proprietary Limited (continued)

Results of the partnership
Together, Momentous Energy and Inspired Evolution weathered
the delays and resulting increased development costs to pioneer
one of South Africa’s first 7MW grid-connected solar PV energy
generation plants under the public procurement process of REIPPPP.
The construction phase ran to budget with marginal savings and
commercial operations began as scheduled in November 2013.
The RustMo1 Solar Park will generate approximately 12.3GWh of
clean energy per annum, mitigating approximately 12 250 tCO2e
per annum of greenhouse gases through the substitution of dirtier
coal-powered generation alternatives. The project demonstrates the
use of the Fund’s private equity mandate in leveraging optimised
development outcomes through securing 41% black economic
empowerment ownership, of which 17% is owned by local broadbased, previously disadvantaged communities. In addition, the
project will generate revenues of more than ZAR114 million
(c. USD11.4 million) that will flow directly to surrounding local
communities over the project’s 20-year lifespan.

Inspired Evolution provided equity funding to
the project, which filled a critical component
of the funding structure, thus taking an early
position to underwrite the first bid round
of the untested Renewable Energy IPP with
Momentous Energy.
Inspired Evolution’s values, financial input and
governance processes added to the structure and operating principles
via direct and board inputs. Inspired Evolution also assisted with advice
and input during the process of bringing the project to fruition.
Gareth P Warner, CEO, Momentous Energy

The Momentous Foundation Community Trust will use these
dividends to support poverty-alleviation, and for socio-economic,
health and infrastructure programmes. Based on a socio-economic
needs assessment, RustMo1 is committed to local SED activity aimed
at improving the lives of the surrounding community. The company
has provided financial donations to a variety of local causes, including
two children’s homes, a day care centre, a quintile-one primary school
(meaning that it is illegal to charge school fees), and also a home for
the frail and elderly. RustMo1 has partnered with a local college to
secure financial assistance for nine financially disadvantaged local
youths studying electrical engineering.

Inspired Evolution Investment Management Proprietary Limited
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About the company
The Fund and Franco Afrique Technologies (FAT) are jointly developing
up to 22MW of solar PV projects in the Malmesbury region in the
Western Cape, South Africa. These projects are being implemented
in phases. SlimSun (RF) Proprietary Limited (‘SlimSun’), also known
as the Swartland Solar Park, is the bespoke project company that
developed and constructed the first 5MW solar PV park. Financial
close was reached on 14 November 2012. The facility reached actual
commercial operations on 4 August 2015.
SlimSun is a renewable energy facility that produces direct current
(DC) electricity from 24 000 solar PV modules arranged in a typical
static grid formation. Electricity generated in this way is inverted to
grid-compatible alternating current (AC) at the grid voltage of 11kV
through a series of inverter and transformer stations, positioned to
service the complete PV facility.
The farmland on which the solar park is located is currently supplied
via a 100 kVA supply point on the Malmesbury Farmers 1 feeder.
Eenboom farm extends over 700 ha comprising relatively flat land
and the project has a total footprint of approximately 7 ha. The area
where the project is located has favourable solar irradiation levels
and therefore good potential for the generation of electricity using
solar PV panels. A pilot plant has been operating at the project site
since August 2010 for yield validation. No red flags have arisen from
this project.

Website:
Location of operations:
Sector:
Business focus:

Size:

Job creation:

Development stage:
Evolution One Fund
investment:

Status:

None
Malmesbury region, Western Cape, South
Africa
Renewable Energy:  Solar Photovoltaic
Power Generation
5MW fixed-axis, ground-mounted, gridconnected renewable energy generation
facility
Total project cost ZAR209 million
(USD20.9 million); Revenue: ZAR25.5 million
(c. USD2.55 million) for YE2015
5 permanent positions; and a total of 80
temporary jobs during the 12-month
construction period, equating to 700
person-months
Early-stage | Greenfields Infrastructure
Project Finance
ZAR25.01 million (c. USD2.5 million) invested
in March 2013 with a 40% equity interest,
including an additional 20% call option at
exit at nominal cost. Christopher Clarke
represents the Evolution One Fund on the
board of SlimSun.
Fully invested, project construction
completed and commercial operations
achieved on 4 August 2015.
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SlimSun (RF) Proprietary Limited:
Swartland Solar Park

Following an EIA, a positive EA for the project was granted in April
2011. The project is compliant with the mitigation measures set out
in the Basic Assessment Report (BAR) and the EMP. Construction
commenced with the requisite environmental control officer on site.
A water licence for the minimal water required was also obtained
from the relevant authority. The project is mechanically complete
and at the end of its construction phase.

Investment impact highlights
•

•

•

•

•
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With the Fund’s technical, contractual and financial support, Franco
Afrique Technologies (FAT), was able to ensure that Phase 1 of the
SlimSun Swartland Solar Park could compete successfully under
REIPPPP as a small emerging IPP.
SlimSun Swartland Solar Park is generating approximately 8.76GWh of
clean energy per annum, thus mitigating approximately 10 050 tCO2e
of greenhouse gases each year through replacing dirtier coal-powered
generation alternatives.
The project comprises 20% black economic empowerment ownership,
all of which is owned by a bespoke trust with trust expenditure ringfenced to local broad-based, previously disadvantaged communities.
Revenues of more than ZAR47 million (c. USD4.7 million) will flow from
the project to these communities over the 20-year project life.
SlimSun Swartland Solar Park adopted a number of environmentally
sustainable guidelines and policies, including the IFC Performance
Standards and the Equator Principles. The project agreements include
an Equator Principle Action Plan that will mitigate any potential
negative S&E impacts. A formalised EMP is in place and an ESMS is
being developed for implementation over the full operations period.
SlimSun Swartland Solar Park aims to be the lowest water user per unit
of electricity generated, among all participants in REIPPPP.
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SlimSun (RF) Proprietary Limited:
Swartland Solar Park
(continued)

The company as an investment opportunity
Renewable energy at grid scale is a relativel y new but rapidly
developing market in South African. SlimSun was one of the 28
successful bidders in Round 1 of REIPPPP awarded in November
2012. Positive social and environmental impacts are key to successful
participation in this programme and SlimSun plans to exceed the
threshold social and environmental requirements. Its target is to
be the lowest water user per unit electricity generated among all
IPP participants. This is achievable, as the Malmesbury area receives
relatively high rainfall in comparison to other solar PV IPP participants,
thereby greatly reducing, if not entirely eliminating, the need to
use alternative water sources to clean the panels. Furthermore,
by supplying around 170GWh of solar PV-generated renewable
energy over the 20-year duration of the power purchase agreement
between SlimSun and Eskom, the project will contribute to the
critical shortage of electricity generation capacity in the country and
to South Africa’s low-carbon future. It is envisaged that emissions
of approximately 200 000 tCO2e will be avoided over the 20 years
of commercial operation of the project. The Fund will facilitate the
registration of the project as a clean development mechanism (CDM)
through a programme of application (POA) specifically for solar PV
projects. The POA includes a full assessment of the greenhouse gas
emissions avoided with the generation of cleaner electricity.
The EPC and O&M contractor is Juwi Renewables, a world-leading
German solar PV developer. The static-state technology characteristic
of solar PV provides for commercially attractive low-risk, long-term
robust cash flows to the Fund.
The Fund, Franco Afrique Technologies and the Swartland Solar
Community Trust collectively as equity shareholders contributed
20% of the total project capital at financial close, with the 70%
balance being predominantly senior debt with a 10% nominal
amount of mezzanine finance. A typical limited recourse project
finance structure for projects of this nature has been negotiated as
set out in the project documents, with security for the lenders by way
of a pledge of shares from the equity subscribers.

The role played by Inspired Evolution’s private equity
SlimSun’s participation in REIPPPP would not have been possible without  
the financial and resource investment made by Inspired Evolution.
Inspired Evolution was integrally involved from project inception as
advisers to develop the strategy, systems and procedures required to fully
inform SlimSun’s business structure. The Fund, as an equity partner, and
Inspired Evolution, as adviser, played a critical role in facilitating SlimSun’s
development of environmental, social and financial sustainability, which
meets and in most cases exceeds the extensive requirements set down
within the REIPPPP auction criteria.
Inspired Evolution’s track record, credibility in the industry and professional
negotiation capability were key in structuring the full debt structure for
SlimSun. Being integrally involved throughout the development stage
and the path to financial close, and being linked to several local and
international role players in this nascent, but growing, energy sector,
Inspired Evolution facilitated numerous introductions, engagements and
negotiations between SlimSun and various stakeholders/suppliers in
the solar PV sector. This made it possible for SlimSun to benchmark and
evaluate the robustness of its business model.
Inspired Evolution stimulated the development of a bankable business
model by imposing standards and procedures such as financial modelling
and corporate governance, and enforcing adherence to the IFC Performance
Standards and the Equator Principles. These key standards and guidelines
assisted SlimSun in developing a compliant and progressive management
framework for the implementation and operation of the SlimSun Swartland
Solar Park.

SlimSun contributes to the local economy by adhering to the
economic development commitments made as part of REIPPPP bid
and detailed in the implementation agreement with the Department
of Energy (DoE). The project’s social benefits include job creation
and local economic development. Approximately 80 temporary jobs
were created during the 12-month construction period, equivalent
to more than 700 person-months of employment. Five permanent
jobs have been created since the facility became operational and
will remain for the 20-year duration of the project. Ongoing training
will be provided in the general maintenance and operation of the PV
facility with an annual dedication of 5% of overheads reserved for
employee development and training.
In accordance with the stipulations and guidelines of REIPPPP, a 20%
equity participation has been allocated to a bespoke community
trust, which channels all dividend flows to local community social
upliftment projects in the Swartland area. Activities will be identified
through a process of ongoing community needs assessments
throughout the duration of the project. As a result of this partnership,
SlimSun’s operations are by their very nature focused on sustainable
development.
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Results of the partnership
Construction of the plant was mechanically complete on 30 June
2014. The facility reached commercial operations on 4 August 2015.
Inspired Evolution entrenched the principle of ‘limited economic
leakage’ from the project area, ensuring the flow of tangible benefits
to local previously disadvantaged organisations and households.
Approximately 55% of total project spend (including grid connection
costs) has been deployed locally. During the construction period this
amounted to ZAR150 million (c. USD15 million).
During construction, 80 temporary jobs (700 person-months) were
created for unskilled and poorly skilled labourers, who live within a
50 km radius of the project site. Technology and skills transfer forms a
key part of the EPC provider’s obligation. The investment has created
five direct permanent jobs since construction was completed.
Inspired Evolution advised on the structuring of a broad-based black
economic empowerment special-purpose vehicle (B-BBEE SPV) and
secured preference share funding from the Industrial Development
Corporation (IDC) to the value of approximately ZAR7.64 million
(c. USD764 000). Distributions from the project are passed through
the B-BBEE SPV to the Swartland Solar Community Trust. The Trust
comprises trustees from the local community, the majority of whom
are from previously disadvantaged communities and 50% of whom
are previously disadvantaged females.

Evolution One as equity partner and Inspired
Evolution Investment Management as
managing partner have played a critical
role in facilitating SlimSun’s development
of environmental, social and sustainability
programmes, which meet and in most cases
exceed the extensive requirements of the REIPPP
programme.
Key contributions made by the Evolution One Fund to date can be
summarised as follows:
1.

2.

3.

4.
A fixed percentage (1%) of all revenue received by SlimSun has
been committed for corporate social investment (CSI) programmes
within the local community, including but not limited to novel rural
renewable energy technologies and other social upliftment projects.
CSI initiatives commenced during the construction period and will
continue through the operations period.

Further to the critical financial support required, Evolution One
has raised the awareness of SlimSun on sustainability. This has
enabled the company to develop a system framework and
mentality compatible with the highest industry standards.
Through the Environmental and Social Action Plan (ESAP) and
monitoring system, developed jointly by SlimSun and Evolution
One, SlimSun has been able to create a management programme
that will meet the various environmental, social and sustainability
objectives, which form a key part of the SlimSun Swartland Solar
Park project.
Working from the Equator Principle framework, which Evolution
One adheres to throughout its investment portfolio, the Fund’s
assistance and prioritisation of sustainability and socio-economic
objectives have been invaluable in developing the SlimSun E&S
plan.
Finally, Evolution One has assisted significantly in SlimSun’s
development of communication and engagement skills with
all relevant stakeholders. Evolution One and Inspired Evolution
Investment Management’s support and value-creation
capabilities have been invaluable to SlimSun and its other equity
partners.
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SlimSun (RF) Proprietary Limited:
Swartland Solar Park

Anthony Corin, CEO, SlimSun (RF) Proprietary Limited
Inspired Evolution insisted on formal governance procedures. As
such, board policies on conflicts of interest, procurement, better
financial governance and the delegation of authority for senior
executive management are in place. Additionally, the board has
adopted the King III guidelines on corporate governance.
The Equator Principles are incorporated into the Equator Principle
Action Plan and HR, labour and EHS policies have also been
implemented. Risks associated with operations are identified on
an ongoing basis through the EMP. In addition, an ESMS is being
developed for implementation by the project over the full operations
period.
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Fifth Season Investments 134 (Pty) Ltd
(RF): Solar Capital De Aar (Pty) Ltd

About the company and project
Fifth Season Investments 134 (Pty) Ltd (RF) (Fifth Season) SCDA is a
ring-fenced SPV set up as a black-owned investment company in the
project Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) Solar Capital De Aar (SCDA).
Solar Capital is a ring-fenced SPV incorporated in South Africa for the
sole purpose of developing, bidding, constructing and operating a
67.7MW ground-mounted, grid-connected solar PV power generation
facility. Fifth Season owns a 6% equity stake in the Project. Evolution
One funded Fifth Season’s equity participation in the project through
a combination of debentures and preference shares.
The project was successfully bid under round 1 of REIPPPP. It
achieved preferred bidder status and then financial close on 5
November 2012, and Lender’s financial close on 16 November 2012.
Construction began at the facility in November 2012. The commercial
operations date (COD) was reached on 15 August 2014. The project
company holds a 20-year renewable energy power purchase
agreement (PPA) and grid connection agreement with Eskom on an
exclusive take-or-pay basis, whereby Eskom pays an energy payment
in respect of all energy delivered. The tariff secured for the project is
ZAR2.19/kWh (c. USD0.22/kWh) indexed to inflation and escalated at
the published CPI annually over the full PPA term. Connection to the
Eskom national grid is through a new switching substation built on
site, feeding into the Eskom 132kVA distribution network.

Website:
Location of operations:
Sector:
Business focus:
Size:

Job creation:

Development stage:
Evolution One Fund
investment:

Status:

deaarsolar.co.za
De Aar, Northern Cape, South Africa
Renewable Energy: Solar Photovoltaic Power
Generation
67.7MW ground-mounted, grid-connected
renewable energy generation facility
Revenue ZAR243.27 million (USD24.3 million)
per annum, escalating at Consumer Price
Index (CPI) per annum
49 permanent jobs during operations
and maintenance phase; 8 339 personmonths (174 hours) during the 21-month
construction period, including the main EPC
and subcontractors.
Refinance / Infrastructure Project Finance
The Fund invested in Fifth Season
Investments 134 (the black economic
empowerment special-purpose vehicle)
through a debenture and preference share
structure, which holds a 6% equity stake in
the Solar Capital De Aar (‘SCDA’) PV project.
The total project cost is ZAR2.21 billion
(c. USD221 million). Steven Faure represents
the Evolution One Fund on the board of Fifth
Season Investments 134 and is an observer
on the board of the Solar Capital De Aar PV
project
Fully invested, project construction complete,
reached COD on 15 August 2014

Investment impact highlights
•

•

•

•
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With the Fund’s investment, the local black empowerment partners in
the project were able to refinance their short-term equity bridge. The
Solar Capital De Aar PV project was successfully bid under Round 1 of
REIPPPP, partnering with SCDA (project management) and Construczioni
Moncada South Africa (Moncada). Moncada is the South African
subsidiary of Moncada Energy Group (MEG), the solar PV panel supplier,
EPC contractor, and operations and maintenance (O&M) provider. This
confluence of capacity has had significant benefits for the project rollout and the project is performing above its P50 production and revenue
targets.  
Over the 20-year life of the project, SCDA will generate 3.4 GWh of clean,
renewable energy, thus mitigating approximately 3.36 million tCO2e
of greenhouse gases through the replacing of dirtier coal-powered
generation alternatives.
The project is contributing significantly to the local economy, both
directly by creating employment (permanent employment during
the O&M phase and temporary employment during the 21-month
construction period) and indirectly, by employing local contractors
and service providers (45% local content spend in construction cost).
The additional spend in the local area is contributing to local economic
development, which will continue over the project life cycle.
The project comprises 8% local black economic empowerment
ownership, owned by a bespoke local community trust with trust
expenditure ring-fenced to local broad-based, previously disadvantaged
communities. Dividend income of more than ZAR490 million (USD49
million) will flow directly from the project to these local communities
over the 20-year project life.
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The company as an investment opportunity
De Aar is situated in the Great Karoo, a semi-desert area in the Northern
Cape of South Africa. The area has some of the world’s highest solar
irradiation and therefore has validated potential for the generation
of electricity using solar PV panels. As a result, De Aar is emerging
as a hub for the installation of the grid-connected solar PV panels. In
addition to providing a degree of relief from the current electricity
supply crisis facing South Africa, the project is also contributing to
the achievement of the country’s low-carbon development goals by
providing a clean, renewable source of electricity.  
Solar Capital is contracted as the project management services
company and team members have the requisite expertise to manage
a project of this nature. In addition, the project offers a blue-chip
security package as operating risk and performance are wrapped
through comprehensive project agreements (EPC, O&M, Insurance,
PPA and grid-connection agreements). Revenue is underpinned by
a 20-year, indexed PPA with Eskom, escalating annually at CPI and
with sovereign underwrite's from the South African government.
The project has consistently outperformed budgeted P50 and
P90 revenue since operations began. On a P50 basis, the plant
has generated ZAR243.27 million (c. USD24.3) in revenue since
operations began. This is 7% higher than the budgeted P50 revenue
for the period. In addition, actual PR (performance ratio) for the first
three months of 2015 is 81.8% versus the contracted PR of 79.4%.

The role played by Inspired Evolution’s private equity
The Fund’s capital investment contributed towards the total funding
requirement (debt and equity) at financial close to see the project
through the construction phase to Commercial Operations Date. SCDA
will contribute electrical power to help manage the energy crisis faced by
South Africa. It will also contribute to the National Development Plan (NDP)
goal of achieving a low-carbon future for South Africa.
The Fund has facilitated the construction and operation of a successful
renewable energy company, with revenues underpinned by a 20year, indexed PPA, with sovereign underwrite's from the South African
government over the entire project life. Further comprehensive security
packages provide additional protection against revenue loss. Operating
risk and performance are wrapped through a comprehensive O&M
agreement.
Inspired Evolution and the lenders have ensured that the company and
its activities are managed according to the Equator Principles. The SCDA
board has adopted the King III guidelines on corporate governance,
including board policies on conflicts of interest, procurement and financial
governance.
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Fifth Season Investments 134 (Pty) Ltd
(RF): Solar Capital De Aar (Pty) Ltd

The project uses best-of-breed technology in the form of thin-film
amorphous silicon (a-Si) panels with a 25-year design life and an
industry standard warranty that ensures 90% output power for
10 years and 80% output power for 25 years.
The project has an EA in place, issued and audited by the Department
of Environmental Affairs (DEA). In addition, a number of management
plans are in place, including an EMP, a storm-water management
plan, an integrated waste management plan and various other plans
relating to the preservation of local heritage and local biodiversity.
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Fifth Season Investments 134 (Pty) Ltd
(RF): Solar Capital De Aar (Pty) Ltd
(continued)

Results of the partnership
The construction phase of the project delivered a 45% local content
spend through the employment of local labour and by contracting
to local SMEs. Direct employment during the 21-month construction
phase totalled 8 339 person-months and during the operations and
maintenance (O&M) phase, 49 permanent jobs were created. The
employees are receiving training relevant to their jobs, including
electrician training and forklift operations training. Additionally,
Moncada, the solar PV panel supplier, EPC and O&M provider,
delivered training to approximately 1 000 persons during the
construction phase, covering areas such as civil works, administration
and environmental management.
Altogether, 2.1% of revenue has been committed to local SED and so
far the project has already had tangible impacts on the lives of local
community members. Current projects include:
•

•

•

•

•
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The Solar Capital Community Development Workers
Programme: SCDA has invested ZAR930 000 (c. USD93 000)
to date to fund the development of course content to train 35
community development workers (CDWs) in the Emthanjeni
Municipal area. This includes the first year fees (of a two-year
course) for all 35 CDWs.
Solar Capital Free Community Wi-Fi: To date SCDA has
invested ZAR700 000 (c. USD7 000) in the installation of 20 free
Wi-Fi hot spots in strategic community areas, e.g. schools and
public centres to give community members free internet access.
This will have significant developmental outcomes, particularly
for school children and students.
Solar Capital Community Training Centre: ZAR700 000
(c. USD7 000) has been spent on the design and installation
of a computer laboratory for a community training centre
in De Aar. Training will be provided in basic computer skills,
entrepreneurial development, Excel, basic web design, and
project management. Access to the laboratory will also
be provided to local schools that do not have computer
laboratories.
Healthy Mother Healthy Baby (HMHB) Programme: A study
conducted by the Foundation for Alcohol Related Research
(FARR) from 2001-2003 found that 12.2% of the babies born in
De Aar were affected by Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder (FASD),
making De Aar the town with the highest reported FASD rate in
the world. The HMHB programme implemented in De Aar has
resulted in a dramatic 30% drop in the incidence of FASD, this
time making the area famous for being the first community in
the world to report a reduction in the FASD prevalence rate.
Through REIPPPP, SCDA have been able to fund this campaign,
totalling ZAR2.1 million (c. USD210 000) over the past two years.
Solar Capital Entrepreneurial Development Programme:
SCDA has disbursed ZAR2 million (USD200 000) to fund a
gap study that would identify critical skills needs for budding
entrepreneurs in the local area. In addition, this money has been
used to train 20 business plan proposal competition winners
through the six-month 2015 Solar Capital Entrepreneurial
Development Programme. This programme covers topics
such as entrepreneurship, financial, strategic, project and
time management, and marketing and administrative skills.
Candidates who successfully complete the programme will
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Inspired Evolution provided much needed
equity funding to refinance a bridging facility
which in turn was used to acquire a 6% equity
stake in the Solar Capital De Aar solar PV plant.
This funding was critical not only to ensure that
Fifth Season was able to maintain its equity
participation in the project, but also that the
project maintained its BEE participation rights.
Inspired Evolution has provided valuable
support and input in respect of governance, technical and financial
processes as an active board member on the boards of Solar Capital
De Aar and Fifth Season respectively, Inspired Evolution has provided
valuable support and input in respect of governance, technical, and
financial processes. Inspired Evolution further provides valuable
financial oversight as a participating member of the audit and risk
committee.
Makole Mupita, Director, Fifth Season

receive seed capital within a structured format to develop new businesses
or expand existing ones. Small business units will also be made available to
successful candidates.
SCDA is committed to balancing the benefits of clean energy with potential
impacts on the environment. The Department of Environmental Affairs (DEA) has
provided all relevant environmental authorisations (EA) and will audit the project’s
environmental performance throughout the 20-year project life. In addition to a
DEA-approved EMP, the environmental impacts of the solar farm are managed
through comprehensive plans relating to storm-water management, avifauna,
integrated waste management, rehabilitation, traffic management and alien and
invasive vegetation management. Furthermore, the project in its entirety is aimed
at reducing greenhouse gas emissions by, for example, ensuring that site-level
emissions are limited to only those produced by construction and maintenance
vehicles.
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About the company
AFPOC Limited is a bespoke private investment holding company
based in Mauritius. It was set up to hold a 50% equity interest in one
of South Africa’s premier renewable energy development companies,
African Clean Energy Developments (ACED). AFPOC also owns
50% of each project in ACED’s renewable energy project pipeline.
The shareholding counterparty in ACED is African Infrastructure
Investment Management (AIIM), owned equally by Old Mutual
Investment Group of South Africa (OMIGSA) and the Macquarie
Group. AIIM is the investment manager for the various African
infrastructure investment funds, with active investments in energy
and broader infrastructure sectors across Africa.
ACED is at the forefront of renewable energy development in South
Africa and comprises a local team of competent professionals with
a successful track record under REIPPPP. It has one of the most
advanced onshore wind and solar PV portfolios in South Africa with 1
800MW in various stages of development in the Western, Eastern and
Northern Cape provinces.
Renewables Cookhouse 1 Wind Farm (Cookhouse) is the most
advanced of the assets developed by ACED and comprises a
138.6MW onshore wind farm located in the Eastern Cape, which
reached financial close in December 2012. Cookhouse was the
largest of 28 IPP projects selected in Round 1 of REIPPPP, comprising
more than 21% of the capacity of the 634MW total Round 1 procured
wind energy. It is also the largest operational wind farm in Africa
to date. Revenue in the last year (April 2014 to March 2015) was
ZAR190 million (c. USD19 million) (excluding liquidated damages of
ZAR241 million [c. USD24.1 million]).

Investment impact highlights
•

•

•

•

The Fund acquired a 30% stake in AFPOC via a convertible
loan, providing critical working capital and reducing
preference share and loan funding from other parties to
progress the advanced ACED renewable energy pipeline.
The Fund’s investment in AFPOC facilitated strategic
partnerships with key blue-chip renewable energy roleplayers in South Africa, in particular Macquarie Group and
Old Mutual Investment Group of South Africa (OMIGSA),
to concentrate track record and know-how and improve
probability of project success under a very competitive
auction regime.
AFPOC’s flagship project, Cookhouse Wind Farm, in which
it holds a 7.5% equity interest, will generate approximately
360GWh of clean energy per annum, thus mitigating
approximately 354 000 tCO2e of greenhouse gases per
annum through the substitution of dirtier coal-powered
generation alternatives.
Cookhouse comprises 25% black economic empowerment
ownership, in the form of a bespoke trust with trust
expenditure ring-fenced to local broad-based, previously
disadvantaged communities. Post-tax revenues of more
than ZAR240 million (c. USD24 million) will flow directly
from the project to these local communities over the 20-year
project life.
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Website:
Location of operations:

Sector:
Business focus:

Size:
Development stage:
Evolution One Fund
investment:

Status:

None
Head Office of AFPOC is located in Floreal,
Mauritius. All project operations owned by
AFPOC are located in South Africa
Renewable Energy: Onshore Wind and Solar
Photovoltaic Power Generation
Holding company with a 50% equity interest
in African Clean Energy Developments (ACED)
and 50% equity interests in project SPVs
totalling 1.8GW of renewable onshore wind
and solar PV generation in advanced stages,
predominantly located in South Africa
Pre-revenue; 1.8GW of renewable energy
pipeline
Early-stage | Greenfields Infrastructure Project
Finance
ZAR70.64 million (c. USD7.064 million)
invested. ZAR16.36 million (c. USD1.636
million) reserved for follow-on investments.
Christopher Clarke represents the Evolution
One Fund on the board of ACED and is joined
by Steven Faure on the board of AFPOC
Limited
AFPOC Limited is the Mauritian holding
company of ACED and all underlying project
special-purpose vehicles (SPVs). AFPOC’s
key asset called Cookhouse Wind Farm was
successfully permitted and constructed,
reaching its COD on 19 November 2014. An
additional three projects totalling 508MW
were successfully bid under Round 3 and 4 of
REIPPPP and sold to Enel Green Power. These
were the 88MW Nojoli Wind Farm, which is
currently under construction (Round 3) and
the three 140MW onshore wind farms, Nxuba,
Karusa and Soetwater. The latter projects are
currently preferred bidders and are expected
to achieve financial close (Round 4) in late
2015. The impact of these investments, both
those still held and those disposed of, are
summarised later in this report. A further
500MW of advanced project pipeline remains
to be successfully bid and sold.
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AFPOC Limited: African Clean
Energy Developments and
Renewables Cookhouse 1 Wind
Farm (RF) (Pty) Ltd
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AFPOC Limited: African Clean Energy Developments
and Renewables Cookhouse 1 Wind Farm (RF) (Pty) Ltd
(continued)

About the company (continued)

The role played by Inspired Evolution’s private equity

Construction at Cookhouse is complete and the project reached its
scheduled commercial operations date (COD) on 19 November 2014.
The wind farm is providing a net 138.6MW of clean power capacity via
a grid connect at Poseidon substation at 132 kV, located immediately
adjacent to the site. The EPC and O&M contractor was Suzlon, a worldleading Indian wind turbine provider. The wind project provides for
commercially attractive low-risk, long-term robust cash flows to
AFPOC as well as development fees from asset sales, which are in turn
distributed to the Fund.

The Fund provided growth equity to allow AFPOC to fund further working
capital requirements for the underlying portfolio of projects, and restructure
its corporate finance requirements by repaying a key disproportionate
shareholder loan and accelerate a preference share redemption obligation.
The Inspired Evolution team negotiated an agreeable structure and basis
for these various requirements to be met within the prescripts of the
REIPPPP restrictions.

An energy generation licence application was applied for on 7
December 2011 to the National Energy Regulator of South Africa
(NERSA) and the licence was granted without objection. The project
adheres to a list of mitigation measures, including heritage and
bird/bat-monitoring requirements as per the approved EIA for the
project implementation phase. Construction commenced with an
environmental control officer on site to ensure compliance with all
conditions of approval. The operations phase has had no major S&E
incidents and Cookhouse is currently supplying electricity directly
into the national grid.
ACED submitted three projects totalling 203MW into Round 3 of
REIPPPP. On 19 August 2013,. the 88MW Nojoli Wind Farm was
successfully permitted in Round 3 and sold to Enel Green Power.
A further three 140MW renewable wind farm projects were bid in
Round 4 of REIPPPP, namely Nxuba, Karusa and Soetwater which
are at the preferred bidder asset stage (going on to financial close).
The Fund has sold its stakes in these three wind farms to Enel Green
Power (EGP).

The companies as an investment opportunity
AFPOC Limited brings significant exposure for the Fund, as a bespoke
investment holding entity to one of South Africa’s premier renewable
energy developers and most advanced renewable energy pipelines.
This strategically places the Fund alongside blue-chip partners –
OMIGSA and the Macquarie Group. The ACED team and shareholder
group collectively offer global track record and local development
expertise across the wind and solar PV industry. AFPOC management
comprises seasoned professionals from the renewable energy sector
who have developed and operated a total installed wind energy
capacity of 508MW. Together, this translates into a compelling
commercial proposition with a strong probability of pipeline
conversion.

Inspired Evolution also formalised the governance structures in AFPOC,
ACED and all project SPVs, and focused on the introduction of best-practice
governance policies and procedures in situations where potential conflicts
may have arisen. In addition, the Inspired Evolution team played a crucial
supporting role in negotiating new equity entrants and detailed EPC and
O&M contracts through to bankability.
The Fund provided critical early-stage infrastructure finance, typically
difficult to secure, for the development of Cookhouse Wind Farm. The
impact of this funding is and will continue to be exponential throughout
the project life.

cash position at start of operations phase. Cookhouse will provide investors and
the Fund with superior returns based on the high tariff and indexation secured
over the project term.
South Africa is currently facing major energy supply issues and, as the largest
successful Round 1 REIPPPP project, Cookhouse is positioned to assist in alleviating
national grid supply problems and to simultaneously contribute to South Africa’s
low-carbon development agenda. Cookhouse is also strongly supporting the
South African government’s objective to achieve socio-economic development,
particularly in rural areas in South Africa. A 25% stake in Cookhouse is owned
by the local community through the Cookhouse Wind Farm Community Trust.
This is five times the government target for local community ownership in these
projects. During its construction period, the project has already supported local
charity organisations including soup kitchens, special day care centres for children
with disabilities, old age homes, foster care homes and sports facilities. ACED has
prioritised addressing the socio-economic conditions in the local communities
surrounding the project. As a result, the Cookhouse management are supported
by shareholders and the developer in the establishment of the community trust
to ensure that local economic development projects will benefit from dividends
over the 20-year project life.

ACED’s pipeline of projects is well advanced in terms of key project
drivers and favourable site characteristics such as high solar and wind
resource availability, proximity to grid connection substations with
available connection capacity, proximity to major transport routes
and low environmental sensitivity.
The Cookhouse project recently completed all required performance
tests and grid compliance to reach commercial operations and enable
achievement of COD. The wind farm has 66 turbines at 80 metres hub
height and holds a 20-year power purchase agreement (PPA) with
Eskom to provide 138.6MW of clean, renewable energy. During the
construction phase, management, in partnership with EPC and O&M
contractor Suzlon, successfully controlled all project costs within
budget and achieved all key milestones with a significantly stronger
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(continued)

Results of the partnership
AFPOC and ACED have allowed the Fund proprietary access to one
of the most advanced renewable energy pipelines in South Africa
which, together with pedigreed counterparties who are industry
leaders, improves the conversion success rate of projects under the
public procurement auction regime in South Africa.
ACED has been working with the Blue Crane Development Agency
(BCDA) for over three years and will be a key partner in facilitating
community development through the projects’ socio-economic
development contributions. ACED and its partners, the Industrial
Development Corporation (IDC) and the BCDA have established the
Cookhouse Wind Farm Community Trust, which holds 25% equity
in Cookhouse. The local communities located within a 50 km radius
of the wind farm, including Cookhouse, Bedford and Somerset
East, are already benefiting from the funds flowing into community
development programmes via the Community Trust. The Trust aims to
use the community development programmes to deliver real change
through sustainable socio-economic development and economic
upliftment in the community, with a specific focus on health care,
education, conservation, job creation and skills development,
particularly through supporting the local agriculture sector.

Statement from AFPOC
Since investing in AFPOC Limited in early
2012, Inspired Evolution has been focused on
value creation through active involvement at
board and executive level. Inspired Evolution
has contributed significant expertise from a
commercial and sustainability perspective
along with deep local knowledge, which has helped to refine
AFPOC Limited’s investment strategy. Inspired Evolution’s detailed
understanding of the asset class is evident through its contribution
to technical and risk assessment of the projects being undertaken by
AFPOC.
Thomas Donnelly, Director, AFPOC Limited

In the current operations phase, the Cookhouse project company is
directly employing 14 permanent employees. The Cookhouse site is
fully staffed with an additional 19 local Suzlon Wind Energy South
Africa staff (15 technicians), some of whom are receiving specialised
training in the maintenance and operations of the wind turbines from
the EPC and O&M contractor, Suzlon. Three South African technicians
underwent training in India in March to May 2015. Two Indian
supervisors are currently employed on site (1 managing servicing; 1
managing resolution of snags).

CURRENT PORTFOLIO COMPANIES: CLEAN ENERGY INFRASTRUCTURE

AFPOC Limited: African Clean Energy Developments
and Renewables Cookhouse 1 Wind Farm (RF) (Pty) Ltd

As a result of the injection of ZAR240 million (c. USD24 million) of
development funding, Cookhouse will contribute significantly to
local economic development through direct and indirect job creation
for contractors and subcontractors. Clean development mechanism
(CDM) and voluntary emissions reduction (VER) programmes for
Cookhouse have been developed and the agreements with regard to
these are in the process of being finalised.
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Red Cap Kouga Wind Development
Company Proprietary Limited Kouga
Wind Farm (RF) Proprietary Limited
About the company and project

Website:
Location of operations:

Kouga Wind Development Company Proprietary Limited (DEVCO)
is a bespoke wind development company focused on developing a
portfolio of onshore wind energy projects in the Kouga region in the
Eastern Cape Province of South Africa, an area of exceptional wind
resource. The Fund holds a 30% equity interest in DEVCO. DEVCO
has developed two onshore wind projects known as the Kouga
Wind Farm (KWF) and Gibson Bay Wind Farm (Gibson Bay), which are
permitted for 80MW and 111MW generation capacity respectively.
KWF operates as an independent power producer (IPP) with a 20-year
power purchase agreement (PPA) with Eskom, supplying electricity
directly into the national grid. The Fund also invested in Gibson Bay
as developed by DEVCO, but sold the asset upon achieving preferred
bidder status under REIPPPP to Enel Green Power in October 2013.
The activities associated with the Fund’s investment in Gibson Bay,
and the impact of the investment are summarised on page 46.
The Fund was initially joined by Africoast Engineers, Eurocape
Renewables, Red Cap Investments, Standard Bank Equity, and the
IDC-funded B-BBEE Trust, the latter representing the interests of
local communities in the region, all as equity counterparties in
KWF. Construction commenced in 2013 on the 80MW KWF project
in which the Fund holds a 26.6% equity interest. The KWF reached
commercial operations date (COD) on 17 March 2015 and is now in
full operations phase. Grid connection was delayed on Eskom’s side
from June to October 2014, delaying the post-construction testing
phase. This led to a system event resulting in Eskom providing full
compensation payments to KWF covering the period from scheduled
COD on 16 December 2014 to 17 March 2015.
The KWF project has had full EIA approvals, which were accompanied
by comprehensive public participation and expert studies.
The EIA confirmed that the project is not expected to have any
significant effects on natural vegetation and terrestrial animal life.
Comprehensive bird-and bat-monitoring programmes will remain an
obligation for the duration of the project.

Sector:
Business focus:

Size:

Job creation:

Development stage:
Evolution One Fund
investment in DEVCO:

Evolution One Fund
investment in KWF:

Status:

www.red-cap.co.za
Oyster Bay, Kouga Region, Eastern Cape,
South Africa
Renewable Energy: Wind Power Generation
Development, construction and operation
of onshore grid-connected wind energy
generation facility
Revenue ZAR115.2 million (c. USD11.52
million) (from COD on 16 December 2014 –
30 April 2015)
15 permanent; more than 1 000 temporary
jobs during the 26-month construction
period, through EPC contractor Nordex
Early-stage | Greenfields Infrastructure
Project Finance
ZAR15.37 million (c. USD1.54 million)
development risk capital invested between
June 2010 and November 2012 with a 30%
equity interest in Kouga Wind Development
Company Proprietary Limited (DEVCO).
Christopher Clarke represents the Evolution
One Fund on the board of DEVCO
ZAR98.31 million (c. USD9.83 million) project
equity invested on 12 November 2012 for a
26.6% equity interest in Kouga Wind Farm.
ZAR9.65 million (c. USD965 000) contingency
(standby equity in a dedicated project escrow
account). Christopher Clarke represents the
Evolution One Fund on the board of KWF.
Fully invested, KWF project construction
complete with COD achieved on 17 March
2015

Investment impact highlights
•

•

•

•

•

•
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Inspired Evolution secured an agreement with UNEP’s Seed Capital Assistance Facility (SCAF) to help
with co-funding early-development expenses for eligible DEVCO activities. The Fund provided critical
early-stage development risk capital to fill the ‘funding gap’ and assist the Red Cap team to progress the
pre-permitted wind asset to permitted status.
With the Fund’s technical, contractual and financial hands-on support, DEVCO – a small independent
and local South African developer was able to ensure that KWF, its first 80MW onshore wind farm, could
compete successfully under REIPPPP as a small emerging independent power producer.
KWF will generate approximately 268GWh of clean energy per annum, mitigating approximately 263
000 tCO2e of greenhouse gas emissions each year though substituting dirtier coal-powered generation
alternatives.
The project comprises 26% black economic empowerment ownership, all of which is owned by a
bespoke local community trust with expenditure ring-fenced for local previously disadvantaged
communities. Revenues of more than ZAR1 billion (c. USD100 million) will flow directly from the project
to these local communities over the 20-year project life.
DEVCO and KWF adopted a number of environmentally sustainable guidelines and policies, including
the IFC Performance Standards and Equator Principles. A comprehensive EIA was conducted for KWF
with ongoing bird-and bat-monitoring programmes and a detailed EMP was issued as a blue-print to
manage all S&E aspects during the 20-month construction period. A comprehensive ESMS has now
been implemented for the 20-year operations phase. The project agreements include an Equator
Principle Action Plan that mitigates potential negative S&E impacts.
A portion of KWF revenues is allocated to a broader biodiversity conservation initiative in the region,
co-funded by other wind farms to create scale and impact.
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(continued)
The companies as investment opportunities
TThe KWF project presents an opportunity for the Fund to earn
attractive returns through having secured an early seat in the wind
project development company DEVCO with the right to provide
project equity finance into the permitted asset at financial close.
The exceptional wind resource in the Kouga region, plus the high
tariff secured for KWF in Round 1 of REIPPPP, combine to make a
compelling blended commercial return for the Fund. The company
has been further augmented by the skills and track record of the Red
Cap team, the pedigreed tier 1 German turbine suppliers, Nordex,
and the electrical and plant contractors on the project. The 80MW
KWF project is fully permitted and operational.
Significant benefits have already flowed to the local economy
during the construction phase of KWF and since it started operating
commercially. The project is contributing not only to greater energy
security and poverty alleviation but also towards the South African
government’s climate change and renewable energy, low-carbon
targets. It is anticipated that 85% of the operational costs will be
spent in the Eastern Cape, which translates into an economic impact
of approximately ZAR90 million (c. USD9 million) per year.
All EAs are in place for the project and an on-site environmental
compliance officer ensures compliance with conditions of approval.
The project complies with an Equator Principle Action Plan as well
as HR and labour policies and an EHS policy. In addition, the Kouga
Wind Farm is a registered CDM project with an executed Emissions
Reduction Purchase Agreement (ERPA). However, due to the collapse
of the global cap and trade CER market with carbon pricing at alltime lows, a decision was taken to cancel the ERPA for possible reinstatement at a later stage.
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The role played by Inspired Evolution’s private equity
The Fund provided critical capital to fill the ‘funding gap’ through earlystage development risk capital to progress the pre-permitted wind asset to
permitted status, as well as project equity finance to construct, commission
and operate the wind asset at project financial close.
Inspired Evolution facilitated the development of a successful renewable
energy start-up company that offers strong commercial returns and
focuses on the optimisation of positive social and environmental impacts.
As such, Inspired Evolution enabled the development of the Kouga Wind
Farm Community Development Trust, a broad-based ownership scheme,
which owns 26% of the wind farm. The trust benefits directly from more
than ZAR1 billion (c. USD100 million) of revenue streams earned from
the project over its 20-year life, ring-fenced for local communities via
SED and enterprise development projects. The areas for which financing
is ring-fenced will be determined in collaboration with the Kouga Local
Municipality and extensive community consultation.
Inspired Evolution was instrumental in securing preference share funding
of approximately ZAR112 million (c. USD11.2 million) from the IDC for the
local community ownership vehicle, Micawber 864 Proprietary Limited.
Inspired Evolution advised on structuring Micawber 864, which holds
26% equity in KWF and supports the Kouga Wind Farm Community
Development Trust.
Inspired Evolution and the lenders have ensured that the company and its
activities are managed according to the Equator Principles. The DEVCO and
KWF boards have adopted the King III guidelines on corporate governance,
including board policies on conflicts of interest, procurement, better
financial governance and delegation of authority for senior executive
management. After a software update and upgrade, a comprehensive
accounting programme and business systems are now in place to meet
reporting standards. A financial controller was appointed and maintains
monthly management accounts and a cash flow analysis, and KPMG was
appointed as the auditing firm. Senior project managers and more recently
the position of CEO and a facility manager were recruited to implement the
project and take it from construction through to a successful operations
phase. These senior executive positions are incentivised on asset
performance over the 20-year term.
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Red Cap Kouga Wind Development
Company Proprietary Limited Kouga Wind
Farm (RF) Proprietary Limited
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Red Cap Kouga Wind Development
Company Proprietary Limited Kouga Wind
Farm (RF) Proprietary Limited
(continued)
Results of the partnership
DEVCO is aware of the need to balance the benefits of wind power with
the possible impacts on the local communities and the environment.
As such, all of Red Cap’s wind energy projects are developed in
partnership with landowners, the local community, environmental
groups and public stakeholders, with the aim of benefiting all parties
involved. Monthly environmental and health and safety audits
conducted during construction resulted in a successful construction
phase with no safety or environmental incidents.
Inspired Evolution entrenched the principle of ‘limited economic
leakage’ from the project area, ensuring that tangible benefits flow
to local previously disadvantaged organisations and households over
the life of the project. The preferential procurement model makes
initial provision for 0.5% of total procurement during the operational
phase of the project to be spent on local woman-owned vendors
and a further 1.35% on local SME vendors. This will be extended
during the life of the project with the ultimate target being 5% and
10% respectively. In line with this commitment, 15 local SMEs were
contracted as suppliers during the construction phase.

The Inspired Evolution leadership and value
system of good governance and disciplined
execution through the board has seen Kouga
Wind Farm successfully achieving COD on
17 March 2015, amidst all challenges. The
same open and cooperative leadership
continues to provide support and guidance
to the KWF executive team by entrenching
the behaviour of a learning organisation during the transition phase
from construction to operations.
Lukhanyo K Ndube, CEO of Kouga Wind Farm

Over the life of the project, KWF is committed to spending 1.09%
of revenue (an estimated ZAR135 million [c. USD13. 5 million]) on
socio-economic development (SED) projects. A community needs
assessment indicates that more than 50% is earmarked to be spent
on education, with the bulk of this on primary and secondary
schooling for children in the local community. To date KWF has spent
ZAR960 000 (c. USD96 000) on CSI and SED projects during the
construction period between March 2013 and March 2015. In the
second quarter of 2015 KWF implemented the first group of SED
projects that form part of the SED programme committed for the life
of the project.
During the construction period more than 1 000 temporary jobs
were created through the EPC contract with Nordex. The project also
made use of the services of 15 SMEs with the focus predominantly
on the local community. In preparation for the operations phase,
KWF employed 15 permanent employees of which 10 are historically
disadvantaged persons (HDPs) comprising 10 females and six
locals. Skills development and local procurement requirements are
embedded in the deliverables of Nordex, the turbine supplier and
EPC and O&M contractor. KWF is also committed to the continuous
skills development of its employees in line with the skills needed for
optimal performance.
Throughout the construction period of KWF, environmentally sensitive
areas were avoided. With the use of independent consultants, the
impact of the wind farm has been and will continue to be kept to
a minimum. The EIA confirmed that the project is not expected to
have a significant effect on natural vegetation and terrestrial animal
life. Risks to bat and bird species have been reduced by setting the
turbines back from the major water sources and adopting a phased
construction approach. KWF has also employed four bird and bat
monitors to work closely with independent consultants throughout
the operations period. The Endangered Wildlife Trust will also
continue to monitor potential impacts on key bird species.
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In addition, KWF is working with local conservation NGOs and other wind
farms in the area to identify and implement a conservation initiative within the
Kouga region. KWF has begun to implement some of the mitigation measures
recommended in the EIA such as micro-siting, vegetation search and rescue,
rehabilitation, and alien plant species and fire management, to reduce any
negative impact on vegetation and wetlands. The low-carbon nature of wind
energy represents a significant environmental and social benefit.
Through these developments, DEVCO is consolidating its position as a successful,
local wind developer and IPP in the South African market.
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About the company and project
The Karusa Wind Farm is a greenfield grid-connected onshore wind
power generation facility. The project was bid in Round 4 of REIPPPP
and achieved preferred bidder status on 11 April 2015. Vestas is
the chosen wind turbine technology supplier. The project has a
30-month construction time and will reach commercial operation
date in mid-2018. Revenue is underpinned by a 20-year power
purchase agreement (PPA) with Eskom escalating annually at CPI,
with sovereign underwriting from the South African government
over the entire project life.
All relevant environmental concerns have been addressed through
the EIA process and the project is fully compliant in respect of
licensing, regulations, approvals and governing legislation. Karusa
is eligible for clean development mechanism (CDM) registration and
the viability of this is currently being explored.

Website:
Location of operations:
Sector:
Business focus:
Size:
Job creation:

Development stage:
Evolution One Fund
investment in AFPOC:

Results of the partnership
Karusa is focusing heavily on the creation of new jobs to allow
previously excluded South African citizens can start participating.
To this end, the project is contributing towards the creation of new
jobs in the surrounding local communities, while maintaining the
responsible financial management of the asset. Karusa will create 7
119 person-months of employment during the construction period
and 25 200 person-months of employment during the operations
and maintenance phase, giving the project a total of 17.65 jobs
per MW. The project company is 40% BEE-owned, 30% owned by
Pele Green Energy Karusa BEE SPV (Pty) Ltd and 10% by the Karusa
Wind Project Local Community Trust. The project company intends
to appoint only previously disadvantaged candidates to its top
management positions.
The project is also committed to ensuring local economic benefits
for SMEs and other local service providers. The total value of local
content is ZAR946.34 million (USD94.63 million), resulting in a local
content percentage of 40.83% of the total value of the project for
the construction period. Karusa has committed to spending ZAR1.42
billion (USD142 million) on preferential procurement during its
construction and operations period. Altogether 75.98% of this will be
spent on B-BBEE procurement; 9.67% on qualifying small enterprises
(QSEs) and exempt micro enterprises (EMEs) as delineated in the
national B-BBEE code; and 4.47% on procurement from femaleowned businesses. Three percent of revenue will be spent on
improving market access and developing the skills of workers and
owners of existing local businesses. Initiatives will include business
funding, start-up funding, entrepreneurship training and business
expansion funding.
Furthermore, in line with financial good governance, Karusa will
increase its socio-economic development (SED) and enterprise
development (ED) contributions over time, giving an ever-increasing
number of previously disadvantaged South Africans an opportunity
to share in economic activity. SED contributions will be focused
on skills development and training initiatives for previously
disadvantaged people. By gaining transferable skills, individuals
will be able to use these while working on the project and, over
time, with other employers who are looking for such skills. Detailed
skills development and training programmes will be developed and
Inspired Evolution Investment Management Proprietary Limited

Evolution One Fund
investment in Karusa:

Status:

None
Between Sutherland and Matjiesfontein,
Northern Cape, South Africa
Renewable Energy: Wind Power Generation
140MW onshore wind farm
Pre-revenue; total Karusa project capex costs
not available (sold to Enel Green Power)
25 200 person-months during the operations
phase; 7 119 person-months during the
30-month construction period, giving the
project a total of 17.65 jobs per MW
Early-stage | Greenfields Infrastructure Project
Finance
ZAR70.64 million (c. USD7.06 million)
invested through the holding company
AFPOC into the development company
African Clean Energy Developments (ACED).
ZAR16.36 million (USD1.64 million) reserved
for follow-on investments. Christopher Clarke
represents the Evolution One Fund on the
board of ACED and is joined by Steven Faure
on the board of AFPOC Limited

PREVIOUS PORTFOLIO ASSETS: CLEAN ENERGY INFRASTRUCTURE

AFPOC Limited: Karusa Wind
Farm (RF) (Pty) Ltd

Indirect investment through AFPOC. AFPOC
invested R538 000 (USD53 800) in the
underlying SPV and further provided working
capital to ACED to develop the project to bid
submission
Project sold at fully permitted, preferredbidder stage to Enel Green Power (financial
close in early 2016)

Investment impact highlights
•

•

•

Inspired Evolution assisted with co-funding early-development
expenses for Karusa Wind Farm. The Fund provided critical, early-stage
capital to fill the ‘funding gap’ and help the AFPOC Investments team to
progress the pre-permitted wind asset to permitted status.
Karusa will provide 140MW of clean renewable energy into the national
grid, under a 20-year PPA with Eskom, resulting from a successful bid in
Round 4 of REIPPPP. This is equivalent to 530.4GWh of clean energy per
annum, thus mitigating approximately 519 845 tCO2e of greenhouse
gas emissions each year through the substitution of dirtier coal-powered
generation alternatives.
Karusa comprises 40% black economic empowerment ownership, 30%
of which is held by Pele Green Energy Karusa BEE SPV (Pty) Ltd and 10%
of which is owned by the Karusa Wind Project Local Community Trust, a
bespoke community trust with trust expenditure ring-fenced for local
broad-based, previously disadvantaged communities. Dividend income
will flow directly from the project to these local communities over the
20-year life of the project.

established post preferred-bidder appointment of the project. The desired impact
of Karusa’s ED strategy will be that, after 20 years, many previously disadvantaged
individuals will have an active opportunity to gain skills and participate in an
inclusive economic environment. A total of 7% of revenue will be spent on SED
contributions, including skills development programmes and bursary schemes.
Profit with Purpose: Sustainable Value Creation Report 2015
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PREVIOUS PORTFOLIO ASSETS: CLEAN ENERGY INFRASTRUCTURE

AFPOC Limited: Nxuba Wind
Farm (RF) (Pty) Ltd

About the company and project
Nxuba Wind Farm is a greenfield grid-connected onshore wind
power generation facility. It was bid in Round 4 of REIPPPP and
achieved preferred bidder status on 11 April 2015. Vestas is the
chosen wind turbine technology supplier. The project has a
20-month construction time and will reach commercial operation
date at the end of Q3 2017. Revenue is underpinned by a 20-year
power purchase agreement (PPA) with Eskom, escalating annually at
CPI, with sovereign underwriting from the South African government
over the entire project life.
All relevant environmental concerns have been addressed through
the EIA process and the project is fully compliant in respect of
licensing, regulations, approvals and governing legislation. Nxuba is
eligible for CDM registration and the viability of the sale of Certificate
Emission Reductions (CERs) is currently being explored.

Sector:
Business focus:
Size:
Job creation:

Development stage:
Evolution One Fund
investment in AFPOC:

Results of the partnership
Nxuba will create jobs totalling 8 339 person-months over the
construction period and 24 240 person-months over the operations
and maintenance period, giving the project a total of 19 jobs per
MW. The project company is 40% BEE-owned, 30% of which is held
by Pele Green Energy and 10% of which is owned in community
trust. BEE ownership in the construction and operations contractors
is 22% and 20% respectively. Nxuba has committed to employing
100% previously disadvantaged persons in management positions.
These include the position of CEO, head of finance, head of human
resources and head of compliance.
The total value of local content is ZAR912.15 million
(c. USD91.2 million) resulting in a local content percentage of
40.59% of the total value of the project for the construction period.
In addition, Nxuba has committed to spending ZAR885.35 million
(c. USD88.54 million) on preferential procurement during its
construction and operations period, 79.12% of which will be spent
on B-BBEE procurement with 4.96% spent on qualifying small
enterprises (QSEs) and exempt micro enterprises (EMEs). Altogether
3.16% will be spent on procurement of female-owned vendors,
while 3.03% of revenue will be spent on improving market access
for SMEs and developing the skills of workers and owners of existing
businesses. Initiatives will include entrepreneurship training, funding
for business start-ups and business expansion funding. In line with
the commitment to local economic development through skills
development, Nxuba has committed an above average target spend
of 7.1% of revenue to, for example, skills development programmes
and bursary schemes for members of the local community.
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Website:
Location of operations:
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Evolution One Fund
investment in Nxuba:

Status:

None
Between Cookhouse and Bedford, Eastern
Cape, South Africa
Renewable Energy: Wind Power Generation
140MW onshore wind farm
Pre-revenue; total Nxuba project capex costs
not available (sold to Enel Green Power)
24 240 person-months during the operations
phase; 8 339 person-months during the
20-month construction period, giving the
project a total of 19 jobs per MW
Early-stage | Greenfields Infrastructure Project
Finance
ZAR70.64 million (USD7.06 million) invested
through the holding company AFPOC into
the development company African Clean
Energy Developments (ACED).
ZAR16.36 million (USD1.63 million) reserved
for follow-on investments. Christopher Clarke
represents the Evolution One Fund on the
board of ACED and is joined by Steven Faure
on the board of AFPOC Limited
Indirect investment through AFPOC. AFPOC
invested R2.62 million (USD262 000) in the
underlying SPV and further provided working
capital to ACED to develop the project to bid
submission
Project sold at fully permitted, preferredbidder stage to Enel Green Power (financial
close in early 2016)

Investment impact highlights
•

•

•

Inspired Evolution assisted with co-funding early-development
expenses for Nxuba Wind Farm. The Fund provided critical, early-stage
capital to fill the ‘funding gap’ and help the AFPOC Investments team to
progress the pre-permitted wind asset to permitted status.
Nxuba will provide 140MW of clean renewable energy into the national
grid, under a 20-year PPA with Eskom, resulting from a successful bid in
Round 4 of REIPPPP. This is equivalent to 469GWh of clean energy per
annum, thus mitigating approximately 460 000 tCO2e of greenhouse
gas emissions each year through the substitution of dirtier coal-powered
generation alternatives.
Nxuba comprises 40% black economic empowerment ownership, 30%
of which is held by Pele Green Energy and 10% of which is owned by a
bespoke local community trust with trust expenditure ring-fenced for
local broad-based, previously disadvantaged communities. Dividend
income will flow directly from the project to these local communities
over the 20-year life of the project.
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About the company and project
Nojoli Wind Farm is a greenfield grid-connected 88MW onshore
wind power generation facility. Nojoli was bid in Round 3 of the
South African DoE Renewable Energy Independent Power Producer
Procurement Programme (REIPPPP) and reached financial close
in January 2015. Vestas is the chosen wind turbine technology
supplier. The project has a 20-month construction time and will
reach commercial operation date on 31 December 2016. Revenue
is underpinned by a 20-year power purchase agreement (PPA) with
Eskom, escalating annually at CPI, with sovereign underwriting from
the South African government.
The project has undergone full EIA studies and is complying with
the measures included therein. Nojoli is fully compliant in respect
of licensing, regulations, approvals and governing legislation and is
eligible for registration as a clean development mechanism (CDM)
project. The viability of this is currently being explored.

Website:
Location of operations:
Sector:
Business focus:
Size:
Job creation:

Development stage:
Evolution One Fund
investment in AFPOC:

Results of the partnership
The project site is located close to Cookhouse, Bedford and Somerset
East in the Eastern Cape with each of these towns acting as a ready
source of local labour during the 20-month construction phase.
During construction approximately 238 temporary and 14 permanent
jobs will be created. Benefits also include on-site training and skills
development. Enterprise development and preferential procurement
policies from local communities will give rise to a further 60 jobs from
project-related activities. These employees will be sourced from
local communities, thereby resulting in skills development for local
community members.
Nojoli comprises 50% black economic empowerment (BEE)
ownership of which 10% is owned by a local community trust,
the Nojoli Wind Farm Community Trust. The Trust expenditure is
ring-fenced for local economic development (LED) exclusively for
previously disadvantaged communities. A significant quantum of
funds will flow to local communities as a result. In addition, the local
contractor for the construction phase and operations phases of the
project is 20% black-owned. Nojoli has committed to preferential
procurement policies favouring local broad-based BEE service
providers for security, catering, transport and accommodation,
amongst others. Management positions for the project have been
reserved for previously disadvantaged South Africans.
Supporting SMEs is an integral part of stimulating economic
growth and job creation. For this reason the services of the Blue
Crane Development Agency (BCDA) have been procured to help
the project company to identify suitable SMEs and appropriate
enterprise development initiatives. Nojoli has further committed 1%
of revenue to local enterprise development, 75% in the immediate
area (Cookhouse, Bedford, Adelaide and Somerset East) and 25%
in the Eastern Cape Province. A further 2.5% of revenue has been
committed to broad activities that will contribute to local socioeconomic development in the vicinity of the project.
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Evolution One Fund
investment in Nojoli:

Status:

None
Near Cookhouse, Eastern Cape, South Africa
(under the Blue Crane Route Municipality)
Renewable Energy: Wind Power Generation
88MW onshore wind farm
Pre-revenue; total Nojoli project capex costs
not available (sold to Enel Green Power)
14 permanent during operations phase;
approximately 238 temporary jobs during the
20-month construction phase
Early-stage | Greenfields Infrastructure Project
Finance
ZAR70.64 million (c. USD7.06 million) invested
through the holding company AFPOC into
the development company African Clean
Energy Developments (ACED).
ZAR16.36 million (c. USD1.64 million)
reserved for follow-on investments.
Christopher Clarke represents the Evolution
One Fund on the board of ACED and is joined
by Steven Faure on the board of AFPOC
Limited

PREVIOUS PORTFOLIO ASSETS: CLEAN ENERGY INFRASTRUCTURE

AFPOC Limited: Nojoli Wind
Farm (RF) (Pty) Ltd

Indirect investment through AFPOC.
AFPOC invested R85 000 (USD8 500) in the
underlying SPV and further provided working
capital to ACED to develop the project to bid
submission.
Project sold at fully permitted, preferredbidder stage to Enel Green Power (project
currently under construction)

Investment impact highlights
•

•

•

Inspired Evolution assisted with co-funding early-development
expenses for Nojoli Wind Farm (Nojoli) via ACED. The Fund provided
critical, early-stage capital via AFPOC to fill the ‘funding gap’ and assist
the ACED development team to progress the pre-permitted wind asset
to permitted status.
Nojoli will provide 88MW of clean renewable energy into the nation
grid under a 20-year PPA with Eskom, resulting from a successful bid in
Round 3 of REIPPPP. This is equivalent to 274GWh of clean energy per
annum, mitigating approximately 268 000 tCO2e of greenhouse gas
emissions each year through the substitution of dirtier coal-powered
generation alternatives.
Nojoli comprises 50% black economic empowerment ownership,
10% of which is owned by a bespoke trust, the Nojoli Wind Farm
Community Trust, with trust expenditure ring-fenced to local previously
disadvantaged communities. Dividend income will flow directly from the
project to these local communities over the 20-year life of the project.
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PREVIOUS PORTFOLIO ASSETS: CLEAN ENERGY INFRASTRUCTURE

AFPOC Limited: Soetwater
Wind Farm (RF) (Pty) Ltd

About the company and project
The Soetwater Wind Farm is a greenfield grid-connected onshore
wind power generation facility. The project was bid in Round 4 of
REIPPPP and achieved preferred bidder status on 5 June 2015. Vestas
is the chosen wind turbine technology supplier. The project has a
20-month construction time and will reach commercial operation
date in mid-2018. Revenue is underpinned by a 20-year power
purchase agreement (PPA) with Eskom escalating annually at CPI,
with sovereign underwriting from the South African government
over the entire project life.
All relevant environmental concerns have been addressed through
the EIA process and the project is fully compliant in respect of
licensing, regulations, approvals and governing legislation. Soetwater
is eligible for clean development mechanism (CDM) registration and
the viability of this is currently being explored.

Sector:
Business focus:
Size:
Job creation:

Development stage:
Evolution One Fund
investment in AFPOC:

Results of the partnership
Like Karusa and Nxuba wind farms, Soetwater is focusing heavily on
the creation of new jobs to allow previously excluded South African
citizens to participate in the economy. Soetwater will create 6 802
person-months of employment during the construction period and
25 177 person-months of employment during the operations and
maintenance phase, giving the project a total of 19 jobs per MW. The
project company is 40% BEE-owned, 30% is owned by Pele Green
Energy Soetwater BEE SPV (Pty) Ltd and 10% by the Soetwater Wind
Project Local Community Trust. The project company will appoint
only previously disadvantaged candidates to its top management
positions.
The turbine supplier and installation contractor, Vestas, has
also committed to providing unskilled workers with an on-site
apprenticeship. Furthermore, the percentage BEE shareholding in
the turbine supply and installation and electrical and civil balance of
plant (BOP) contractors is 22% and in the operations and maintenance
contractor, 20%.
The total value of local content is ZAR940 million (USD94 million),
resulting in a local content percentage of 40.84% of the total value of
the project for the construction period. Soetwater has committed to
spending a total of ZAR831 billion (USD83.1 million) on preferential
procurement during its construction and operations period.
Altogether 84.47% of this will be spent on B-BBEE procurement,
9.07% on qualifying small enterprises (QSEs) and exempt micro
enterprises (EMEs), as delineated in the national B-BBEE code, and
3.14% on procurement from female-owned businesses. Three
percent of revenue will be spent on improving market access
and developing the skills of workers and owners of existing local
businesses. Initiatives will include business funding, start-up funding,
entrepreneurship training and business expansion funding.
Furthermore, in line with financial good governance, Soetwater
will increase its socio-economic development (SED) and enterprise
development (ED) contributions over time, giving an ever-increasing
number of previously disadvantaged South Africans an opportunity
to share in economic activity. Detailed skills development and
training programmes will be developed and established. The
project will invest its ED contributions into the development of local
entrepreneurs, allowing them to grow and employ competently
skilled local individuals. The desired impact of Soetwater’s ED strategy
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Website:
Location of operations:
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Evolution One Fund
investment in Soetwater:

Status:

None
Between Sutherland and Matjiesfontein,
Northern Cape, South Africa
Renewable Energy: Wind Power Generation
140MW onshore wind farm
Pre-revenue;  total Soetwater project capex
costs not available (sold to Enel Green Power)
25 177 person-months during the operations
phase; 6 802 person-months during the
20-month construction period, giving the
project a total of 19 jobs per MW
Early-stage | Greenfields Infrastructure Project
Finance
ZAR70.64 million (USD7.06 million) invested
through the holding company, AFPOC, into
the development company African Clean
Energy Developments (ACED). ZAR16.36
million (USD1.64 million) reserved for
follow-on investments. Christopher Clarke
represents the Evolution One Fund on the
board of ACED and is joined by Steven Faure
on the board of AFPOC Limited
Indirect investment through AFPOC. AFPOC
invested R538 000 (USD53 800) in the
underlying SPV and further provided working
capital to ACED to develop the project to bid
submission
Sold at fully permitted, preferred-bidder
stage to Enel Green Power (financial close in
early 2016)

Investment impact highlights
•

•

•

Inspired Evolution assisted with co-funding early-development
expenses for Soetwater Wind Farm. The Fund provided critical, earlystage capital to fill the ‘funding gap’ and help the AFPOC Investments
team to progress the pre-permitted wind asset to permitted status.
Soetwater will provide 140MW of clean renewable energy into the
national grid, under a 20-year PPA with Eskom, resulting from a
successful bid in Round 4 of REIPPPP. This is equivalent to 530.4GWh of
clean energy per annum, thus mitigating approximately 519 845 tCO2e
of greenhouse gas emissions each year through the substitution of
dirtier coal-powered generation alternatives.
Soetwater comprises 40% black economic empowerment ownership,
30% of which is held by Pele Green Energy Soetwater BEE SPV (Pty) Ltd and
10% of which is owned by the Soetwater Wind Project Local Community
Trust, a bespoke community trust with trust expenditure ring-fenced for
local broad-based, previously disadvantaged communities. Dividend
income will flow directly from the project to these local communities
over the 20-year life of the project.

will be that, after 20 years, many previously disadvantaged individuals will have an
active opportunity to participate in an inclusive economic environment, which
the project will be able to facilitate. A total of 7% of revenue will be spent on SED
contributions, including skills development programmes and bursary schemes.
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About the company and project
DEVCO is a bespoke wind development company focused on
developing a portfolio of onshore wind energy projects in the
Kouga region in the Eastern Cape Province of South Africa, an area
of exceptional wind resource. The Fund holds a 30% equity interest
in DEVCO. DEVCO has successfully developed the 111MW Gibson Bay
Wind Farm. Gibson Bay was bid in Round 3 of REIPPPP on 19 August
2013 with preferred bidders being announced on 29 October 2013.
The scheduled commercial operations date (COD) for Gibson Bay is
28 April 2017.

Website:
Location of operations:
Sector:
Business focus:

Size:
Job creation:

The project as an investment opportunity

Development stage:

The Gibson Bay project was seen by the Fund as an opportunity to
earn attractive returns through having secured an early seat in the
wind project development company DEVCO with the right to provide
project equity finance into the permitted asset at financial close.
Inspired Evolution facilitated the successful disposal of Gibson Bay
to Enel Green Power. The project was sold at permitting stage in late
2013 under Round 3 of REIPPPP and the Fund received a multiple of
11.24x on its cash-on-cash invested into Gibson Bay.

Evolution One Fund
investment:

Given the relatively small amount of capital invested into the
development phase only of Gibson Bay, this exit illustrates the
recognition from the Inspired Evolution team of the necessity
of a turnaround on strategy, favouring agility and strong return
focus over the alternative of focusing on simply deploying a larger
quantum of capital to optimise assets under management. This
investment strategy turnaround was made on the back of the rapid
yield compression which would have resulted had the Fund followed
its rights to deploy a larger amount of project equity at financial
close. The team rapidly prepared the asset for a successful sale to Enel
Green Power.

The role played by Inspired Evolution’s private
equity
As a result of the Fund’s mandate and the REIPPPP provisions
to ensure the optimisation of positive social and environmental
impacts, comprehensive EIAs have been conducted, with
no major impacts anticipated. A community development
trust has also been set up to address issues relating to local
economic development (LED). During the construction phase
of Gibson Bay ZAR908 million (USD90.8 million) was spent on
local contractors and providers and a number of temporary jobs
were directly created. The local trust will benefit from dividend
income that will flow to the local community throughout the
20-year project life.

Status:

www.red-cap.co.za
Gibson Bay, Kouga Region, Eastern Cape,
South Africa
Renewable Energy: Wind Power Generation
Development, construction and operation
of onshore grid-connected wind energy
generation facility
Pre-revenue; total Gibson Bay project capex
costs R1.974 billion (USD197 million)
34 476 person-months during the operations
phase; 3 577 person-months during the
28-month construction period
Early-stage | Greenfields Infrastructure Project
Finance
ZAR2 million (USD200 000). Christopher
Clarke represented the Evolution One Fund
on the board of Gibson Bay until disposal.
Project sold at fully permitted, preferredbidder stage to Enel Green Power (project is
under construction)

PREVIOUS PORTFOLIO ASSETS: CLEAN ENERGY INFRASTRUCTURE

Gibson Bay Wind Farm
Proprietary Limited

Investment impact highlights
•

•

•

Inspired Evolution secured an agreement with UNEP’s Seed Capital
Assistance Facility (SCAF) to assist with co-funding early-development
expenses for eligible DEVCO activities. The Fund provided critical earlystage capital to fill the ‘funding gap’ and assist the Red Cap team to
progress the pre-permitted wind asset to permitted status.
Gibson Bay will provide 111MW of clean renewable energy into the
national grid, under a 20-year power purchase agreement (PPA)
with Eskom, resulting from a successful bid in Round 3 of REIPPPP.
This is equivalent to 372GWh of clean energy per annum, mitigating
approximately        364 000 tCO2e of greenhouse gas emissions each year
through the substitution of dirtier coal-powered generation alternatives.
The Gibson Bay project comprises 40% black economic empowerment
ownership, and includes a portion that is owned by a bespoke trust
with trust expenditure ring-fenced for local previously disadvantaged
communities.   Dividend income will flow directly from the project to
these local communities over the 20-year life of the project.

Inspired Evolution and the lenders have ensured that the
company and its activities are managed according to the
Equator Principles throughout the project life. The DEVCO and
Gibson Bay boards have adopted the King III guidelines on
corporate governance, including board policies on conflicts
of interest, procurement, better financial governance and
delegation of authority for senior executive management.

Inspired Evolution Investment Management Proprietary Limited
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Composite Portfolio Indicators

A wide variety of development impact indicators have been developed for use by international
finance institutions (IFIs) to more effectively measure the impacts of private equity funds in emerging
markets and developing countries. The thesis being tested by IFIs is whether private equity funds
make life better for people in emerging markets and, if so how much better? IFIs more and more
often hear such questions from their shareholders, board members or stakeholders. The questions
are of obvious interest to IFIs who invest as limited partners, often with specific socio-economic
development mandates. But these questions are also increasingly important for emerging market
general partners and fund managers. Media criticism and government opposition in many
developing countries illustrate the risks that private equity fund managers face if their activities are
not understood, measured and shown to benefit local economies and populations.
Globally, there are more than 100 indicators with various definitions used to assess development
impacts of private equity funds. Therefore, a global IFI working group (Private Equity Funds) was
tasked with agreeing upon a set of development indicators that builds a library of core and optional
development indicators with common definitions and consistent tracking methodologies. As there
is a broad diversity of private equity funds (e.g. infrastructure funds, SME funds or general venture
capital funds), focus on a ‘one size fits all’ principle was not deemed practical.
In response, Inspired Evolution compiled a modified and distilled indicator category list comprising
both core and optional development indicators was gleaned from the IFI library and is a best attempt
at a merged set of development indicators that have been adopted and used by most of the Fund’s
investors. Inspired Evolution, as adviser to the Evolution One Fund, applies this set of development
indicators to the Fund’s portfolio of investments on an annual reporting basis.
This section details the development outcomes or impacts of the Evolution One Fund’s portfolio
of investments, reflected in the tables that follow, which are measured against the following key
indicator categories:
•
•
•
•
•

Financial
Governance
Societal and economic relationships
Company social responsibility and best practice
Environmental impacts, policies and compliance

In addition to the Fund’s broader climate-change mitigation objectives of low-carbon and resource
efficient technology development, use and related business-model innovation, the sustainability
impact of the portfolio is focused on net positive societal benefits. Wherever possible, the Fund’s
capital is deployed in a manner that empowers local communities and addresses local needs,
promotes local ownership, generates local jobs, facilitates skills development and training, improves
access to education and health and creates economic diversification.
The information illustrates the range of measured outcomes that are integral to Inspired Evolution’s
environmental, social and governance principles.

Inspired Evolution Investment Management Proprietary Limited
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Portfolio Investments, Financial Indicators
COMPANY, COUNTRY AND SECTOR

BUSINESS
ACTIVITY

YEAR OF
INVESTMENT

EXPECTED YEAR
OF EXIT

GREENFIELD/
EARLY
STAGE

INVESTMENT TYPE

TOTAL PROJECT(S)
COST (ZAR)

FUND TOTAL
(INVESTMENT
APPROVED &
COMMITTED)
INVESTED TO
DATE

Growth Capital Businesses
Abagold: Afropulse, South Africa, Agribusiness

Mariculture: Abalone
farm

2010

2018

No

Agribusiness
Technology &
Infrastructure

SIRAC Southern Africa, South Africa, Energyefficiency

Heat pumps

2013

2018

Yes

SOLD

Waste management

2010

2013

No

EnviroServ, South Africa, Waste
Management

R158 000 000
(Sulamanzi Project)

R52 500 000

Energy-efficiency
Technology

N/A

R17 000 000

Waste Management
& Recovery

N/A

R51 584 000

Technology & Infrastructure: Other																		
Demeter, South Africa, Waste Management/
Agribusiness

Organic Fertiliser
production

2011

2016

Yes

Agribusiness
Technology &
Infrastructure

R500 000 000
estimated

[R10 000 000]        
R3 000 000

Infrastructure: Renewable Energy																		
Rustmo1 Solar Farm, South Africa, Renewable
Energy Generation

Solar PV [7MW]

2011

2018

Yes

Renewable Energy
Infrastructure

R209 000 000

R24 835 000

SlimSun Swartland Solar Park, South Africa,
Renewable Energy Generation

Solar PV [5MW]

2011

2017

Yes

Renewable Energy
Infrastructure

R209 000 000

R24 835 000

SlimSun Too, South Africa, Renewable Energy
Generation

Solar PV [5MW]

2012

2014

Yes

Renewable Energy
Infrastructure

R100 000 000
estimated

[R8 000 000]          
R1 000 000

Fifth Season****, South Africa, Renewable Energy
Generation

Solar PV 68MW

2013

2018

Yes

Renewable Energy
Infrastructure

R2 212 952 348

R39 787 550

Red
Cap

Red Cap Kouga Wind Farm,
South Africa, Renewable Energy
Generation

Onshore Wind  80MW

2012

2018

Yes

Renewable Energy
Infrastructure

R1 850 000 000
(Kouga Wind Farm)

[R107 961 000]      
R98 311 000

Red Cap DEVCO, South Africa, Renewable Energy Developer

Onshore Wind  200MW

2010

2015

Yes

Renewable Energy
Developer

R4 350 000 000
(Kouga & Gibson
Bay Wind Farms)

R14 072 290

SOLD

Onshore Wind  111MW

2013

2017

Yes

Renewable Energy
Infrastructure

N/A – permited
asset sold

R1 992 877

AFPOC Limited, Mauritius, Renewable
Energy Generation

RE HoldCo 1 000MWs

2012

2018

No

Renewable Energy
Developer

N/A – multiple
projects

[R87 000 000]        
R70 641 000

Cookhouse Wind Farm

Onshore Wind  
138.6MW

2012

2018

Yes

Renewable Energy
Infrastructure

R2 280 492 444

Invested via AFPOC

African Clean Energy Developments
(ACED), South Africa, Renewable
Energy Developer

Onhore Wind  & Solar
PV 500MW

2012

2017

No

Renewable Energy
Developer

N/A – multiple
projects

Invested via AFPOC

SOLD

Nojoli Wind Farm, South
Africa, Renewable Energy
Generation

Onshore Wind  88MW

2012

2016

Yes

Renewable Energy
Infrastructure

R1 619 972 180

Invested via AFPOC

SOLD

Karusa Wind Farm, South
Africa, Renewable Energy
Generation

Onshore Wind  140MW

2012

2018

Yes

Renewable Energy
Infrastructure

N/A – permited
asset sold

Invested via AFPOC

SOLD

Nxuba Wind Farm, South
Africa, Renewable Energy
Generation

Onshore Wind  140MW

2012

2017

Yes

Renewable Energy
Infrastructure

N/A – permited
asset sold

Invested via AFPOC

SOLD

Soetwater Wind Farm, South
Africa, Renewable Energy
Generation

Onshore Wind  140MW

2012

2017

Yes

Renewable Energy
Infrastructure

N/A – permited
asset sold

Invested via AFPOC

AFPOC

Notes:

Gibson Bay Wind Farm, South
Africa, Renewable Energy
Generation

^ – reflect the economic interest of the fund
* – indirect equity interest held by the Fund
Fifth Season **** – financial indicators are for the underlying Solar PV asset – Solar Capital De Aar
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INVESTMENT
INSTRUMENT

FUND
%
STAKE

ANNUAL
REVENUE AT
TIME OF SHARE
ACQUISITION

PROJECTED
ANNUAL
REVENUE
DURING EXIT **

ANNUAL EBITDA
AT TIME OF
SHARE ACQUISITION

ANNUAL EBITDA
DURING EXIT **

INVESTEE WAS
SME AT TIME OF
ACQUISITION
***

PRIOR
YEAR REVENUE GROWTH
GREATER THAN
20% (Y/N),

PRIOR YEAR
EBITDA
GROWTH
GREATER THAN
20% (Y/N)

Preference Share

15%

R54 290 000

R367 609 311

R14 262 000

R104 147 081

No

No

No

Ords, SHL, Preference Share

75%

R13 761 247

R62 461 736

-R3 349 243

R11 713 891

Yes

No

No

R1 037 000 000

R1 695 000 000
(actual)

R345 000 000

R482 000 000

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Debenture

N/A

																		
Convertible Loan & Equity

15%

R0

N/A

R0

N/A

																		
Equity,
project finance

51%

R0

R44 344 637

R0

R34 846 453

Yes

No

No

Equity,
project finance

^60%

R0

R37 866 573

R0

R33 142 474

Yes

No

No

Equity,
project finance

50%

R0

R77 312 000

R0

R67 964 000

Yes

No

No

Debenture & Preference
Shares

N/A

R0

R502 795 394

R0

R462 445 993

Yes

No

No

Equity, project finance

26.6%

R0

R446 651 295

R0

R371 992 897

Yes

No

No

Equity, development risk
capital

30%

R0

R8 500 000

R0

R8 000 000

Yes

No

No

Equity, development risk
capital

30%

R0

R0

R0

R0

Yes

No

No

Equity, development risk
capital

30%

R0

Yes

No

No

*2.25%

R0

Yes

No

No

Equity, development risk
capital

30%

R22 615

Yes

No

No

Equity, development risk
capital

*12%

R0

R0

R0

R0

Yes

No

No

Equity, development risk
capital

*15%

R0

R0

R0

R0

Yes

No

No

Equity, development risk
capital

*15%

R0

R0

R0

R0

Yes

No

No

Equity, development risk
capital

*15%

R0

R0

R0

R0

Yes

No

No

Equity, project finance

N/A

-R1 682 007

R527 967 699
N/A

Inspired Evolution Investment Management Proprietary Limited

R0
R61 049

N/A
R471 104 412
N/A
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Portfolio Investments, Governance
COMPANY, COUNTRY AND SECTOR

FUND
BOARD
SEAT

IMPROVEMENTS IN GOVERNANCE SINCE TIME OF INVESTMENT

Growth Capital Businesses
Abagold: Afropulse, South Africa, Agribusiness

Yes

During the year the Group focus was on complying with the provisions of the new Companies Act, this involved
redrafting the memorandum of incorporation and passing the necessary special resolutions to comply with section
45 relating to inter-company loans and financial assistance. New board committees were formed: Audit and Risk;
Remuneration and Nomination. A director induction process is in place, and a formal board charter was adopted.

SIRAC Southern Africa, South Africa, Energyefficiency

Yes

Board reconstituted and committed to the implementation of sound corporate governance practices and complied to a
large extent with the King III Report and the Code of Corporate Practices and Conduct.

SOLD

No

The board committed to the implementation of sound corporate governance practices and complied to a large extent
with the King III Report and the Code of Corporate Practices and Conduct. New board committees were formed: Audit;
Remuneration; Executive; Transformation, Social and Ethics; Risk Mitigation and Internal Control.

EnviroServ, South Africa, Waste
Management

Technology & Infrastructure: Other						
Demeter, South Africa, Waste Management/
Agribusiness

Yes

Limited improvement due to delayed progress on start-up of business and anchor project. Financial oversight
strengthened.

Infrastructure: Renewable Energy						
Rustmo1 Solar Farm, South Africa, Renewable
Energy Generation

Yes

Adoption of best-practice governance standards set in King III and expected by industry. board policy on conflicts,
procurement, better financial governance, delegation of authority for senior executive management in place.

SlimSun Swartland Solar Park, South Africa,
Renewable Energy Generation

Yes

Adoption of best-practice governance standards set in King III and expected by industry. Board policy on conflicts,
procurement, better financial governance, delegation of authority for senior executive management in place.

SlimSun Too, South Africa, Renewable Energy
Generation

Yes

Aiming for governance standards set in King III and expected by industry. Greenfield infrastructure SPV with limited
governance until bid success is achieved.

Fifth Season ****, South Africa, Renewable
Energy Generation Infrastructure

Yes

Aiming to meet all governance standards set in King III and expected by industry. Board policy on conflicts, procurement, better financial governance, delegation of authority for senior executive management in place. Audit & risk subcommittee established in terms of Section 94 of the Companies Act (Act 71 of 2008).

Red Cap

Red Cap Kouga Wind Farm,
South Africa, Renewable
Energy Generation
Infrastructure

Yes

Adoption of best-practise governance standards set in King III and expected by industry. Board policy on conflicts,
procurement, better financial governance, delegation of authority for senior executive management in place.

Red Cap DEVCO, South
Africa, Renewable Energy
Developer

Yes

Adoption of best-practice governance standards set in King III and expected by industry. Board reduced to three
members due  to largely dormant nature of business until wound down in Q2 2016.

SOLD

No

Adoption of best-practice governance standards set in King III and expected by industry. Board policy on conflicts,
procurement, better financial governance, delegation of authority for senior executive management in place.

AFPOC Limited, Mauritius,
Renewable Energy Generation
Infrastructure

Yes

Adoption of best-practice governance standards set in King III and expected by industry. Board policy on conflicts,
procurement, better financial governance, delegation of authority for senior executive management in place.

Cookhouse Wind Farm,
Renewable Energy Generation
Infrastructure

No

Adoption of best-practice governance standards set in King III and expected by industry. Board policy on conflicts,
procurement, better financial governance, delegation of authority for senior executive management in place.

African Clean Energy Developments
(ACED), South Africa, Renewable
Energy Developer

Yes

Adoption of best-practice governance standards set in King III and expected by industry. Board policy on conflicts,
procurement, better financial governance, delegation of authority for senior executive management in place.

SOLD

Nojoli Wind Farm, South
Africa, Renewable Energy
Generation Infrastructure

No

Adoption of best-practice governance standards set in King III and expected by industry. Board policy on conflicts,
procurement, better financial governance, delegation of authority for senior executive management in place.

SOLD

Karusa Wind Farm, South
Africa, Renewable Energy
Generation Infrastructure

No

Adoption of best-practice governance standards set in King III and expected by industry. Board policy on conflicts,
procurement, better financial governance, delegation of authority for senior executive management in place.

SOLD

Nxuba Wind Farm, South
Africa, Renewable Energy
Generation Infrastructure

No

Adoption of best-practice governance standards set in King III and expected by industry. Board policy on conflicts,
procurement, better financial governance, delegation of authority for senior executive management in place.

SOLD

Soetwater Wind Farm,
South Africa, Renewable
Energy Generation
Infrastructure

No

Adoption of best-practice governance standards set in King III and expected by industry. Board policy on conflicts,
procurement, better financial governance, delegation of authority for senior executive management in place.

AFPOC

Notes:
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Gibson Bay Wind Farm,
South Africa, Renewable
Energy Generation
Infrastructure

Fifth Season **** - financial indicators are for the underlying Solar PV asset - Solar Capital De Aar
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IMPROVEMENTS IN FINANCIAL REPORTING SINCE TIME OF INVESTMENT

OTHER

Enhanced detail and level of reporting in the annual report to IFRS standard, appointment
of assistant accountant, upgrade of accounting software.

Aiming to meet all governance standards set in King III and expected by industry.  A
statement of ESG compliance included in annual report.

Enhanced detail and level of reporting for monthly management accounts. Annual
report to IFRS standard. CEO directly responsible for financial reporting to directors.
Appointment of independent auditors of good standing, Moore Stephens.

None.

Enhanced detail and level of reporting in the annual report to IFRS standard.

EnviroServ has a written code of conduct. All directors and employees must comply with
the code that incorporates the group’s vision, mission and value statements. The code is
available on the company’s intranet.

Application of IFRS for SMEs. Financial oversight strengthened through proactive
interventions to improve reporting on management acounts, turn-around speed for
audited financials and board participation.

Policies in place: Corporate Governance Policy, Code of Business Ethics. A statement of
ESG compliance included in annual report.

IFRS adopted and implemented for 2015 Annual Financial Statements.  Appointment of
financial controller and upgrade of accounting software. Monthly Management Accounts.
Appointment of independent auditors of good standing, PWC.

A detailed ESMS developed for the operations phase of the project. Momentous
Foundation Community Trust trustees re-elected due to capacity problems. A statement
of ESG compliance included in annual report.

IFRS adopted and implemented for 2015 Annual Financial Statements.  Appointment of
financial controller and upgrade of accounting software. Monthly Management Accounts.
Appointment of independent auditors of good standing, PWC.

A detailed ESMS under development for the operations phase of the project. A statement
of ESG compliance included in annual report.

IFRS adopted and implemented for 2015 Annual Financial Statements.  

None.

IFRS adopted and implemented for 2015 Annual Financial Statements.  Appointment
of Financial Controller. Monthly Management Accounts. Appointment of independent
auditors of good standing, Ernst & Young. Audit Committee mandated to appoint Auditor
and report to the Board on financial matters.

A statement of ESG compliance included in annual report.

IFRS adopted and implemented for 2015 Annual Financial Statements. Chief Financial
Officer appointed together with bookkeeper / financial controller. Monthly Management
Accounts and Cash Flow Analysis. Improved VAT management. Appointment of
independent auditors of good standing, KPMG. Implemented significant additional
financial controls over the payments process. All payments are reviewed by the directors,
the lender technical adviser and the lenders. A high level of segregation of duties is in
place. A monthly dashboard has been implemented whereby management report on key
construction milestones achieved; project progress; interface management; major risks;
key financial information; safety management; top five opportunities.

A statement of ESG compliance included in annual report.

IFRS adopted and implemented for 2015 Annual Financial Statements.  Appointment of
independent auditors of good standing, Moore Stephens.

A statement of ESG compliance included in annual report.

IFRS adopted and implemented for 2015 Annual Financial Statements.  Appointment of
independent auditors of good standing, Moore Stephens.

None.

Consec and Business Financial Solutions as the outsourced service providers to AFPOC
in Mauritius were tasked to provide more frequent monthly management accounts.
Appointment of independent auditors of good standing, Kemp Chatteris.

A statement of ESG compliance included in annual report.

IFRS adopted and implemented for 2015 Annual Financial Statements.  Appointment
of financial controller. Monthly Management Accounts. Appointment of independent
auditors of good standing, PWC.

A statement of ESG compliance included in annual report.

IFRS adopted and implemented for 2014 Annual Financial Statements.  Appointment
of financial controller. Monthly Management Accounts. Appointment of independent
auditors of good standing, PWC.

A statement of ESG compliance included in annual report.

IFRS adopted and implemented for 2015 Annual Financial Statements.  Appointment of
independent auditors of good standing.

None.

IFRS adopted and implemented for 2015 Annual Financial Statements.  Appointment of
independent auditors of good standing.

None.

IFRS adopted and implemented for 2015 Annual Financial Statements.  Appointment of
independent auditors of good standing.

None.

IFRS adopted and implemented for 2015 Annual Financial Statements.  Appointment of
independent auditors of good standing.

None.
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Portfolio Investments, Societal and Economic Relationships
DIRECT EMPLOYMENT AND EMPOWERMENT RESULTING FROM FUND INVESTMENT
COMPANY, COUNTRY AND SECTOR

TOTAL
ADDITIONAL
(FORECAST)
**

CURRENT
EMPLOYMENT
*

TOTAL
ADDITIONAL
(ACTUAL)

ADDTIONAL
HDP
(ACTUAL)

ADDTIONAL
WOMEN
(ACTUAL)
***

INDIRECT SOCIETAL AND ECONOMIC BENEFITS
RESULTING FROM FUND INVESTMENT
HDP
SHARE
(ACTUAL)

TEMPORARY
EMPLOYMENT IN
PERSONMONTHS
(ACTUAL)
****

Poverty-alleviation

Growth Capital Businesses
Abagold: Afropulse, South Africa, Agribusiness

SIRAC Southern Africa, South Africa, Energyefficiency

SOLD

EnviroServ, South Africa, Waste
Management*****

388

195

154

123

41

80%

0

Supporting local business through local
procurement where cost effective and
possible. Learning interventions include ABET,
learnerships, bursary schemes, in-service training,
functional training and leadership development
programmes to enable employability of people
and promote career development. Abagold
employed 42 learners as part of the government’s
Workplace Skills Programme.

14

1

1

0

0

0%

0

A large portion of employees are HDPs.
Employees gain practical skills in plumbing
and refrigeration, which are applicable to many
sectors, providing income security.  

3 852

313

313

257

47

82%

0

Enviroserv is involved in a number of initiatives
that support and nurture SMEs as subcontractors
at municipal waste sites under management, e.g.
Rietfontein, Potchefstroom. Ongoing programme
at Holfontein to train and use local unemployed
people.  Various CSI investments focus on skills
development and employment.

Technology & Infrastructure: Other										
Demeter, South Africa, Waste Management/
Agribusiness

2

50

0

0

0

0%

0

A percentage of production will go to IFDC to use
in Train The Trainer projects in rural communities.

Infrastructure: Renewable Energy												
Rustmo1 Solar Farm, South Africa, Renewable
Energy Generation

SlimSun Swartland Solar Park, South Africa,
Renewable Energy Generation

Fifth Season, South Africa, Renewable Energy
Generation ******

Notes:
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23 permanent
(490
personmonths)
(O&M)

180

1 296
personmonths

443
(O&M);
455
(Construction)

69%

73%

806
personmonths

Equity ownership by broad-based BEE-owned
SPV, with percentage of revenue to address
poverty and social development.  Additional
ongoing contribution of revenue from project
company to local socio-economic interventions.  

8

80

8 permanent
and 765
personmonths
during
construction

4 during
O&M
and 630
personmonths
during
construction

0 during
O&M
and 205
personmonths
during
construction

66%

765

Equity Ownership by broad-based BEE-owned
SPV, with percentage revenue to address poverty
and social development.  Additional ongoing CSI
contribution of revenue from project company
post-COD to local socio-economic interventions.  

50

50

50

41

5

82%

8 339
personmonths

8% equity ownership by broad-based
BEE Community Trust, with percentage of
distributions to address poverty and social
development.  Additional ongoing contribution
of revenue for socio-economic development
(1.5%) and Enterprise Development (0.6%).  

^ includes Red Cap Investments staff as contracted by DEVCO
* Current employment includes number of persons on project site as well as office and all contractors
** Total additional forecast at time of investment
*** Represents number of woman employed as at 30 June 2015
**** Represents number of temp employees employed as at 30 June 2015 and includes construction employment numbers for infrastructure projects
***** Note that for all sold PC’s numbers are recorded as at time of divestment
****** Fifth Season financial indicators are for the underlying Solar PV asset - Solar Capital De Aar
******* Note that at the holding company level no new jobs have been created
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INDIRECT SOCIETAL AND ECONOMIC BENEFITS RESULTING FROM FUND INVESTMENT

REVENUE TO
GOVERNMENT

LOCAL ECONOMIC IMPACT

INDIRECT EMPLOYMENT

Supporting local business through local procurement where cost effective and
possible. Learning interventions include ABET, learnerships, bursary schemes,
in-service training, functional training and leadership development programmes
to enable employability of people and promote career development.

50 jobs per annum during 4-year expansion phase.

R8 971 000

SIRAC budgets 1% of earnings for socio-economic development. Supports small
independent contractors. Company provides in-house training in plumbing,
refrigeration and project design.

The installation of hot water solutions is subcontracted to independent
contractors, which provides additional employment opportunities in their
regions.

R2 078 000

EnviroServ contributes most significantly to local economic development by way
of direct employment where tangible cashflows reach previously disadvantaged
households. Procurement strategies have improved procurement from SME
service providers, where possible.

250 people employed at Mama She’s recycling programme at Elansdfontein.  A
number of employment benefits SME initiatives not quantified.

R40 332 000
tax at group
consolidated
level 2012/3

Several hundred temporary jobs to be created during construction phase.
SME logistics opportunities to transport input material.

50 –100 jobs projected during operation.

N/A – prefinancial
close and
construciton

57 temporary jobs created during construction phase. Enterprise Development
Plan strategy to support and mentor local small entrepreneurs, e.g. establish
a central office service for local entrepreneurs with logistical support such as
Internet, central telephones, fax facilities, etc.

Not quantified. Linked to local procurement.

R3 745 691

75 temporary jobs to be created during construction phase. Approx. 55% of total
project spend will be deployed locally = R106m over the 12 month period  from
July 2012. Local labour to be trained during construction phase.

Not quantified. Linked to local procurement and social and economic
interventions.

R2 087 000

Direct and indirect job creation; HDP equity ownership; corporate social
investment initiatives; local content as percentage of the total project value.

Not quantified. Linked to local procurement and social and economic
interventions.

R22 520 047

Inspired Evolution Investment Management Proprietary Limited

TAXES AND
OTHER
PAYMENTS
TO GOVERNMENT IN LAST
FINANCIAL
YEAR
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Portfolio Investments, Societal and Economic Relationships
DIRECT EMPLOYMENT AND EMPOWERMENT RESULTING FROM FUND INVESTMENT
COMPANY, COUNTRY AND SECTOR

TOTAL
ADDITIONAL
(FORECAST)
**

CURRENT
EMPLOYMENT
*

TOTAL
ADDITIONAL
(ACTUAL)

ADDTIONAL
HDP
(ACTUAL)

ADDTIONAL
WOMEN
(ACTUAL)
***

INDIRECT SOCIETAL AND ECONOMIC BENEFITS RESULTING FROM FUND INVESTMENT
HDP
SHARE
(ACTUAL)

TEMPORARY
EMPLOYMENT IN
PERSONMONTHS
(ACTUAL)
****

POVERTY-ALLEVIATION

Infrastructure: Renewable Energy												
Red
Cap

Red Cap Kouga Wind Farm,
South Africa, Renewable Energy
Generation

38

594

38 permanent
during
O&M
and
1 973
total
personmonths
during
construction

22 during O&M
and
1 444
personmonths
during
construction

18 during O&M
and 46
total
personmonths
during
construction

73%

1 973
personmonths

5

0

0

0

0

20%

0

Poverty-alleviation measured outcomes via the
two wind project SPVs: Kouga Wind Farm and
Gibson Bay Wind Farm.

Gibson Bay Wind Farm, South
Africa, Renewable Energy
Generation

3 577
personmonths
(during
construction)

34 476
personmonths
(O&M)

3 577
personmonths
(during
construction)

2 632
personmonths

Unknown

74%

3 577
personmonths

Equity ownership by broad-based BEE
Community Trust, with percentage of
distributions to address poverty and social
development.  Additional ongoing contribution
of revenue for socio-economic development
and enterprise development.  

AFPOC Limited, Mauritius, Renewable
Energy Generation

0

0

0

0

0

0%

0

237
personmonths
(Total
O&M)

543

5 328
personmonths
(construction)
and 237
personmonths
(O&M)

3 283
personmonths
(construction)
and 177
personmonths
(O&M)

70
personmonths
(O&M)

68%

5 328
personmonths

4

0

0

0

0

0%

0

Unknown

238 jobs
during
construction and
14 jobs
during
operations.

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Red Cap DEVCO, South Africa,
Renewable Energy Developer
SOLD

AFPOC

Cookhouse Wind Farm

African Clean Energy Developments
(ACED), South Africa, Renewable
Energy Developer
SOLD

Notes:

54

Nojoli Wind Farm, South
Africa, Renewable Energy
Generation

The Kouga Wind Farm Community Development
Trust will have available to it an estimated R90
million per year, or R940m over the 20-year
project life, for socio-economic projects and
enterprises that work for poverty-alleviation in
the Kouga region.

AFPOC is a holding company for renewable
energy assets in South Africa. All povertyalleviation benefits are at the SPV level.
Severe levels of poverty exist in the area
local to the Project. This stems from high
unemployment, low levels of service delivery
and a lack of economic and socio economic
support and development initiatives.
The Project’s ability to alleviate poverty is
directly linked with it’s commitments to local
community ownership and socio-economic
development spend (see adjacent column).
Together these funding streams will be actively
managed to deliver high impact results with
the ultimate long term goal being long term
poverty-alleviation though broad based
development initiatives and programmes.

ACED is a developer of renewable energy
projects in South Africa. All poverty-alleviation
benefits are at the SPV level.
40% BEE ownership of which 10% Community
Trust ownership, with percentage of
distributions to address poverty and social
development.  Additional ongoing contribution
of revenue for socio-economic development
(2.5%) and enterprise development.  

* Current employment includes number of persons on project site as well as office and all contractors
** Total additional forecast at time of investment
*** Represents number of woman employed as at 30 June 2015
**** Represents number of temp employees employed as at 30 June 2015 and includes construction employment numbers for infrastructure projects
***** Note that for all sold PC’s numbers are recorded as at time of divestment
****** Fifth Season financial indicators are for the underlying Solar PV asset - Solar Capital De Aar
******* Note that at the holding company level no new jobs have been created
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INDIRECT SOCIETAL AND ECONOMIC BENEFITS RESULTING FROM FUND INVESTMENT

REVENUE TO
GOVERNMENT

LOCAL ECONOMIC IMPACT

INDIRECT EMPLOYMENT

The local economic impact is threefold: direct and indirect job creation; direct
ownership; corporate social investment LED initiatives. Procurement model
factors escalating quota for SME and women-owned business. R141m dedicated
to social economic development over the 20-year project term. Kouga Wind
Farm has identified five key areas of focus for the SED programme: education
and literacy, skills development and training, healthcare, transport, information
technology and communication, through consultation with key stakeholders
such as the Kouga local municipality, ward councillors, community members and
community-based organisations. Q3 2015 onwards will see the implementation
phase according to the planned strategy.

Indirect employment and benefits are extensive, especially in the construction
phase. The project is currently investigating the extent of indirect employment
and spend although current areas of known indirect employment include:
•
accommodation and hospitality for site staff
•
local basic services such as schools, fuel supply, retail services, basic health
care and entertainment
•
stakeholder engagement services
•
socio-economic development practitioners (needs and asset mapping
with project design and implementation)

LED measured outcomes via the two wind project SPVs: Kouga Wind Farm and
Gibson Bay Wind Farm.

Measured via the two wind project SPVs: Kouga Wind Farm and Gibson Bay Wind
Farm.

Direct and indirect job creation; HDP equity ownership; corporate social
investment initiatives; local content as percentage of the total project value.

Not quantified. Linked to local procurement and social and economic
interventions.

0%

LED measured outcomes at SPV level.

Indirect employment benefits at SPV level.

R0

The local economic impact is threefold:
1.
Labour and service providers benefit locally. The project has committed
to 23.4% of the construction period jobs being locally sourced and
21% for the operations period. In reality this figure is far higher for the
construction period job numbers, currently sitting at 67% local.
2.
Through BBHoldco the Cookhouse Wind Farm Community Trust holds
25% in the project company (Cookhouse). The Trust will receive benefits
in the form of dividends less debt repayments. These Trust funds will
be spent on economic and socio-economic development initiatives as
governed by the Trust Deed and the decision-making mechanisms of
the Trustees. Post debt repayment dividends are modelled to be R203.7
million over the 20-year life of the project.
3.
The project company has committed to 1% of revenue on socio-economic
development initiatives. These funds will either be spent through the
Trust, facilitated by expert development practitioners or partners, or
through initiatives designed, implemented and managed by the project
company itself. These funds are modelled to be R151 million over the
2--year life of the project.

Indirect employment and benefits are extensive, especially in the construction
phase. The project is currently investigating the extent of indirect employment
and spend although current areas of known indirect employment include:
•
accommodation and hospitality for site staff
•
local basic services such as fuel supply, retail services, basic health care
and entertainment.
•
stakeholder engagement services
•
socio-economic development practitioners (needs and asset mapping
with project design and implementation)

R1 892 732

LED measured outcomes at SPV level.

Indirect employment benefits at SPV level.

R2 745 674

Direct and indirect job creation; HDP equity ownership; corporate social
investment initiatives; local content 41% of the total project value.

Enterprise development initiatives and preferential procurement from local
communities will create the equivalent of a further 60 jobs.

Inspired Evolution Investment Management Proprietary Limited

TAXES AND
OTHER
PAYMENTS
TO GOVERNMENT IN LAST
FINANCIAL
YEAR

R0

R1 561 349

N/A
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Portfolio Investments, Societal and Economic Relationships
DIRECT EMPLOYMENT AND EMPOWERMENT RESULTING FROM FUND INVESTMENT
COMPANY, COUNTRY AND SECTOR

CURRENT
EMPLOYMENT
*

TOTAL
ADDITIONAL
(FORECAST)
**

TOTAL
ADDITIONAL
(ACTUAL)

ADDTIONAL
HDP
(ACTUAL)

ADDTIONAL
WOMEN
(ACTUAL)
***

INDIRECT SOCIETAL AND ECONOMIC BENEFITS RESULTING FROM FUND INVESTMENT
HDP
SHARE
(ACTUAL)

TEMPORARY
EMPLOYMENT IN
PERSONMONTHS
(ACTUAL)
****

POVERTY-ALLEVIATION

Infrastructure: Renewable Energy												
AFPOC

56

SOLD

Nxuba Wind Farm, South
Africa, Renewable Energy
Generation

N/A –
not yet
reached
financial
close

8,339
personmonths
during
construction and
24 240
personmonths
during
O&M

N/A –
not yet
reached
financial
close

N/A –
not yet
reached
financial
close

N/A –
not yet
reached
financial
close

N/A not yet
reached
financial
close

N/A –
not yet
reached
financial
close

40% BEE ownership of which 10% Community
Trust ownership, with percentage of
distributions to address poverty and social
development.  Additional ongoing contribution
of revenue for socio-economic development
(7%) and enterprise development (3%).  

SOLD

Soetwater Wind Farm, South
Africa, Renewable Energy
Generation

N/A –
not yet
reached
financial
close

6 802
personmonths
during
construction and
25 177
personmonths
during
O&M

N/A –
not yet
reached
financial
close

N/A –
not yet
reached
financial
close

N/A –
not yet
reached
financial
close

N/A –
not yet
reached
financial
close

N/A –
not yet
reached
financial
close

40% BEE ownership of which 10% Community
Trust ownership, with percentage of
distributions to address poverty and social
development.  Additional ongoing contribution
of revenue for socio-economic development
(7%) and enterprise development (3%).  

SOLD

Karusa Wind Farm, South
Africa, Renewable Energy
Generation

N/A –
not yet
reached
financial
close

7 119
personmonths
during
construction and  
25 200
personmonths
during
O&M

N/A –
not yet
reached
financial
close

N/A –
not yet
reached
financial
close

N/A –
not yet
reached
financial
close

N/A –
not yet
reached
financial
close

N/A –
not yet
reached
financial
close

40% BEE ownership of which 10% Community
Trust ownership, with percentage of
distributions to address poverty and social
development.  Additional ongoing contribution
of revenue for socio-economic development
(7%) and enterprise development (3%).  
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INDIRECT SOCIETAL AND ECONOMIC BENEFITS RESULTING FROM FUND INVESTMENT
LOCAL ECONOMIC IMPACT

INDIRECT EMPLOYMENT

REVENUE TO
GOVERNMENT
TAXES AND
OTHER
PAYMENTS
TO GOVERNMENT IN LAST
FINANCIAL
YEAR

Direct and indirect job creation; HDP equity ownership; corporate social
investment initiatives; local content 41% of the total project value; project
company will appoint to its top management 100% to HDP. The project commits
to spending a total of R885 353 177 on preferential procurement during its
construction and operations period.

Not quantified. Linked to local procurement and social and economic
interventions.

N/A

Direct and indirect job creation; HDP equity ownership; corporate social
investment initiatives; local content 41% of the total project value; project
company will appoint to its top management 100% to HDP. The project commits
to spending a total of R830 731 182 preferential procurement during its
construction and operations period.

Not quantified. Linked to local procurement and social and economic
interventions.

N/A

Direct and indirect job creation; HDP equity ownership; corporate social
investment initiatives; local content 41% of the total project value; project
company will appoint to its top management 100% to HDP. The Project commits
to spending a total of R1.423 billion on preferential procurement during its
construction and operations period.

The percentage shareholding by HDP in the Turbine S&I, Electrical and Civil BOP
contractors is 22% and 20% in the O&M contractor.

N/A
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Portfolio Investments, Company Social Responsibility and
Good Practice
EMPOWERMENT AND SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
COMPANY, COUNTRY AND SECTOR

INITIATIVES TO EMPOWER MINORITIES, WOMEN HDP

EMPLOYEE DEVELOPMENT AND UPLIFTMENT AND
EXTERNAL OUTREACH

Abagold: Afropulse, South Africa, Agribusiness

Abagold identified the need for aquaculture training through
learnerships. The accredited learning material was presented
to selected Abagold employees as skills courses over a period
of three years. The learners accumulated a total of 120 credits
which qualifies as a full learnership in animal production.
This year eight Abagold employees were the first to obtain
this qualification in the aquaculture industry in South Africa.
Abagold is already in the process of training the next group of
23 employees to obtain this qualification as well.

At a foundation level both Adult Education and Training (AET)
and life-skills training continues to be rolled out to interested
employees. A total of 278 AET certificates have been awarded
to date.The life skills programme not only focuses on HIV/
AIDS and TB, but also on building effective relationships,
substance abuse, personal hygiene, financial management
and decision making. Abagold also included positive
parenting skills as part of its life-skills training.

SIRAC Southern Africa, South Africa, Energy-efficiency

The company is an SME start-up business with a small staff
complement. There are no definitive initiatives at this stage.

The company is an SME start-up business with a small staff
complement. There are no definitive initiatives at this stage.

SOLD

Framework developed to address key principles of ILO
Code of Practice on HIV/AIDS. Social Management System
under development to incorporate ILO labour covenants
and IFC Labour Requirements for contractors. Pilot HIV Aids
programme to raise awareness in Gauteng, with intention to
roll out countrywide.

Strategy to address high unemployment at Holfontein site:
developed by site management, community representatives
and emerging contractors. Objective is to impart skills, use
local community labour wherever possible, present training
seminars and build capacity with emerging contractors.

Growth Capital Businesses

EnviroServ, South Africa, Waste Management

Technology & Infrastructure: Other									
Demeter, South Africa, Waste Management/
Agribusiness

BEE code guidelines to be applied to guide internal policy,
supporting IFDC training, which makes a special effort to reach
women in training in agricultural technologies.

The project plan provides for skills transfer programmes
that will benefit school and college leavers. Training  will be
provided via 20 to 30 learnerships in jobs such as mechanics,
fitters and turners, lab analysts, electricians.

Infrastructure: Renewable Energy									
Rustmo1 Solar Farm, South Africa, Renewable Energy
Generation

The Momentous Foundation Community Trust, owning
17% of the RustMo1 project, will use the dividends from the
project over 20 years to support poverty-alleviation measures
including bursaries, social development and infrastructure.
Communities of Tsakane and Lapologang have elected
representatives as trustees onto the Trust.

The board has agreed to initiate the purchase of land
adjacent to RustMo1 to engage in community-related
farming activities. Partnerships are in place with local colleges
to offer bursaries to local community members as funded by
the Rustmo1 CSI budget.

SlimSun Swartland Solar Park, South Africa,
Renewable Energy Generation

The Swartland Solar Park Community Trust owns 20% of the
project, and will use the dividends from the project over
20 years to support poverty-alleviation measures including
education, HIV/AIDS, social development and infrastructure.

First three employees trained internally. Community needs
assessment undertaken to identify priorities for future CSI
spend (SME, social development). Swartland Solar Park
Community Trust will coordinate external outreach.

Fifth Season ****, South Africa, Renewable Energy
Generation

The Community Trust, owning 8% of the project,  will use the
dividends from the project to support poverty-alleviation
measures including social development and infrastructure.
Women and HDPs are the direct beneficiaries of direct
and indirect employment, local content and preferential
procurement activities.

Community needs assessment undertaken to identify
priorities for current CSI spend (education, health, SME). On
the job training taking place for employee development.

Red
Cap

Red Cap Kouga Wind Farm, South Africa,
Renewable Energy Generation

0.5% of the Company’s total procurement during the
operational phase to be spent on women-owned vendors and
1.3% on QSEs and EMEs.

Community needs assessment undertaken to identify
priorities for current CSI spend (education, health, SME). On
the job training taking place for employee development.

Red Cap DEVCO, South Africa, Renewable
Energy Developer

Initiatives implemented at the SPV level.

Initiatives implemented at the SPV level.

SOLD

The Gibson Bay Community Trust, owns a significant minority
of the project, and will use the dividends from the project
to support poverty-alleviation measures including social
development and infrastructure. Women and HDPs are the
direct beneficiaries of direct and indirect employment, local
content and preferential procurement activities.

Unknown
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Gibson Bay Wind Farm, South
Africa, Renewable Energy
Generation
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LABOUR PRACTICES AND DECENT WORK
TRAINING

HR
POLICIES

CONTRACTS
WITH
EMPLOYEES

FREEDOM TO
JOIN UNION

H&S POLICY

During 2014 Abagold invested, on average, 729 hours per month in training and development
across all levels of employment and spent 3.5% of remuneration costs on training and
development. Full-time training manager and training assistants employed.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Training for employees is done in-house. No external training at this stage.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

SHEQ training programme and documents in place. Currently addressing translation into local
languages and Portuguese for Angolan operations. Additional training on H&S and First Aid under
way.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

The project plan provides for skills transfer programmes that will benefit school and college
leavers. Training  will be provided via 20 to 30 learnerships in jobs such as mechanics, fitters and
turners, lab analyst, electricians.

N/A as yet. Startup pre-feasibility
stage.

N/A as yet. Startup pre-feasibility
stage.

N/A as yet. Startup pre-feasibility
stage.

N/A as yet. Startup pre-feasibility
stage.

Training and skills development are integral components of the operation and maintenance phase.
Strategy to develop local competence for all support services and opportunities in the Solar PV
industry in general.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, Equator
Principles action
plan.

Training and skills development are integral components of the operation and maintenance phase.
Strategy to develop local competence for all support services and opportunities in the Solar PV
industry in general.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, Equator
Principles action
plan.

Training and skills development is an integral component of the operation & maintenance phase.
Strategy to develop local competence for all support service and opportunities in the Solar PV
industry in general.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, Equator
Principles action
plan.

Skills transfer and training for installation as contract agreement with Nordex, the turbine supplier
and training for staff in Germany on the operation of the WTGs. A staff training budget line is part
of the annual operational budget.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, Equator
Principles action
plan.

Training and development are integral to building the company’s intellectual property base.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Enel Green Power (purchaser) launched a training programme in June 2014 aimed at developing
technical expertise in solar residential PV installation. The Enel retail training programme in South
Africa is currently aimed at providing instruction to approximately 1 000 learners per year.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Portfolio Investments, Company Social Responsibility and
Good Practice
EMPOWERMENT AND SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
COMPANY, COUNTRY AND SECTOR

INITIATIVES TO EMPOWER MINORITIES, WOMEN HDP

EMPLOYEE DEVELOPMENT AND UPLIFTMENT AND
EXTERNAL OUTREACH

Infrastructure: Renewable Energy									
AFPOC

Note:

AFPOC Limited, Mauritius, Renewable Energy
Generation

Initiatives implemented at the SPV level.

Initiatives implemented at the SPV level.

Cookhouse Wind Farm

Socio-economic development spend is on track for 2014/15.
The set-up of the community trust is complete. Relationships
with all key stakeholders, including the local community, are
on a good footing. Definitive initiatives are in progress.

Three early childhood development centres in Cookhouse
and Somerset East (Msobomvu, Wielie Walie and Mini
Marvels) will receive support for health and safety
compliance, kitchen upgrades and fire prevention devices.
Adelaide Primary School computer laboratory and training
for 2 computer teachers. ACVV Somerset East – Afterschool therapeutic and learning programmes and remedial
teaching. Bedford Child Welfare – learner programmes and
interventions, remedial teaching and foster care. Bursaries
have been awarded to three students reading Audio
Technology, Accounting Science and B. Commerce in Law.

African Clean Energy Developments
(ACED), South Africa, Renewable Energy
Developer

Initiatives implemented at the SPV level.

Initiatives implemented at the SPV level.

SOLD

Nojoli Wind Farm, South Africa,
Renewable Energy Generation

The Nojoli Community Trust, owning 10% of the project,  
will use the dividends from the project to support povertyalleviation measures including social development and
infrastructure. Women and HDPs are the direct beneficiaries of
direct and indirect employment, local content and preferential
procurement activities.

Unknown.

SOLD

Karusa Wind Farm, South Africa,
Renewable Energy Generation

The Karusa Community Trust, owning 10% of the project,  
will use the dividends from the project to support povertyalleviation measures including social development and
infrastructure. Women and HDPs are the direct beneficiaries of
direct and indirect employment, local content and preferential
procurement activities.

N/A - project pre-financial close still.

SOLD

Nxuba Wind Farm, South Africa,
Renewable Energy Generation

The Nxuba Community Trust, owning 10% of the project,  
will use the dividends from the project to support povertyalleviation measures including social development and
infrastructure. Women and HDPs are the direct beneficiaries of
direct and indirect employment, local content and preferential
procurement activities.

N/A - project pre-financial close still.

SOLD

Soetwater Wind Farm, South Africa,
Renewable Energy Generation

The Soetwater Community Trust, owning 10% of the project,  
will use the dividends from the project to support povertyalleviation measures including social development and
infrastructure. Women and HDPs are the direct beneficiaries of
direct and indirect employment, local content and preferential
procurement activities.

N/A - project pre-financial close still.

All project finance SPVs are goverened by the Equator Principles / IFC performance standards, and they have undertaken to comply with and manage activities in terms of these
Environment, Health and Safety (EHS) requirement and International Labour Organisation (ILO) standards
Fifth Season **** – financial indicators are for the underlying Solar PV asset – Solar Capital De Aar
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LABOUR PRACTICES AND DECENT WORK
TRAINING

HR
POLICIES

CONTRACTS
WITH
EMPLOYEES

FREEDOM TO
JOIN UNION

H&S POLICY

Initiatives implemented at the SPV level.

N/A, at project
SPV level only.

N/A, at project
SPV level only.

N/A, at project
SPV level only.

N/A, at project
SPV level only.

H&S and skills development training is under way via numerous training programmes
implemented by the Cookhouse executive team.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Training and development are integral to building the Company’s intellectual property base.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Enel Green Power (purchaser) launched a training programme in June 2014 aimed at developing
technical expertise in solar residential PV installation. The Enel retail training programme in South
Africa is currently aimed at providing instruction to approximately 1 000 learners per year.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Enel Green Power (purchaser) launched a training programme in June 2014 aimed at developing
technical expertise in solar residential PV installation. The Enel retail training programme in South
Africa is currently aimed at providing instruction to approximately 1 000 learners per year.

Yes

WIP – project
pre-financial close
still.

Yes

WIP – project
pre-financial close
still.

Enel Green Power (purchaser) launched a training programme in June 2014 aimed at developing
technical expertise in solar residential PV installation. The Enel retail training programme in South
Africa is currently aimed at providing instruction to approximately 1 000 learners per year.

Yes

WIP - project
pre-financial close
still.

Yes

WIP – project
pre-financial close
still.

Enel Green Power (purchaser) launched a training programme in June 2014 aimed at developing
technical expertise in solar residential PV installation. The Enel retail training programme in South
Africa is currently aimed at providing instruction to approximately 1 000 learners per year.

Yes

WIP – project
pre-financial close
still.

Yes

WIP – project
pre-financial close
still.
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Portfolio Investments, Environmental impacts, policies and
practices
BENEFITS AND ISSUES
COMPANY, COUNTRY AND SECTOR

HIGH-LEVEL DIRECT OR INDIRECT ENVIRONMENTAL
BENEFIT

CATEGORY / ISSUES TO MITIGATE

Abagold: Afropulse, South Africa, Agribusiness

Farming of abalone helps meet demand for this
endangered species, which is otherwise poached
illegally.

Water quality at outlet. Abalone feed sustainability.

SIRAC Southern Africa, South Africa, Energy-efficiency

Energy-efficient water heating solutions reduce
demand for predominantly coal-based power in South
Africa.

None

SOLD

Waste management service with high environmnetal
and social management standards.  Actively promoting
waste minimisation.

Ongoing programme to improve systems to highest standard, as per
Marsh Environmental Services due diligence

Demeter, South Africa, Waste Management/
Agribusiness

GHG benefit, reduction of waste to landfill.

Air emissions quality and hazardous substance handling.

Rustmo1 Solar Farm, South Africa, Renewable Energy
Generation

GHG benefit relating to clean energy substitution for
Eskom grid.

Negligible.

SlimSun Swartland Solar Park, South Africa,
Renewable Energy Generation

GHG benefit relating to clean energy substitution for
Eskom grid.

Negligible.

Fifth Season ****, South Africa, Renewable Energy
Generation

GHG benefit relating to clean energy substitution for
Eskom grid.

Negligible.

Red
Cap

Red Cap Kouga Wind Farm, South Africa,
Renewable Energy Generation

GHG benefit relating to clean energy substitution for
Eskom grid.

Birds & bats - ongoing monitoring.

Red Cap DEVCO, South Africa, Renewable
Energy Developer

Benefit at SPV level.

N/A

SOLD

GHG benefit relating to clean energy substitution for
Eskom grid.

Birds and bats – ongoing monitoring.

AFPOC Limited, Mauritius, Renewable Energy
Generation

Benefit at SPV level.

N/A

Cookhouse Wind Farm

GHG benefit relating to clean energy substitution for
Eskom grid.

Birds and bats – ongoing monitoring.

African Clean Energy Developments
(ACED), South Africa, Renewable Energy
Developer

Benefit at SPV level.

N/A

SOLD

Nojoli Wind Farm, South Africa,
Renewable Energy Generation

GHG benefit relating to clean energy substitution for
Eskom grid.

Birds and bats – ongoing monitoring.

SOLD

Karusa Wind Farm, South Africa,
Renewable Energy Generation

GHG benefit relating to clean energy substitution for
Eskom grid.

Birds and bats – ongoing monitoring.

SOLD

Nxuba Wind Farm, South Africa,
Renewable Energy Generation

GHG benefit relating to clean energy substitution for
Eskom grid.

Birds and bats – ongoing monitoring.

SOLD

Soetwater Wind Farm, South Africa,
Renewable Energy Generation

GHG benefit relating to clean energy substitution for
Eskom grid.

Birds and bats – ongoing monitoring.

AFPOC

Notes:
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EnviroServ, South Africa, Waste Management

Gibson Bay Wind Farm, South Africa,
Renewable Energy Generation

Fifth Season **** – financial indicators are for the underlying Solar PV asset – Solar Capital De Aar
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COMPLIANCE
EIA
COMPLIANCE

LEGISLATION
COMPLIANCE

Yes

CLIMATE CHANGE BENEFIT

ESMS / EMP

CDM OR VER

GHG BENEFIT OR CDM / VER STATUS

TONNES CO2e
SAVING PER
ANNUM

Yes

EMP for Sulamanzi project.
ESMS is being updated and
will be implemented by
31 Dec 2015.

N/A

GHG mitigation through Mean Sea Level 2MW wave energy
converter – under development.

8 586   

2016

N/A

Yes

ESMS implemented by
31 Dec 2015.

N/A

GHG mitigation through energy savings and reduced coalbased power demand.

5 100   

2014

Yes

Yes

EMS

Yes

CDM approved in 2008, based on extraction of landfill gas
and burnoff by flaring and destruction of methane (50% of
gas makeup)

188 390

2008

N/A – new still
EIA for new
site.

N/A – new still
EIA for new
site.

N/A – new still EIA for new
site.

t.b.d.

Potential reduction in GHG replacing unity product for Urea
(where 1 tonne of Nox = 300 tonnes CO2)

Yes

Yes

EMP for construction phase.
Now in operations phase so
full ESMS.

CDM (POA)
pending

Brokers engaged for proposals.

12 258   

2014

Yes

Yes

EMP for construction phase.
Now in operations phase so
full ESMS.

CDM (POA)
pending

Brokers engaged for proposals.

10 047   

2015

Yes

Yes

EMP for construction phase.
Now in operations phase so
full ESMS.

CDM

Brokers engaged for proposals.

167 956   

2015

Yes

Yes

EMP for construction phase.
Now in operations phase so
full ESMS.

CDM

ERPA cancelled due to fall in CER price.

262 962   

2015

N/A

Yes

N/A

N/A

N/A

0

N/A

Yes

Yes

EMP for construction phase.

CDM (POA)
pending

Unknown.

364 550   

2017

N/A

Yes

N/A

N/A

N/A

Yes

Yes

EMP for construction phase.
Now in operations phase so
full ESMS.

CDM

Revised ERPA being executed in Q3 2015.

N/A

Yes

N/A

N/A

N/A

Yes

Yes

EMP for construction phase.

CDM (POA)
pending

Unknown.

268 217   

2017

Yes

Yes

EMP for construction phase.

CDM (POA)
pending

Unknown.

519 845   

2018

Yes

Yes

EMP for construction phase.

CDM (POA)
pending

Unknown.

459 792   

2018

Yes

Yes

EMP for construction phase.

CDM (POA)
pending

Unknown.

519 845   

2018

t.b.d.

START DATE
FOR CDM

t.b.d.

N/A
353 660   

N/A

N/A
2015

N/A
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